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A/JST.HACT 
Utilization of sophisticated hydroinformatic systems depends on the optimum use of 
appropriate input data. The main focus of the present project has been the 
development of a number of auxiliary data handling modules for a previously 
constructed IPT system. This system is an elaborate software capable of modelling a 
wide range of hydro-environmental phenomena. Data required for the implementation 
of the IPT system consist of hydro graphic and physical data regarding the geometry 
of hydro-environmental system and boundary and initial conditions. Due to inevitable 
high cost of these surveys in most cases the available data are scarce which reduces 
the efficiency of computer models. In this respect development of more sophisticated 
computer modelling schemes is in effective and techniques for enhancing the quality 
of the input data must be employed. The aim of this project has been to eliminate such 
difficulties by the use of modern IT techniques such as the optimization of physical 
data by genetic algorithms, fuzzy logic procedures, intelligent data bases and case 
based reasoning. To demonstrate the efficiency of the developed data handling 
modules a number of hydro-environmental problems in tidal river networks have been 
solved. It is shown that the modules developed in this project have general 
applicability and can be used to assist computer aided design and systems 
management in a wide variety of cases. 
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1. Introduction 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Introduction 
Computer simulation of hydrodynamical phenomena started in the second half of the 
twentieth century. Early models relied on crude schemes and could only be used to 
solve basic problems based on simple governing equations. This was mainly due to 
the limited power of computers which could not handle sophisticated mathematical 
schemes needed to solve complex problems associated with the behaviour of natural 
systems such as tidal river networks. However, with rapid advances in computer 
technology significant progress was made in computer modelling of natural water 
systems and investigators working in various research centres world wide developed 
simulation schemes for realistic rivers and estuaries. In recent years computer 
modelling has become an indispensable method for predictive simulation of hydro-
environmental systems. The progress, however, has not merely confined to the 
construction of more elaborate models and with the emergence of new discipline of 
hydroinformatics computer modelling has assumed a more comprehensive meaning. 
A hydroinformatics tool is not simply number crunching software. It is a complete 
approach to utilize full power of modem information technology to generate both 
quantitative and qualitative answers to complex questions related to natural water 
systems' behaviour whilst simplifying the application to a degree that operators with 
minimum knowledge of mathematical modelling or hydrodynamics could use it. 
Active research about development of versatile and multipurpose hydroinformatic 
systems is currently being conducted in the Chemical Engineering Department of 
Loughborough University. Previous work in this area has resulted in the design and 
development of a complex Information Processing Tool, which can be used over a 
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computer system network to simulate many different types of problems, related to 
natural water systems. 
1.1 Aim of the present project 
The main aim of the present study has been to design and develop a unique set of data 
handing modules which can be incorporated into the existing IPT system. The specific 
objectives have been twofold. These objectives can be briefly described as the 
following. 
1) To review and construct suitable methodologies for the treatment, handling and 
optimisation of physical parameters and hydrographic data needed in number 
crunching modules which model hydrodynamic and solute dispersion in tidal river 
networks. This example has been selected because it allows considering multiplicity 
of parameters and geometric data in simulating hydro-environmental phenomena. 
2) To design a suitable methodology for intelligent handling of data generated by the 
use of IPT system for a specific problem. The selected example in this case IS 
formulation of optimum effluent discharge policies for tidal river network 
To fulfil these objectives and achieve the main goal a number of techniques such as 
the use of intelligent data bases, genetic algorithms, fuzzy logic and case based 
reasoning have been employed. To maintain maximum and promote maximum 
efficiency of the designed modules an object oriented approach is adopted. 
1.2 Structure of the thesis 
This thesis comprises of 6 chapters with additional sections for appendices and 
references. The following gives a brief description of the scope and contents of each 
chapter. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
The background and a brief description of the project have been given. The overall 
aims of the research and its objectives have been defined. 
Chapter 2: General Concepts 
Following the introductory chapter, in chapter two basic structure of the existing 
Information Processing Tool is briefly outlined. 
Chapter 3: Construction of Mathematical Models for Hydro-environmental 
Systems and Handling of Input Data Sets 
In chapter three mathematical derivations describing the fundamental governing 
equations of the examples chosen to develop this research programme and the specific 
numerical solution techniques used are described. The main goal of this chapter is to 
provide more clear explanations regarding the nature of physical and hydrographic 
data required by the modelling module. This leads to the description of possible 
problems associated with the provision of such data into the processor module and 
hence the techniques which can be employed to enhance the quality of the input data 
and, as far as possible, to remove uncertainties in them. 
Chapter 4: Data handling modules 
In chapter four details of techniques used to design and develop data handling 
modules based on intelligent data bases and the genetic algorithm, fuzzy logic and 
case based reasoning modules are described. 
Chapter 5: Case studies based on the implementation ofthe developed data 
handling modules 
In chapter five selected case studies based on simulation of hydrodynamic conditions 
and solute dispersion in two different tidal river system are described. Chapter 5 also 
includes a detailed account of an example related to the application of case based 
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reasoning to the formulation of an effluent discharge policy for a realistic branching 
river system. 
Chapter 6: Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Research 
Overall conclusions of the project and suggestions for possible extensions to other 
cases are explained, and also future development of the constructed IT tool have been 
discussed in this chapter. 
References: 
Sources cited in the thesis are listed in this section. These include books, academic 
journal publications and web sites containing material discussing topics used in this 
project. Although the thesis does not contain a separate chapter on literature survey in 
each section comprehensive reviews of publications most relevant to the subject of 
that section is given. 
The thesis includes list of references and a number of appendices. 
Appendices 
Appendix A 
Computer codes developed in the current project are listed. 
AppendixB 
A brief list and outlining academic publications that have resulted from this the 
present PhD project is given. 
AppendixC 
Details given of the use of the developed databases in problems other than the specific 
hydro-environmental application that has been the subject of this research. 
The database designed and developed to organise, record and handle the data 
generated by a simulation code for analysis of fluid and particle transport through the 
permeable medium such as pleated cartridge filter used m aircraft. 
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Chapter 2 
General Concepts 
General Concepts 
In this chapter the main goal and objectives of the present study and the methodology 
adopted to achieve these aims are described. These descriptions starts with an outline 
of a previously developed Information Processing Tool (IPT). This IPT provides a 
hydroinformatics system for the predictive modelling of hydro-environmental 
phenomena. However, before it can be used for the simulation of realistic problems in 
natural waters it should incorporate a complete data handling system. The main aim 
of the present research has been to develop such a system. In the following sections of 
this chapter the fundamental requirements of automatic data handling and methods 
used to incorporate with the existing IPT system are discussed in detail. 
2.1 Architecture of IPT System 
The IPT system that is currently under development in the Chemical Engineering 
Department of Loughborough University operates in response to user specified 
problems. The main design and architecture of this system has been the subject of a 
previous PhD project and its overall structure has been completed (Keshavarzi-
Roonizi, 2006). The system is designed as a hydroinformatics tool and responds to 
specified problems related to hydro-environmental phenomena. Notable examples of 
hydro-environmental applications handled by the developed IPT are simulation of 
currents and flow dynamics in tidal and non-tidal rivers, estuaries, coastal regions, 
underground flow domains and transport of pollutants in these environments. The IPT 
system guides the user to interact with it providing necessary sets of input. The 
5 
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original version has a limited capability in recognizing the quality and suitability of 
input data that it receives. Therefore if it does not receive an appropriate set of input 
data, the IPT system does not yield a meaningful output apart from alerting the user 
about the errors and inconsistency of the given data. The work in this project is 
mainly concerned with remedying this problem. The main aim of constructing a 
sophisticated hydro-informatics tool is that none expert users such as employees of 
local councils, insurance firms and environmental activists who do not poses 
extensive knowledge of mathematical modelling techniques and hydrodynamics can 
obtain meaningful simulations by utilizing it . Therefore it is not reasonable to expect 
all users to understand the nature, quality and suitability of input data required for a 
particular application. In the present project auxiliary modules which significantly 
enhance data handling capability of the existing IPT system are developed. As the 
extensive nature of the IPT system which enables it to be applied to a very wide 
ranging hydrodynamic phenomena precludes the construction of specific data sorting 
modules for all types of applications a very important case, namely modelling of 
hydrodynamics and solute transport in tidal river networks, has been selected to 
illustrate the methodology used to develop the described auxiliaries. It should 
however, be noted that the basic methodology adopted here is generic and can be 
extended for most of the applications embedded in the IPT system. 
The original IPT system consists of the following three main modules, Front-End, 
Data Generator and Back-End. The overall architecture of the developed system is 
shown schematically in figure 2.1, (N.Keshavarzi-Roonizi, et al, 2004). 
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f,.. __ D_ata---·0- Back-End Generator 
Figure 2. 1. Schematic of the IT System 
The modules shown in figure 2.1 can be briefly defined as 
• Front-end, provides a network node for communication between the users and 
software assets that are in the processor (data generator) and back-end 
modules. 
• Data-generator is a systematic library o f various modelling soflware that use 
deterministic or stochasti c techniques to simulate, evaluate and generate 
quantitative results for hydro-envi ronmental problems for which the user seek 
solution. 
• Back-end , provides a network node fo r the import and processing o f the data 
(i .e. results, answers, evaluations) generated by the software in the generator 
module. The processed results are logged and returned to a window in U1e 
front-end for the utili zation by the users. 
7 
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In the fo llowing section the structure and operations of these modules are d escribed. 
2.1.1 Front-End Module 
The front-end of the system is structured as an interactive interface using the 
following princ iples and techniques: 
• Capability to allow multi -user applications. 
• User logging format that a llows the system to maintain a record of users of the 
system at any given time and the users who have used the system w ithin a set 
period o f time. 
• Categori sation capability to record users, organise requi red applications and 
thei r con esponding responses into clearly identified groups for efficient 
manipulation of computer resources. Predetermined relati ons between various 
input factors are incorporated into the interacti ve interface for purposeful 
grouping o f related items and disentanglement of unrelated questions etc. This 
is a crucia l aspect of the present user interface because the aim has been to 
assist the genera l users to obtain meaningful anal ysis results even if the 
questions that they pose may not be entire ly c lear (from a mathematical or 
scienti fie point of view). 
• A feature of the interface 1s to maintain 'S impl ici ty' . Therefore 
communications are kept simple and clear by using user's own language to 
provide shortcuts meaningfull y related to more complex procedures. 
• All of the available o ptions and procedures to perfom1 a given task are made 
visible w ithout di stracting the user with ex traneous or redundant in fom1ation . 
• The user is suppli ed with feedback at each stage of communicat i.on w ith the 
front-end interface. This is to guide the user to give consistent input and 
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choose appropriate options necessary for the efficient implementation of a 
required task. 
• The front-end interface has been des igned to have a high degree of tolerance 
to reduce cost of mistakes by allowing undoing, redoing, cancelling and going 
back. In addition errors are presented , wherever possible, by to lerating varied 
inputs and sequences and by interpreting all logical actions reasonably. 
2.1.2 Data-Generator Module 
This module is the main engine of the present 1T system. Essenti al ly it consists of a 
library of various mathemati cal models for the s imulation of hydrodynamic and 
pollutant mixing and tTansport problems in networks of tidal and non-tida l rivers. The 
module is fl exib le and can incorporate both in-ho use deve loped mode ls or public 
domain and commercial software. The design of this module is such that after the 
evaluation of a ll aspects of a presented problem, (i.e. available input, questions 
needed to be answered desired quantitative results identified) the most suitable model 
for its solution from the available models in the data-generator module is selected. 
The interface feeds the input data to the selected mode l initiating numerical 
computations. At the end of the computations the s imulation results are passed to the 
back-end module for further processing requ ired before presentation of the answers. 
Due to the ex tens ive and varied nature of problems encountered in natura l water 
systems. It is impossible to develop a model uni versally applicable under a ll 
conditions. Therefo re in practice a plethora of different models and strategies have 
been constructed. The data- generator embedded in the present system is capable of 
dealing wi th following problems: 
9 
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• Hydrodynamic mode lling o f long and narrow non-tidal ri vers and branching 
river netw orks. The required information in these problems is to quantitati vely 
predict flow velocity, pattern o f currents and water depth in rela tion to rain 
fa ll, surface run-off, water seepage through bed and ri ver banks. These are the 
necessary data required in planning agricultural irrigation, water ex traction 
projects and construction o r flood defences. 
• Prediction of the di stribution and concentration of chemically reactive and 
inert solute pollutants introduced into lo ng and narrow non-tidal rivers and 
branc hing ri ver networks. 
• Hydrody namic modelling o f wide tidal n vers (estuaries) inc luding the 
predicti o n of the ex tent of flow channel boundari es during the flood and ebb 
tides along the watercourse. This infom1ation is required in the planning o f 
optimum effluent di scharge policies in estuari es. Moving boundary of the flow 
channel and its continuous change during a tidal cyc le is a particularl y di ffic ult 
problem to handle and depend ing on topological, physical and hydrodynamic 
features of a given water system a different simulation technique should be 
adopted . For this reason, the present module can be extended to inc lude fi ve 
di fferent models for performing this task. The system can then select the most 
suitable option via communications w ith the user and evaluation of the 
particular condjtions o f a given problem. Deta ils o f these models have been 
published before. (Nassehi and Wi lli ams, 1986; assehi and Bikangaga, 1993; 
Nassehi and Kafa i, 1999; Passone et a!, 200 I). 
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• Prediction of the distribution and concentration of chemical ly reactive and 
inert pollutants introduced into estuaries. 
• Speci fie features such as prediction of conditions resulting from fo rmation of 
ice sheets covering a non-tidal river in severe winters. 
• Prediction of conditions in a planned fish fann and similar commercial 
exploitation of river systems. 
• The quantitative analysis of underground flow in 20 and 30 domains. 
2.1.3 Back-End Module 
The back-end of the system provides secondary services (post-processing) necessary 
in the analysis of complex problems. It should be noted that the simulations results 
obtained via the data-generator mainly consist of large amounts of numerical data. 
These tables of data are usually very difficult to understand or interpret in a short time 
in terms of physical descriptions required for making engineering or management 
decisions. Secondary processing of data or post-processing converts the simulation 
results to easily understandable forms. It also eli minates noise and parasitic output to 
prevent confusion. ln a large number of situations instead of tables of numerical data 
the results are shown as graphs or contour plots of speci tied variables. The back-end 
module can also communicate directl y with the front-end at the preliminary stages of 
an application (i .e. problem simulation). For example, it is designed to provide 
answers regarding the validity of a given input on the basis of its self-consistency or 
logical status. This feature is mainly utilized to guide the untrained user to obtain 
required information from the system with ease and efficiency. 
11 
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User Logging Status 
/ / / / 
Menu Option: Select The 
Display the Results Required Task I/ [/ 
/ / / / / / 
Estuaries River Underground 
Related Related Flow Related 
Applications V Applications V Applications / 
/ / 
Appl ication Logic I/ 
-t 
~ 
/ .............. 
I'-. _.,.. 
Database 
Figure 2.2. The Web pages Diagram 
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2.2 Tidal River Networks 
Tidal river networks provide crucial economic arteries for modem industrialized 
world. Further to their traditional role as suitable coastal regions for harbours and 
shipping these waterways are extensively used as outlets for effluents from domestic, 
municipal and industrial sources. Understanding the hydrodynamic behaviour of these 
natural water flow systems and capability to make quantitative predictions regarding 
currents and flow patterns within them is therefore vitally important. Information 
about flow patterns, velocities and water depth variations also provide the most basic 
data about the distribution and transport of effluents introduced into tidal rivers. 
Mathematical modelling has been used for many decades to obtain quantitative 
information about tidal river networks. However, complex behaviour of these 
systems has necessitated the construction of very elaborate models which use 
sophisticated computer based numerical schemes to yield results. A major set back in 
wide spread utilization of these simulations has therefore been caused by the very 
nature of available models. It is not possible to simplify the models in order to make 
them more accessible to the general user as in this case these simulation tools loose 
their reliability and efficiency. On the other hand use of a very sophisticated model is 
only justified if accurate and reliable high quality input data can be inserted to obtain 
useful outputs. Here arises another difficulty in using mathematical models of 
complex natural water systems such as tidal river networks. Acquisition of high 
quality data characterizing these water flow systems can be costly, hazardous and 
require expertly arranged field surveys. The use of modem IT techniques in 
conjunction with sophisticated mathematical modelling provides means of moving 
towards resolving some of the problems stated above. 
13 
Chapter 2 General Concepts 
In the following chapters of this thesis the governing equations that represent 
hydrodynamics and solute transport in tidal river networks have been derived. The 
selected example provides a suitable basis to discuss input data required for efficient 
solution of these equations. Some of the most important methodologies based on 
modern information technology that can be used to enhance the quality and suitability 
of available data has also been explained. Examples of the development of specific 
modules for handling geometric and physical data that provide auxiliaries for the IPT 
system have been listed and explained in detail. Application of these techniques to 
two different case studies have finally been used to demonstrate the overall utilization 
of the IPT system augmented with the described data handling modules. 
14 
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Chapter3 
Construction of Mathematical Models for Hydro-environmental 
Systems and Handling of Input Data Sets 
3. Introduction 
This chapter provides an in-depth description of the typical steps which are taken to 
construct a mathematical model for hydro-environmental systems. The main goal is 
to demonstrate the crucial role that the acquisition, enhancement and insertion of the 
input data into a typical mathematical hydro-environmental model plays on its 
efficient implementation. It is shown that, in a computerized approach for the 
simulation of hydro-environmental phenomena (as adopted in the Information 
Processing Tool described in chapter 2) knowledge of the exact nature and the 
relationships between the data streams and the modelling technique is absolutely 
essential. As already described the IPT system developed in the Chemical 
Engineering Department of the Loughborough University is a complex hydro-
informatics system. Therefore automatic data handling in this system requires 
'intelligent' auxiliaries which in conjunction with facilitating the communication 
between the number cruncher and the data modules enhance the model performance 
via improving the data quality. 
To illustrate the above described points, in the following sections, a hydro-
environmental model for the simulation of solute transport in tidal rivers is described. 
Complementary explanations about the input data required for the model 
implementation and options for the optimum use and enhancement of the available 
data are also provided. 
The typical model selected to be used as a sample in the present research consists of 
two main parts. These are a hydrodynamic model based on the computer based 
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solution of shallow water equations of continuity and motion and a solute transport 
model based on the law of conservation of mass. Both parts ofthis simulation can be 
carried out using a variety of mathematical schemes. However, in this chapter we will 
restrict the discussions to a well established finite element technique which provides 
the most robust and accurate solution of the governing equations. Some elements of 
this solution technique are novel and hence will be discussed in some detail in a 
separate section. 
3.1 Mathematical model of tidal dynamics in river networks 
We start with the development of the governing equations of hydrodynamics for river 
networks. These equations are based on the fundamental laws of physics expressing 
the conservation of mass and linear momentum. Although river flow is three 
dimensional in almost all rivers longitudinal and lateral dimensions are significantly 
larger than the depth. Consequently three dimensional river models are seldom used. 
Therefore it is more appropriate here to focus on the derivation of river flow equations 
in a depth averaged form. 
3.1.1 Conservation of mass 
Using a control volume approach (i.e. in an Eulerian or stationary framework) we 
consider the mass balance for the flow of water in a river section with length and 
width of L1x, Lly, respectively, and a depth of h (Figure 3.1). We state that 
Rate of change of mass within the control volume= Mass in -Mass out (3.1) 
Therefore 
(3.2) 
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where J x etc. are mass flux across the inlet and outlet sections of the control volume. 
y 
CV t 
I 
--+--+:• Lly 
: Jx+llx 
+ 
+--- ---~ 
X 
Figure 3.1 mass balance over a two-dimensional control volume 
After substitution from equations (3.2) into equation (3.1) incremented terms are 
replaced using Taylor series expansion, for example, as 
(3.3) 
And after the truncation of second and higher order terms and further algebraic 
manipulations we have 
where p is water density. Therefore 
ah aJ x p-+--+ 
at ax - 0 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
The mass balance equation of (3.5) has been derived without considering whether the 
considered flow regime is laminar or turbulent. However, in almost all types of rivers 
the flow regime is always turbulent. The method for the conversion of the governing 
hydrodynamic equations, such as equation (3.5), is the well known 'localized 
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averaging' procedure proposed by Reynolds (LeMehaute, 1976) and hence will not be 
shown here. The important point to note is however, that the mathematical form of 
water continuity equation remains unchanged after the application of the localized 
averaging and therefore equation (3.5) can be regarded as representing mass balance 
in a turbulent flow. 
The adopted approach for the derivation of equation (3.5) is implicitly based on the 
assumption that mass fluxes on the horizontal plane of the control volume represent 
depth averaged values. Therefore they can be simply substituted by depth average 
velocity components ( vx and vY) times the depth of the control volume h. After such 
a substitution equation (3.5) is written as 
oh ohvx ohvy 
-+ + =0 
at ox ay (3.6) 
Equation (3.6) is the conservation form of depth averaged water continuity equation 
in a river flow channel. It can also be written as 
(3.7) 
Second term of equation (3.7) involves the divergence of the velocity field which for 
an incompressible fluid such as water is zero and hence 
(3.8) 
Equation (3.8) is the non-conservation form of the depth averaged continuity equation 
for open channel flow. In general it is more advantageous to use the conservation 
form of this equation in the modelling of tidal river hydrodynamics. 
The derived continuity equation can be generalized to include additional discharge 
through relatively small tributaries into a river channel. Therefore 
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(3.9) 
The described procedure adopted for the derivation of the depth averaged continuity 
equation is not based on a rigorous mathematical method. In addition, it is not a 
generally applicable technique and cannot , for example, be extended to the derivation 
of depth averaged equation of motion. In general, therefore, a proper averaging 
process should be employed to derive the depth averaged hydrodynamic equations 
governing natural water systems. To clarify this important point the derivation of the 
depth averaged continuity equation is again considered. 
The three-dimensional mass conservation equation for an incompressible fluid such as 
water is written as (Aris, 1989) 
(3.10) 
The velocity component in the vertical direction (here z-direction) can be obtained by 
integration of equation (3.10) as 
(3.11) 
where v. and z• are the velocity and elevation at the flow channel bed, respectively, 
and z, is the elevation of the water surface. The bed and water surface elevations are 
in general functions of space and time and therefore the integrals in the right hand 
side of equation (3.11) should be treated using the Liebnitz rule for differentiation of 
definite integrals 
(3.12) 
And 
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(3.13) 
Substitution from equations (3.12) and (3.13) into equation (3.11) yields 
Using the definition of substantial derivatives we have 
(3.15) 
And 
(3. 16) 
Substitution from equations (3.15) and (3.16) into equation (3.14) yields 
(3.17) 
Or 
(3.18) 
A depth averaged field variable in a flow channel is written as 
(3.19) 
Therefore equation (3 .18) can be written in terms of depth averaged velocity 
components as 
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(3.20) 
The elevation difference between the flow channel bed and surface shown as 
(z, - Z 0 ) is equal to the water depth hand equation (3.20) can be written as 
oh ohvx ohvy o 
-+ +-....:::..._ 
ot ox 0' (3.21) 
Equation (3.21) is the properly derived depth averaged continuity equation for river 
flow regimes. As can be seen the derivation of this equation has not been based on 
any approximation and it is a precise representation of mass balance. Therefore the 
exact statement of mass conservation precludes any need to calculate small vertical 
velocity component in most types of river flows. In the two-dimensional equation 
(3.21) the water depth h plays a role equivalent to the fluid density in three-
dimensional compressible flows. This means that water depth provides a measure of 
the mass per unit area. Any increase or decrease resulting from greater or smaller 
inflow than outflow (i.e. any increase or reduction in the two-dimensional mass flux 
represented by hvx and hvY) must be reflected by appropriate changes of water depth 
h. In the section describing the finite element scheme used to develop a solution of the 
shallow water equations the profound implications of this point is fully explained. 
3.1.1.1 Data input implications in the solution of equation (3.21) 
As the derivation of the depth averaged water continuity equation proves the solution 
of this equation only requires initial and boundary conditions (i.e. initial water depth 
throughout the river channel and water depth variations at only one end of the river 
domain for the duration required in the simulation, respectively). Therefore in a 
computerized system data for the depth averaged continuity equation will be entirely 
dependent on the overall communication between number cruncher and input data 
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modules incorporating the hydrodynamic equation of motion. In what follows we 
show that this approach cannot be maintained if the continuity equation is further 
averaged to represent very long and narrow rivers. 
3.1.1.2 Cross sectional averaging 
In cases where lateral variations of the velocity field is insignificant and the river flow 
is predominantly in the longitudinal direction a further averaging over the transverse 
direction (i.e. channel width) can be carried out. Starting from equation (3.6) and 
integrating over the channel width B we get 
Bah Bah Bahv 
f.:..:..:..c!y+ J Vxdy+ J y dy=O 
oat o ax o 0' (3.22) 
Or 
Bah Bahv jB J.:..:..:..c!y+ J xdy+(hvy) 0 =0 oat 0 ax (3.23) 
And because vY at both sides of the flow channel is zero then 
(3.24) 
Following a procedure analogous to the one used for the derivation of the depth 
averaged continuity equation, equation (3.24) yields 
(3.25) 
where h and vx, respectively, represent water depth and longitudinal velocity 
averaged over flow channel cross section. In long and narrow rivers the third term in 
equation (3.25) is insignificant and can be ignored. Therefore one-dimensional mass 
continuity equation averaged over a river cross section is simply written as 
(3.26) 
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where A is the cross sectional area. Equation (3.26) is commonly written as 
(3.27) 
where Q = Au represents flow rate. 
3.1.1.3 Data input implications in the solutio~ of equation (3.27) 
As shown, the models that use equation (3.26) (or equation (3.27)), in contrast to the 
depth averaged river models, need to use river channel width and cross sectional area 
as input data. In river flow domains both the channel width and cross sectional area 
change throughout the domain. Therefore if the IPT system is instructed (or the 
system itself recommends) the use of a cross sectionally averaged number cruncher 
appropriate measures which maintain and enhance the accuracy of the above 
described data should be initiated. Obviously, in a computerized system this should be 
achieved automatically by an auxiliary module embedded within the system. 
3.1.2 Equation of motion based on the Conservation of momentum 
Analogous to water continuity equation the equation representing conservation of 
momentum in a river flow system can be derived using a momentum balance over a 
control volume. The derived equation can then be averaged over depth or cross 
section of the flow channel to obtain its two and one-dimensional versions. However, 
unlike the conservation of mass where the derivation of continuity equation is simply 
started assuming a turbulent flow regime, in carrying out momentum balance, the 
treatment of turbulence should be considered in some detail and incorporated into the 
derivation of equation of motion. The usual method for the incorporation of 
turbulence in flow models is to consider all of instantaneous variables appearing in 
balance equations as sununations of local mean and fluctuation components. For 
example, an instantaneous velocity component u is written as u = ii + u' where ii is a 
local mean quantity and u' is the fluctuation component. By definition mean value of 
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the fluctuation component is zero. Substitution of instantaneous variables in 
momentum balance equation as sum of local mean and fluctuation terms results in 
appearance of terms such as: (e.g. in x direction) and 
' ' 
o(-p vxvz) in turbulent flow models. These terms are analogous to viscous stresses 
oz 
and may be considered as external stresses due to turbulent fluctuation forces. They 
are commonly called Reynolds stresses. Direct measurement ofReynolds stresses in a 
flow field is not possible and hence their accurate incorporation in flow models is the 
subject of on going research worldwide. A number of elaborate methods which aim to 
relate these stresses to more tractable flow field parameters have emerged in the past 
details of which can be found in the published literature. In the case of turbulence 
river flow, however, the situation is very different from the general case. This is 
because that in river flow these stresses can be directly related to well defined forces 
affecting the flow regime. In what follows this point is explained. 
3.1.2.1 Equation representing flow of water in river systems 
In general, in a turbulent flow regime the viscous forces resulting from the mean 
velocity are quite negligible in comparison with the shear stresses caused by 
fluctuation terms. Neglecting terms such as t.i'1 2u (where p is fluid viscosity and V 2 
is the Laplacian operator) that represent viscous stresses, the momentum balance over 
a control volume yields the components of equation of motion in a Cartesian eo-
ordinate system as 
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ov -ov -ov -ov P(___J"_+v _x_+v ___J"_+v _x_) ~ 
ot XiJx Ycy Zoz 
' ' ' ' ' ' 
oP 0 vxvx 0 vxvy 0 vxvz 
---p( + + )-pgx 
ox OX cy 8z 
ovy - ovy - OVy -OV 
p(--+v --+v --+v ----L)~ 
ot Xox Ycy z oz 
' ' ' ' ' ' 
oP 0 vyvx 0 vyvy 0 VyVz 
---p( + + )-pgy cy Ox cy oz 
ov -ov -ov -ov p(-z-+v _z_+v _z_+v __ z)~ 
ot Xox Ycy Zoz 
' ' ' ' 
oP a vzvx 0 VzVy a vzvz 
---p( + + )-pgz 
oz OX cy 8z 
(3.28) 
where pis fluid density , P is local mean pressure and pg x etc. are the components 
of body force (e.g. gravity). Equation (3.28) are very similar to the well known 
Navier-Stokes equations used to represent laminar Newtonian flow (Le Mehaute, 
1976). In the case of river flows the turbulent stress terms in equation (3.28) are 
represented uniquely in terms of a limited number of physically dominant 
parameters. In great majority of river flow problems the local mean velocity 
component is orders of magnitude smaller than the longitudinal and lateral mean 
velocities and can be ignored. Consequently gradients of vertical shear and normal 
stresses are small and can be neglected. Therefore for a river flow regime 
components of equation (3 .28) are reduced to 
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' ' ' ' 
avx -avx -avx a? a vxvy a vxvz 
p(at+vx -+v -)=---p( + ) 8x y ay 8x ay az 
' ' ' ' 
avy _avy -avy a? a vyvx a vyvz (3.29) 
p(--+v --+v --)=---p( + ) 
at xax Yay ay ax az 
a? 
-=-pg 
az 
Depth or cross sectional averaging of simplified equation (3.29) yields the most 
commonly used equation of motion (momentum balance ) for river flow systems. To 
obtain the depth averaged equation of motion we start by integrating the vertical 
component of equation (3.29) over a column from channel bed to water surface 
z, 
P, -P=- fpgdz (3.30) 
where subscripts s and b refer to water surface and channel bed, respectively. 
Therefore, provided that variations of density with depth is known equation (3.30) can 
be used to calculate pressure within the water column at any given position. Pressure 
gradients in the longitudinal and lateral components of equation (3.29) can then be 
found. In cases where variation of density with depth is negligible, such as in well 
mixed tidal rivers, equation (3.30) simply yields 
P, -P = -pg(z, -zb) = -pgh (3 .31) 
And, assuming constant density 
oP oh . 
-=pg-=-pgzx 
ox ox 
(3.32) 
where ix is the surface slope in the longitudinal direction. Similarly in the transverse 
direction the coefficient iY can be found and hence equation (3.29) is written as 
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I I I I 
(3.33) 
The set equations (3.33) can now be integrated over the water depth to obtain depth 
averaged form of the momentum equation. We note that convective inertia terms such 
as vx ovx etc. are small in comparison with the local acceleration term and integration 
ox 
of the components of equation (3.33) over the water depth can be carried out ignoring 
their non-linearity (McDowell and O'Connor, 1977). Therefore 
' ' ' ' I zs ( OVx - OVx - OVx J . a vxvy a vxvz 
- f p -+vx-+vy- -pg•x +p + dz=O 
h zb at fJx ay ily az (3.34) 
' ' ' ' 
I zs (ovy _ ovy _ ovyJ . a vyvx a vzvyz 
- f p -+vx-+Vy- -pgly +p + dz=O 
h zb at fJx ay ax {jz 
In relatively shallow rivers where the depth is at least one order of magnitude smaller 
than the width turbulent shear stresses in vertical plane are usually negligible and 
hence equation set (3.34) can be reduced to 
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And after the integration 
evx avx avx . 1 ( ) 
--+Vx--+Vy--=gzx -- 'z x -Tz x 
at ax cy phS b 
(3.36) 
avy avy avy . 1 ( ) 
--+Vx--+Vy--=gzy -- 'z y -7:z y 
at ax cy phS b 
where Vx , VY are depth averaged velocity components and 1: ,,x etc. are turbulent 
stresses. As mentioned earlier in dealing with river flow systems in hydro-
environmental problems these stresses are replaced with measurable physical forces. 
Accordingly stresses at water surface are represented by wind shear force and at the 
river flow channel bottom by a bed friction term. Both wind shear and bed friction can 
be expressed in terms of experimentally determined empirical relationships. However, 
in majority of cases for relatively narrow rivers the wind shear is ignored. Bed 
friction, on the other hand, can never be ignored and remains as a significant term in 
the momentum equation. It is commonly expressed in terms ofChezy's or Manning's 
friction coefficient (Chow, 1973). Therefore the components of depth averaged 
momentum equation for river flow are written as 
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avx +V avx +V avx =-gah _g(VxiVI) 
at X ax y 0J ax h C2 
(3.37) 
avy +V avy +V avy =-gah _g(Vylvl) 
at X ax y 0J 0J h C2 
where V is depth averaged velocity vector and C is the Chezy friction coefficient. 
For turbulent flows over a rough bed this coefficient is related to channel bed 
roughness via (using SI units) 
I 
C=R~ (3.38) 
n 
where RH is hydraulic radius defined as cross sectional area of flow channel divided 
by wetted perimeter and n is the Manning's friction coefficient which in practice is 
found to vary between 0.01 and 0.05, depending on bed roughness (Le Mehaute, 
1976). 
In tidal rivers and estuaries, where there is significant change of water depth over a 
relatively short period of time, the surface slope terms in equation set of (3.37) are 
sometimes written in terms of water surface elevation (q) measured with respect to a 
datum rather than total water depth (Figure 3.2). In this way bed geometry can be, 
explicitly, included in the momentum equation. A further commonly used 
modification of the momentum equation (3.37) is to write it in a 'conservation form'. 
To carry out this modification both sides of equation (3.37) are first multiplied by h, 
after algebraic manipulations involving the use of continuity equation (3.21) and 
water incompressibility condition (i.e. '11 ·V = 0) this gives 
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(3.39) 
Expressing non-liner velocity term in equation set (3.39) as VxiVI and VYIVI ensures 
that flow reversal in a tidal river is represented through the bed friction in the 
momentum equation. 
channel __-
bed -----
t 
datum 
h 
l 
Figure 3.2 schematic representation of a variable surface river flow domain 
Components of depth averaged equation of motion represented by (3.39) are used 
extensively in modelling river flow problems. Under certain conditions, depending on 
the geographical location of a river and its width to depth ratio, the Coriolis force 
caused by rotation of the Earth may become noticeable and should be included in the 
derivation of the momentum equation. Similarly there are cases where density 
variations in a river are significant enough to preclude ignoring terms such as gh op 
ox 
and gh op in the derivation ofthe momentum equation. 
Oy 
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Similar to the continuity equation, in narrow and long rivers where lateral component 
of velocity is orders of magnitude smaller than its longitudinal counterpart further 
averaging of the momentum equation yields a one-dimensional , cross-sectionally 
averaged, flow model expressed as 
I 
where U is the longitudinal velocity. Substituting from equation (3.38) for C' = R~ 
n 
will into (3.40) we obtain 
(3.41) 
It is also possible to include a density gradient term in the derived equations of 
motion. For example in the cross sectionally averaged equation this term appears as 
- g..!i.. Bp .This term is usually recast in terms of salinity gradients along the river 
2p ax 
channel via an equation state relating salinity to water density given as 
p(x) = k1s(x,Q) + k2 , where s is salinity in parts per thousand and k1 and k2 are 
constants (Nassehi and Das, 2007). 
The derived equations of continuity and motion, often called shallow water equations 
are the basis of hydrodynamic modelling of tidal rivers. The use of these equations 
can be extended to branching flow channels and hence river networks. However, it 
should be noted at the confluences of different branches the above derived equations 
cannot be directly used and they should be substituted with special forms of the mass 
and momentum balance equations. A very commonly used form of these special 
equations is as follows. 
(i) the continuity condition: 
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Algebraic sum of the discharges across the boundaries of the junction= accumulation 
within the junction. 
"Q=A Bh, 
L.... ' at' (3.42) 
(ii) the momentum condition at the junction of relatively small rivers is the 
assumption of equal free surface elevation at its boundaries 
(3.43) 
where A, and h, are the area of the confluence and water depth at a junction, 
respectively, and subscripts I, 11 etc. refer to specific branch numbers. 
3.1.2.2 Data input implications for the solution of the momentum equation 
As the presented derivation of the governing equation of water flow in tidal rivers 
shows, in contrast to the continuity equation, its solution requires both geometrical 
(i.e. hydro graphic) and physical data. Normally acquisition of hydrographic data (i.e. 
water surface breadth, cross sectional area and hydraulic radius) for river networks 
requires costly and time consuming field surveys conducted by trained staff. 
Therefore data mining techniques that use concepts such as case based reasoning, 
fuzzy logic and reduction of uncertainty provide valuable tools for making optimum 
use of often scant data. The most important prerequisite for the incorporation of the 
described tools in a 'Input Data Module' is that in computerised system for river 
modelling the hydrographic data should handled via an intelligent 'Data Base' . In this 
study an example of such a technique is developed and used to enhance data 
availability and quality in the simulation of a realistic branching tidal river network. 
For the physical data needed in the solution of water flow equation a distinction 
should be made between the friction coefficient which is a dominant factor and other 
parameters such as salinity gradients and Coriolis force. The latter two parameters 
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usually have a relatively small effect on the hydrodynamic behaviour of rivers and 
hence the use of approximate values for them is acceptable. However, bed friction 
significantly affects the hydrodynamic behaviour of rivers and it is absolutely 
necessary to use appropriate values of this coefficient in river flow simulations. 
Unfortunately it is not possible to obtain a precise value for bed friction in natural 
river systems. This coefficient depends on many factors and therefore it takes 
different values at different parts of a flow channel. A further complication, in 
particular in depth or cross sectionally averaged models, arises from the fact that the 
friction term in reality represents a 'catch all' for all forms of resistance to flow. As 
can be readily ascertained, because of the lack of sufficient information energy losses 
or drags, for example, due to meandering or vegetation in the flow channel cannot be 
included in the derivation of the governing equation of motion. As a consequence 
artificially high friction values should be used in order to compensate for such effects 
in the solution of the flow equation. To resolve these difficulties simulation of of river 
hydrodynamics depends on a process of ' Calibration' and 'Verification'. This 
process is explained next. 
3.1.2.3Flow model calibration and verification- The use of Genetic Algorithms 
The process of model calibration and verification is based on the 'optimisation' of the 
friction coefficients appearing in the governing equation of motion. Starting with a set 
of Manning's coefficients they are adjusted(i.e. optimised) so that model generated 
results match with the observed values of a variable such as water surface elevation 
along the flow channel. This optimisation process is somewhat constrained since there 
are limiting values for the roughness coefficient depending on the nature and 
geological features of a natural water course. After this stage using the calibrated 
values of the friction coefficient a different flood event than the one used for the 
calibration is simulated. Computer generated and observed data are again compared. 
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Provided that these two sets of data are close the model can be regarded as validated. 
The lengthy process of model calibration and verification is time consuming, tedious 
and requires significant expenditure in terms of CPU time and computational effort. 
Therefore it has been the focus of world wide research over many decades. As a result 
there is a plethora of computer based schemes that are designed to increase the 
efficiency of this process. However, none of the 'traditional' computer based 
optimizations can be regarded as universally applicable for all types of river flow 
simulations. This situation has been overwhelmingly changed via the advent of 
'Genetic Algorithms' which provide very efficient method for obtaining suitable sets 
of bed friction coefficients for all types of river networks in minimum time and almost 
negligible computational effort. In the following chapter a very simple algorithm that 
is used in the development of a computer model for a river network is explained. 
3.1.3 Flood Routing 
From a hydrodynamic point of view a flood event is similar to a tidal wave 
propagation. Therefore simulation of floods is also based on the described equations 
of water continuity and flow. However, in the simulation of floods it is apparent that 
the river-bed roughness coefficient should reflect the effects of the main flow channel 
as well as the resistance against water flow in surrounding areas inundated by the 
flood. In a given river reach the inundated plain along the channel bank and flow 
channel (figure 3.3) can be said to have varying influences on the resistance to water 
flow. Therefore the bed roughness (friction) coefficient should be regarded as 
consisting of two parts, first part representing the main channel friction and the 
second representing the flood plain friction. When the water surface is confined to 
the main channel then the friction coefficient is taken as n (if the Manning's 
coefficient is used in the model). 
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Be 
Figure 3.3 schematic representation of flow channel and flow in surrounding areas 
As flooding occurs , to include the effects of the roughness in the inundated plain a 
composite friction coefficient as defined by the following relationship is used 
(Nassehi and Tomlinson, 1993). 
Bc(x,h) ( ) Br(x,h)-Bc(x,h) ( ) 
n(x,h) = ( ).ne x,h + ( ) .n f x,h 
Br x,h Br x,h 
(3.44) 
where B, is the channel width and Br is the channel width + flood plain width. As 
can be seen a river hydrodynamics model can be readily used for flood routing 
provided that an appropriate 'Input Data Module' which can deal with the described 
composite friction is utilized. The necessity and importance of incorporating a genetic 
algorithm for model calibration is further highlighted in the flood routing models. 
3.1.4 Extension of hydrodynamic models to the study of suitable fish habitats in 
rivers 
The phenomenal success of modem river hydrodynamic models which use novel IT 
tools has provided an intensive to extend them to river utilization studies. The main 
concept behind such extensions is that having obtained reliable quantitative 
predictions for hydrodynamic factors in a river domain such data can be used to study 
other phenomena. In this section an important example of the extension of 
hydrodynamic modelling and its associated input data requirement is discussed. 
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There are a variety of techniques that can be used to include a fish habitat component 
in a river hydrodynamic model. A commonly used method is based on the Weighted 
Usable Area (WUA) (Bovee, 1982) concept. Using this method the WUA is 
calculated as an aggregate of the product of a composite suitability index (CSI, range 
0.0 - 1.0) evaluated at every point in the domain and the "tributary area" associated 
with that point. As explained in the next section, these points in the example 
developed in the present study are the computational nodes in the solution grid that 
designed to cover the problem domain. Suitability evaluation is carried out on area to 
area basis searching a defined neighbourhood of each node i.e. an extent in the 
domain which is close to a particular node than any other node). The CSI at each 
node is calculated as a combination of the separate suitability indices for depth, 
velocity, and channel index. Various types of combinations can be used. Here the 
most simple type based on triple product of h, v and channel index is used. The 
suitability index for each parameter is evaluated by linear interpolation from an 
appropriate fish preference curve which should be read from a data base. Velocities 
and depths are taken directly from the hydrodynamic component of the model. The 
channel index values may depend on channel substrate or cover for different fish 
species and life stages. In cases where channel index data is scant a fuzzy logic 
module can be used to enhance data quality. 
3.2 Solute Transport Model 
Conjunctive use of hydrodynamic models with a transport model which provides 
predictive simulation for the transport and distribution of agents introduced into a 
river system is quite common. This type of work can in essence be regarded as a very 
useful extension of hydrodynamic models. In particular, considering the urgency of 
the environmental concern in modem world the ability to predict the distribution, and 
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life cycle of pollutants in rivers has become vitally important worldwide. In this 
section we consider modelling of the transport of a solute such as salt (which is 
frequently used as a tracer) in a tidal river system. 
3.2.1 Pollutants Transport Equation in Hydro-Environmental Flow systems 
A general transport equation representing distribution of solute pollutants in tidal 
rivers systems is derived using a mass balance. To carry out such a balance consider a 
three dimensional control volume of side lengths of fu", L1y and !:J.z inside a flow 
field, as shown in figure 3.4 .We have 
Rate of accumulation of pollutant within the control volume = 
Mass of pollutant in -Mass of pollutant out 
And 
Accumulation =(Mass in by convection+ Mass in by dispersion+ Mass in from a 
source)-(Mass out by convection+ Mass out by dispersion+ Mass sink) 
Convective mass flow rate of a pollutant through rectangular sides of the control 
volume is equal to the area of the flow surface multiplied by velocity times pollutant 
concentration C . Therefore in terms of velocity components we can write the above 
mass balance as the following equation. 
ac 
- t.xt.y!:J.z = 
at 
[<vxC + Fx)lxt.y!:J.z + (vyC + Fy)ly &Ill+ (vzC + Fz )lzt.xt.y +Si J-
[ (vxC + Fx )lx+t.x C.y!:J.z + (vyC + Fy )J y+L'ly !:J.zt.x + (vzC + Fz )lz+!:J.z t.xt.y + S0 J 
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Flow Direction Y 
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Figure. 3.4. Mass balance over a three-dimensional control volume 
where Fx etc. are the components of dispersive flux of pollutant passing through the 
control volume and S1 and s. are source and sink terms, respectively. Equation 
(3.45) takes into account the changes of pollutant concentration, flow velocity and 
dispersive flux as it is carried through the control volume. Using Taylor series 
expansion and ignoring all second and higher order terms we have 
oC o(v C) o(vyC) o(v C) -6_x~y~ = _ X 6_x~y~ _ 6_x~y~ _ Z 6_x~y~ 
ot ox 0t oz 
oFx oFy oFz 
- -6x~y~- -6x~y~ --6x~y~ + S·- S 
OX lY OZ I 0 
where 6x~y~ is the volume over which the mass balance has been carried out. 
Therefore 
ot ox 
oFx oFy oFz 
--------+s· -s 
OX cy 8z I 0 (3.47) 
Here (s1 -s.) is the net gain in the mass of pollutant per unit volume. After algebraic 
manipulations and using V.V = 0 we have 
ac oC oc ac aFx oFy aFz 
-+v -+v -+v -=---------+s· -s 
at xox YiY zaz ax 0t az 1 0 (3.48) 
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According to Fick's law 
ac 
Fx =-D-, 
ax 
ac 
F --D-y- ay' 
ac 
Fz =-D-
8z 
where D is the dispersion coefficient. In hydro-environmental flows the dispersion 
coefficient combines effects of molecular diffusion with additional mechanisms such 
as turbulent eddies which dominate distribution of pollutants within the system. 
Normally the dispersion coefficient is assumed to be a scalar, however, anisotropic 
dispersion may occur under certain conditions. In such cases different values of 
dispersion coefficient along different directions may be used. Substitution of 
dispersive flux components in terms of dispersion coefficient and concentration 
gradients into equation (3.46) yields 
oc oc oc oc a oc a oc a oc 
-+vx-+v -+vz-=-D-+-D-+-D-+s; -s0 at ax y 8y az ax ax 8y iJy az iJz 
(3.49) 
Equation (3.49) is called the convective-dispersion equation and describes the 
distribution of a pollutant introduced into a three dimensional flow system. In cases 
where more than a single pollutant is introduced within a river system an equation for 
each species should be solved to obtain the concentration profiles of various 
contaminants within water course. If the flow field is assumed to be predominantly 
two or one-dimensional this equation can also be reduced accordingly. 
Systematic incorporation of turbulence effects into equation (3.49) can be carried out 
in the usual manner by representing variables as sums of their mean and fluctuating 
components. After temporal averaging pollutants transport equation in turbulent flow 
systems is obtained. However, the final form of the equation remains unchanged and 
the difference is only on the physical interpretation of its terms. 
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3.2.1.1 Input data implications in solution of solute transport equation 
As is the case with a fish habitat model velocities required for the solution of solute 
transport equation are taken directly from the hydrodynamic model. Source and sink 
terms should also be identified and measured experimentally in field surveys. 
Therefore the parameter that requires special handling in a automatic IPT system is 
the dispersion coefficient. Rough estimates of this coefficient can be made using a 
number of available empirical relationships (Nassehi and Das, 2007). However, such 
estimates are often very approximate and can reduce the reliability of model 
predictions. Under specific conditions inverse modelling may be utilized where 
making use of experimentally measured solute concentrations dispersion coefficients 
can be calculated using the transport equation. The main problem with this technique 
is that it is very costly and depends on well organised field surveys. However, if such 
a set of data for a tracer (e.g. salinity) becomes available a fuzzy logic module can be 
used to obtain enhanced quality dispersion data for a solute pollutant whose behaviour 
is roughly similar to the tracer. In the following chapters of this thesis an example for 
such a procedure is explained. 
3.3 Dependency of the input data handling to the selected numerical solution 
Scheme 
Further to the considerations directly related to the nature of the governing equations 
the design and operations of input data module should satisfy requirements of selected 
numerical solution scheme used in the number cruncher module. In view of the large 
number of schemes that can be used to solve the described governing equations of 
river hydrodynamics (e.g. see Nassehi and Das, 2007) automatic data handling in an 
IPT system such as the one studied in this project should have flexibility to be based 
on a number of specified procedures. To illustrate this point in this section a robust 
and powerful scheme for the solution of the shallow water and solute transport 
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equations is described. This technique has some novel features and hence its 
implementation in the number cruncher module is also novel. In chapter 5 of this 
thesis a case study that uses this method is outlined. 
The finite element scheme described here is based on the solution of the two-
dimensional shallow water equations in a Lagrangian framework. Therefore the 
scheme is capable of coping with continuous domain boundary change which is the 
most important feature of tidal river flow regimes. In order to trace the domain 
boundary change a special convective coordinate system dependent on the fluid 
particle trajectories constructed. This scheme is different from most Lagrangian 
approaches because unlike the normal method the computational mesh is not allowed 
to become distorted and instead the convection of a material coordinate system 
indicating fluid flow is used to update flow field variables in a moving framework. 
The scheme provides a robust numerical model for both moving boundary tidal 
hydrodynamics and pollutant transport in rivers. However, despite its mathematical 
flexibility its implementation via an automatic information handling tool requires 
special care. To understand this point and establish a proper link between the IPT and 
the number cruncher based on this scheme we first describe the technique. From a 
data handling point of view the IPT should maintain, and enhance, the scheme's 
ability to incorporate any gradual or abrupt changes of hydro graphic data such as 
water surface breadth. The change in the water surface breadth corresponds to the 
drying and wetting of the plains along the banks of a typical tidal river. As a result of 
the drying and wetting of flood plains water at some sections of the flow domain 
during a tidal cycle may become very shallow. The flow equations under these 
conditions are strongly convection dominated. This scheme yields stable and accurate 
results for very shallow depths without using any kind of artificial damping or 
excessive mesh refinement. Computational cost of simulating hydrodynamic 
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conditions in a natural water course, even using a depth averaged two-dimensional 
approach, can be high. The ability of this scheme to cope with convection dominated 
conditions makes it possible to economize the computational efforts by using 
relatively coarse meshes in the finite element calculations. 
3.3.1 Construction of a convected coordinate system 
Based on the kinematics theory the position vector X describing the motion of a 
material point Pin a flow domain is given by 
X= f(P,r) (3.50) 
Where r is the current time. A particular point Pis hence identified by identifying a 
position at a specific time as 
,! = f(P,t) (3.51) 
Any point occupies only a single position at any given time which means that function 
shown in equation (3 .51) is convertible 
P = F'(,!,t) (3.52) 
Substitution of equation (3.52) into equation (3.50) gives 
X= /[F' (!,!), r] = X(,!,t; r) (3.53) 
Therefore when the reference time t and the current time t coincide the reference and 
current positions will also coincide 
x (!. t; t) = ,! (3.54) 
In a velocity field defined as u = u ( X,t) the motion of a material point is described 
by the following equation: 
dX(x,t;r) [V/ .1 j 
= g =:!.! ~ t; r/:r dr: (3.55) 
Initial conditions for equation (3.55) are defined by equation (3.56). In a flow field 
every fluid particle trajectory starts from a specific initial point called 'foot of the 
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trajectory'. The position of a trajectory foot at a given time of t., which effectively 
defines the nth position of a material point X', is found by replacing 1: in equation 
(3.53) with t,. At the next instant (i.e. at t,+, ) the position of the same point is 
defined by ,! . In the context of finite element computations it can be so arranged that 
the position ,! always corresponds to a nodal point. The distance which the 
considered point has moved between times t, and !,.+1 is calculated by integrating 
equation (3.84) between these time limits. Therefore 
X" x-
I,+ I 
= Ju [ Xfr), r] dr 
'· 
According to the mean value theorem for definite integrals 
(3.56) 
(3.57) 
Where Lit, = fn+ 1 - t, and 0 ~ () ~ I. Using Taylor series expansion the velocity 
function in the neighbourhood of point (x, t,) is given as 
7Jf XfteJ,teJ = 
!1.(& t,) +a, !1.(& t,.). le-t,) Y'!l.(& t,).[Xfte)· & (3.58) 
Both the second and the third terms in the right hand side of equation (3.58) are 
approximated using the available information at each time step by a backward 
difference as 
a !!f&t,J _ 
And 
And 
!1. ( &t,)" !1. ( & t •. ,) 
At,_, 
(3.59) 
(3.60) 
(3.61) 
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Incorporating equations (3.58) to (3.61) and then substituting from the resultant 
relationship into equation (3.57) gives the required relationship to calculate the foot of 
any given trajectory in a flow field. as 
. ( )-1 ( ) , M, I , I t!.t, x- X = - o + - t!.t Vu . u + - --(u -u ) 
- - 2 = 2 n- -n 2 /1tn-l -n -n-l (3.62) 
where Q, is the unit second order tensor (i.e. Kronecker delta). 
3.3.2 Automatic implementation of the coordinate construction 
In a practical implementation of this scheme the current positions of every 
computational point in a flow field ,! is arranged to coincide with the fixed nodal 
points in an Eulerian mesh. Therefore provided that the velocity fields at time levels 
tn-I and In are known the coordinates of the foot of a trajectory line 2t' at any current 
time can be found using equation (3.62). This information should be stored updated 
and made available to the number cruncher at each time step. A trajectory starting 
from a foot will pass through a corresponding nodal point at the next time step and 
therefore values of the field unknowns at a current time can be related to their 
corresponding old time values. This procedure is illustrated in figure 3.5 
~ foot 
--
o-
/ 
CO mputational 
sh me 
Figure 3.5 determination of the foot of a fluid particle trajectory in a convected 
coordinate system 
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3.3.3 Derivation of the working hydrodynamic equations in the convected 
coordinate system 
Consider the conservation forms of the depth averaged continuity and flow equations 
written based, respectively, on previously describe equations of continuity and motion 
(i.e. shallow water equations). Using vector components we have 
ah 
-+V'.(hu)=O at -
o(u;h) ,.., ~ h" I H at; (u;h)J!d 0 
--+ v. 1U;. !:!J+g -+g 2 ot ox1 CH 
i=l,2 
(3.63) 
where h is the total water depth, Y. is the depth averaged velocity vector, u; is the ith 
component of the velocity vector, g is acceleration due to gravity, ?; is water surface 
elevation with respect to a datum (figure 3.2), x1 represent fixed (i.e. Eulerian) eo-
ordinates and C is the Chezy' s friction coefficient. 
Here the effects of wind stress and Coriolis force are ignored. In addition, the internal 
- -forces due to the viscous stress components of Tu and T21, i = 1,2 are not included in 
the equation of motion given in set (3.63). This is because in tidal rivers the influence 
of viscous stresses in comparison to the effects of bottom friction are quite small. 
However, if desired they can be readily included in the scheme (Petera, and Nasssehi, 
1996). The prime unknowns are hand (u1h) and therefore the working equations of 
the scheme should provide means of calculating these values at the nodal points 
throughout a tidal cycle. Tidal hydrodynamics in a river can hence be simulated 
through the solution of equations (3.63) in a convected coordinate system. The time 
derivative of an integral over a variable domain is written as 
d f Nhd Q (3.64) 
dr Q, 
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where N is a trial function and 0, is the current wet area. Using Reynolds' transport 
theorem (Aris, 1989) this integral can be written as 
d J RDN Dh) J 
- NhdQ = - h+N- d!Jd+ Nh V'.g dQ 
dr: !1, !1, Dr: Dr: !1, 
(3.65) 
It can be arranged that the trial function remains unchanged along the fluid particle 
trajectories. As a consequence its current time derivative along these lines is zero i.e. 
DN = 0. Therefore equation (3.65) is simplified to 
Dr: 
~ fNhdQ = JN[ah + V'.(hl!)]dQd=O 
dr !1, !1, 8r 
(3.66) 
Integral equation (3.66) is set to be zero using the continuity equation. Integrating 
between the time inter:val (tn. tn+J) yields 
(3.67) 
As mentioned earlier the flow regime in this case is effectively compressible and 
hence the current flow domain and its area is different at different times. The second 
working equation of the present scheme, representing the flow equation is derived in a 
similar manner as 
JN(u,hr dD.- JN(u,h)" dD= 
Dui D~ 
_'·s JN[gh iX + g (u,~~~]dndt= 
1 Q ax, c h 
. ' 
-At,[e fN(gh iX + g (u,~A!!IJ dQ] 
o ax, c h 
... 
+(1-B)fN(gh iX +g(u,~A~JdQ 
o, ax, c h 
(3.68) 
where 0 :::; B :::; I. 
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The derived working equations representing tidal hydrodynamics in river networks 
are solved using the standard Galerkin finite element scheme (Nassehi, 2002). 
3.3.4. Input data implications of using the derived working hydrodynamic 
equations 
From a data handling point of view the geometrical data (i.e. river flow channel 
dimensions) can either be stored as a data base of hydrographic or bathymetry data. 
However, in both cases a fuzzy logic module may be used to enhance (or 
complement) geometrical information about the river system being modelled. Again 
the most important physical data is bed friction. Due to the lack of field observation 
data it is not uncommon to use a single value of the Chazy's coefficient in 
simulations. However, this approach leads to the generation of qualitative data and in 
cases where accurate quantitative predictions are needed it cannot be justified. 
Therefore in the present project the aforementioned procedure for the substitution of 
the Chazy's coefficient with manning's roughness factor and use of a genetic 
algorithm for the optimization of the latter parameter is adopted. 
3.3.5 Derivation of the working equation based on the solute transport equation 
Similar to the hydrodynamic equations a working equation based on the solute 
transport equation can be derived. This derivation is outlined as follows. Numerical 
solution of a convection dominated equation such as the solute transport equation in a 
stationary framework is in general prone to yield unstable results. For example, it is 
well known that the standard Galerkin finite element solution of equation (3.49)in a 
fixed coordinate system only yields stable results for cases where the convection is 
small. This problem is avoided if the above described moving (i.e. Lagrangian) 
framework in which the convection terms naturally disappear from the governing 
equations is employed. After the application of the Reynolds transport theorem the 
variational statement of the convection-dispersion equation (3.49) can be written as: 
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tn+l 
JN(ch}"+'dQn+J- JN(ch)"dD. = J JN[V.(hD.Vc)}iQ,dt (3.69) 
t" fJ, 
where N is a trial function and Qn+l ,Qn are the domains occupied by the fluid at 
time levels ln+J and tn, respectively. After the application of integration by parts to the 
right hand side of equation (3.69) and the assumption of zero flux on the boundaries, 
that is setting: 
J Nhn.D. V' cdr = 0 
r 
where r is the domain boundary. We get 
ln+l 
(3.70) 
JN(ch}"+'dQn+J- JN(ch)"dQn =- J JhVN(D.V'c)dQ,dt (3.71) 
D,+1 fJ, t, !11 
The time integrals in equation (3. 71) can be approximated using the B - method 
(Nassehi, 2002). After this stage the usual finite element discretization of equation 
(3.71) gives the required working equation as 
(3.72) 
J J 
Data handling. In equation (3.72) J is the row index which is also the index of the 
weight functions used in the derivation of the weighted residual finite element 
statement. A summation over this index indicates assembly of the elemental stiffness 
equations. Index I represents the numbers of nodal degrees of freedom in the finite 
elements used for the discretization. Using C0 tensor product Lagrange elements a 
- 9 
field variable can be represented, say, by hi-quadratic shape functions as f = L J;N1 
/::::1 
, where N1 are the shape functions. In the Galerkin method the weight functions are 
M n+l d M" . the same as the shape functions and, hence, IJ an 11 are mass matnces at 
time levels ln+I and tn, respectively, given as 
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M7/1 = fN1N1 dQn+l andM;1 = JN1N1 dQn (3.73) 
.on+l a, 
and K'i.J+1, K'i.J are the dispersion-stiffness matrices derived as 
K;•' = JhVN1 .D"1.'£N1 d!:l,.1 andK; = fh'£N1 .D" .'11N1 dQ, 
nn+l (ln 
(ch)}+1 are the nodal values at the fixed mesh at time level tn+J and (eh)} are the 
corresponding nodal values at the distorted mesh (constructed by shifting the original 
mesh points along the path-lines) at time level tn. In tidal rivers, where the flow 
regime can be effectively considered to be 'compressible', measures of integrations in 
equations (3. 73) (i.e. areas represented by diln+I and diln) are in general not equal. 
Total water depth (h) and, in some cases, the dispersion also change with time. This 
means that the spatial derivatives of the shape functions used in the evaluation of the 
terms of the stiffness matrices corresponding to the dispersion terms should be 
recalculated at each time level. This problem can be resolved by the use of a fully 
implicit time stepping (i.e. using B = J) scheme. 
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Chapter4 
Data Handling Modules 
4. Introduction 
This chapter is devoted to the description of data handling modules that are developed 
during the present PhD project. To make these explanations clear they are given in the 
context of the input data requirements in the modelling of hydrodynamics and solute 
transport in tidal river netwotks. It should, however, be emphasized that in selecting a 
methodology for the construction of these modules the aim has been to develop data 
handing systems with generic potential. Therefore these modules can also be used, 
sometimes with slight modifications, in conjunction with all of the applications of the 
existing IPT system. Another important point to consider is that due to the versatility 
and flexibility of the modem techniques which are now available for the construction 
of data handling modules they can be based on very different approaches. Therefore 
particular techniques that are selected here should only be regarded as samples and no 
claim is made about their superiority or exclusivity. This research has indeed provided 
evidence that the best policy for the development of comprehensive hydroinformatic 
tool such as the present IPT is to include a variety of data handling modules for a 
single operation to provide the system with the option of using the best possible tool 
for any given application. For example there are different mathematical strategies to 
develop genetic algorithms for parameter optimization and the algorithm used here is 
just a sample. For future developments of the present IPT it will be desirable to 
construct additional genetic algorithm modules for inclusion in the system. The scope 
and capability of each module can then be used as a guide to select the best module 
amongst them in the context of a given application. 
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Rapid advances in information technology combined with available computational 
power and development of novel mathematical schemes has resulted in the 
proliferation of methodologies parameter estimation, data quality enhancement and 
treatment. Obviously it is beyond the scope of a single PhD project to construct 
modules based on all available techniques for inclusion in a hydroinformatic system 
such as the current IPT. Therefore, the focus of present research has been restricted to 
the construction of only four different modules. These are: 
• an intelligent data base module for handing hydro graphic and physical data 
• a genetic algorithm module for the optimization of bed friction 
• a fuzzy logic module for the reduction of uncertainty in the available 
hydrographic and physical data 
• a case based reasoning module for the assessment of effluent discharge policy 
in branching tidal rivers. 
In the following sections of this chapter the structure and implementation of each of 
the described modules and its communication with the IPT system are explained. 
Illustrative case studies which provide samples of the application of these modules are 
given in chapter 5. 
Data flow diagram can be used to provide a clear representation of any data function 
(Figure 4.1). As it shows in diagram the data is processed in four different methods 
which are the core of the data handling procedures. 
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Data Processes 
Figure 4.1 Data Flow Diagram 
4.1 Object Oriented Approach 
Obj ect oriented Technology (often referred as OOT) offers the most powerful means 
for the development of the data handing modules to be embedded within the IPT 
system. This is because that this technology allows the construction of generic codes 
for complex operations. The importance of developing generi c codes for 
hydroinformatic and other app lications has provided a strong incentive for very 
acti ve research in areas related to the design of object-oriented programming 
techniques ( e.g. see Coplien 1992; E ll is and Stroustrup 1990; Lippman L 99 1 ). 
Essentially object oriented programming provides a data model , ca lled the "object" 
model , which exhibits c lose correspondence with discrete object structures and/ or 
discrete event processes. To remain useful, the models need to address the end users' 
requirements. In general computer based app lications can be based on the following 
methodologies, 
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• Data oriented mythologies which rely on the representation of information. 
These techniques can very effectively deal with the relationship between the 
parts of an information system. Actions related to data handling (i.e. 
processes) have a lower significance in these techniques. 
• Process oriented mythologies which emphasise the action preformed by a 
software and purely data treatment is regarded as less important. 
Both of the described methodologies on their own suffer from shortcomings. Because 
the data oriented approach focuses mainly on a complete data analysis without 
exploring the most effective means for communication between data stream and 
processing. In contrast, the process oriented methodologies focus only on the analysis 
of functions and processes. Obviously the best approach for a system such as the 
present IPT for hydroinformatic applications needs to be based on combination of 
both of these methodologies. An object oriented methodology includes advantageous 
of both data oriented and process oriented approaches. The most important 
characteristics of object oriented approach are: 
• OOT ensures greater flexibility and maintainability in software development, 
in particular, in large scale software design. 
• OOT offers a simpler route to learn to construct complex modelling software 
which can provide direct analysis of realistic situations. 
4.1.1 Development of object oriented modules 
Object oriented systems are constructed using the principles of 'objects' , 
'encapsulation, 'inheritance' and 'polymorphism' (Jha, 2007). In this section brief 
explanations regarding these principles are given. An object oriented system is built 
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around objects. An object encapsulates both data and behaviour, implying that 
analysts can use the object-oriented approach for both data and process modelling. 
Specific objects in a system can inherit characteristics from the global instance of an 
object. For example, many types of objects may have a name and a creation date. 
Specific objects can inherit these global characteristics from parent objects that 
include only global characteristics. Objects can inherit characteristics from more than 
one parent object. Inheritance is basically described as an attempt to avoid any 
redundant definition of characteristics that can be embodied at a higher level in the 
system (Cackowski 2000). Polymorphism is the extraction of a functionality which 
similar in differing objects to a global level. This process limits the production of 
parallel functionality and streamlines the information interface (Cackowski 2000) 
To achieve these objectives in the present study an object oriented language called 
Unified Modelling Language (UML, Document Set, 2001) is used for specifying, 
visualizing, constructing, and documenting the components of the data handling 
modules. It should be noted that the UML is a visual modelling language and not a 
visual programming language. The UML notation is useful for graphically depicting 
object oriented analysis and design models. It not only allows to specify the 
requirements of a system and capture the design decisions, but also promotes 
communication amongst key operators involved in a code development effort (Hoffer 
et al. 2002). The emphasis in modelling should be on analysis and design with main 
focus being on conceptual issues related to the front-end part of system rather than the 
back-end and implementation issues. Without such a focus the design choice may 
become unnecessarily restricted (Rumbaugh et al. 1991). 
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Extant object oriented approaches can be classified into three categories (Monarchi & 
Puhr, 1992): 
• Combinative approaches use different modelling techniques m different 
stages of the system development process. 
• Adaptive approaches apply existing techniques (e.g., data-flow diagram and 
entity-relationship approach) in object-oriented ways to analyze the problem 
domain. 
• Pure approaches adopt an object-oriented perspective in systems analysis and 
design. 
4.2 Data Base Module 
The organization of the data structure has traditionally been a key element in the 
design of successful interactive systems aiming at specific technical applications as 
the ones related to computer aided design procedures with huge amount of data to be 
handled and processes. 
4.2.1 Requirements 
A set of data and system requirements is used to clarify the purpose and scope of the 
database, to guide the development of the database structure, and to serve as final data 
output to the other process modules. The following list states the general requirements 
for the developed database. 
• Store all data that are traditionally collected and used for the database module. 
• Allow for the storage and retrieval of information concerning single-user and 
aggregate-user. 
• Store a wide range of location information to allow data to be summarized in 
different spatial contexts. 
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• Allow for storage of data in a variety of measurement and reporting units that 
cover a range of hydro graphical and physical data. 
• Allow user-defined details to be optionally added for major objects in the 
database. 
• persistent programming has been used to store and process the data for further 
optimization. 
In this project data are created and retrieved in a dynamic unpredicted occurrence; 
some data share common properties which, if taken into account, could reduce the 
amount of stored data; efficiency in response time to user's action is a requirement 
which is often satisfied through pointers and other programming techniques which 
result in heavy system dependency and difficulty in a precise system documentation. 
Data modelling is proceeded by planning and analysis. The effort devoted to this stage 
is proportional to the scope of the database. The information needed to build a data 
model is gathered during the requirements analysis. Although not formally considered 
part of the data modelling stage by some methodologies, in reality the requirements 
analysis and the entity relation diagramming part of the data model are done at the 
same time. Analysis involves determining the requirements of the database. This is 
typically done by examining existing data and relevant documentations. 
• Developing, Testing, validating and quantification of uncertainties of the 
surface water and the ground water model. 
• Extension and modification of a model for the description of interaction 
between hydrological and biological properties of surface waters 
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4.2.2 The Modelling Process 
Development of the database began with a series of discussions about hydro graphical 
and physical data usage and relationships between information elements. 
The major data objects were identified and ways were developed to represent them in 
an information system. Exceptions to data generalisations and required/optional data 
elements were identified, and the emerging model was evaluated and revised. This 
process continued in an iterative fashion until all the information elements implied in 
the lPT requirements were set in the data structure, and the factual statements 
represented by the relationships between all data objects. In addition, a guiding 
principle was that the data needed to provide answers to what, where, how, and when 
questions used in the IPT system. Analysis should be in a form that is familiar to the 
user, in terms that are well defined and commonly used. 
4.2.3 Modelling Software 
The database was designed using data-modelling tools. Initially, Jet (MS Access) was 
used, by the use of ER win version 3.5.2. 
Data-modelling tools facilitate rapid design and modification and invisibly handle 
many details of the data structures that can affect the quality and integrity of data. 
ERwin can model and generate physical databases for a number of relational 
database-management systems. MS Access provides editing capabilities for 
application-specific data properties through a physical model based on the logical 
design. After the data model was completed, ER win was used to create the physical 
implementation of the database in MS Access by providing table and field identities, 
discrete properties (field type, size, default values), relationships, and all key field 
constraints that ensure data integrity. 
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The use of query language, allowing objects to be found by a more declarative 
progranuning approach, which enable it to cooperate with IPT system explained in 
chapter 2. 
4.2.4 Database Module Design Principles 
Building a database and communicating its features are enhanced by establishing 
certain rules of construction and standards for uniformity. Design principles provide 
standardised rules for creating and assembling the database and facilitate 
communication about how different elements of the database function together. This 
section describes the method used for the visualisation of database objects, goals for 
table construction and establishing formal relationships, the rationale for extensive 
use of domain tables, and naming standards applied to tables and fields. 
4.2.5 Entity/Relationship Diagramming Conventions 
Entity/Relationship (E/R) diagrams are used to visualize database design, and these 
diagrams are presented throughout this report to describe the database structure. 
Several different display and notation methods are commonly used for E/R diagrams, 
and all allow graphical/text representation of entities, relationships, and attributes. 
An E/R diagram showing the complete set of relationships between data illustrates 
several diagramming conventions (Figure 4. 2). 
A box is used to denote an entity, which equates to a single table in the hydrological 
database implementation. Each entity box has its corresponding table name at the top. 
Within the box are one or more entity attributes, which equate to fields in the physical 
data. Lines connecting entities represent their defined relationships. Lines signify that 
the entities share a key field between them and can be joined in the physical database 
through the relationship. 
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ResultsMemo:Memo 
Figure 4. 2 Entity Relationship Diagram for Database Module 
Each attribute within a table is shown with its assigned data type for the MS Access 
implementation of database module. The primary key is the field or group of fields 
that uniquely identify a record in the table. 
The data is normalised refers to the process of the structure the database to avoid data 
redundancy, and to reduce complex data elements into their component parts as 
separate tables and relationships (Fleming and von Halle, 1989). The database model 
is structured to approximately third normal form. This means that each table stores 
information dependent upon a single key, each datum or descriptive element is only 
recorded in one location, and keys to those data are carefully dispersed among other 
tables as surrogates for data in the main table. Because a normalised design often 
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appears to be rather complex and cumbersome to manipulate, queries are constructed 
that aggregate data from related tables in a denonnalised table view. This facilitates 
data entry, review, or reporting, while the actual data structure is hidden from the 
user. 
Each table in the database is designed to hold a specific, defined, and delimited set of 
data, where each record in the table (a row, or the particular collection of data it 
represents) is identified by a unique primary key (PK) value (a number). With many 
tables related to one another in various combinations, the relational model provides a way 
to extract data from any two or more tables in any combination desired, if an 
unambiguous pathway of relationships exists between them. By limiting the field 
complexity of the data stored in individual tables, the accuracy of data replicated through 
the key is controlled when it is viewed or combined with data from other parts of the 
database. 
4.2.6 Database Implementation 
As mentioned in previous section the database is developed in Access environment 
which will execute with extension EstuaryDB.mdb. Once the database module runs 
by the user the first form as main menu allows the user to chose the list or the results 
from the dropdown bar. As it shown in Figure 4.3 the main menu is designed to 
cooperate with user request and queries. To illustrate the database procedures two 
cases has been selected first if the user chooses the list from the Tay Estuary and the 
process to obtain the results. 
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Figure 4.3 the Main Menu Fom1 in Database Module 
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Figure 4.4 Tay Estuary Speci ftcation Form 
In {jgure 4.4 the necessary specification has been considered fo r fu rther analysis. 
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Figure 4.5 shown the di fferent stati ons in the Tay Estuary 
This section provides the necessary data ' ith regards the salt intrus ion in Tay Estuary 
which w ill be discussed in chapter five as one of the case studies. ln the li st fo rm there 
are two-option key is designed one for searching the data entering value and the other 
for results view. The following figure ( fi g ure 4.6) shown the result fo rm for the 
sa linity (Salt Intrusion) pro fil e during the spring tide of 12th June 1972 in Tay 
Estuary. 
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Figure 4.6 the result form of salinity (Salt Intrusion) profile during the spring tide of 
12th June 1972 in Tay Estuary 
4.3 Genetic algorithm module 
As mentioned in chapter 3 genetic algorithms provide a significant new advance in 
handling and treatment of data and processes in modem computations. The flexibility 
offered by genetic approach has been used in this project in the design of a data 
handling module which can optimize physical parameters such as bed friction in 
hydrodynamic model and dispersion coefficient in the simulation of solute transport 
in tidal ri vers. ln this section a brief description of the genetic algorithm used in the 
data handling part of the IPT system is described. As already explained the method 
used to develop this algoritlun should only be regarded as a sample and it is also 
possib le to construct very efficient genetic programs using a lternati ve methodologies. 
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It is however, possible to include more than one module (or procedure) in the overall 
IPT structure. 
4.3.1. Structure of the present genetic algorithm 
Traditional computer-based optimisation programs often use elaborate mathematical 
procedures to minimise the difference between a set of simulated results and their 
corresponding field survey data. The main purpose of such procedures is to speed up 
automatic search for a set of parameters that bring the numerical results as close as 
possible to the experimental data. However, this process, which is called calibration, 
still depends on intervention from a modeller to observe, adjust and if necessary to 
repeat the process. The success of the process and the length oftime for it to produce 
a set of acceptable parameters strongly depend on the initial guess. In a sense the rate 
of the completion of the process depends on a modeller's decision. Therefore, expert 
knowledge and experience are still needed to choose the most appropriate values as 
the initial guess for the parameter being optimized and the step size. Modem 
optimization procedures which use genetic algorithms avoid such restrictions entirely 
and can operate independent from an expert modeller. In addition, in contrast to the 
classical optimisation methods, which tend to give local and subjective solutions and 
are unsuitable for problems involving very large numbers of parameters, a genetic 
algorithm combined with domain specific knowledge have the characteristics of being 
highly efficient and robust with a great advantage in terms of precision and speed. 
In the present work the genetic algorithm is specifically required for the calibration of 
hydrodynamic and solute transport models for tidal rivers. Consequently a relatively 
simple but robust algorithm is developed which depends on hybridising a classic 
genetic algorithm with knowledge related to tidal rivers' behaviour. As described later 
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in this section in this scheme instead of generating and transforming the chromosomes 
randomly, which can lead to sets of unrealistic bed friction or dispersion coefficients 
the adopted hybridisation provides chromosomes that represent existing information 
with consistent reductions between the discrepancy between the observed and the 
simulation results. The most important domain specific knowledge included in the 
design of the present algorithm is the reliance on the fact that tidal river systems with 
similar characteristics (from hydrographic, hydrodynamic and boundary conditions 
point of view) should respond to similar sets of bed friction and dispersion data. On 
the other hand in the simulation of widely different systems sets of physical 
parameters should be very different. In a lower scale this expression should also be 
true for different reaches along a single tidal river channel. In addition when dealing 
with deeper sections of a tidal river (e.g. reaches near the mouth which join the a sea) 
the bed friction does not represent a very significant force and hence the value of 
friction coefficient can be selected more freely. Similarly is reaches where salt 
intrusion is minimal and any change in the water level is due to ponding of fresh 
water dispersion coefficient has no significant role and can be chosen randomly. In 
what follows main parts of the present genetic algorithm are described. 
(i) Initialization 
Initialization is based on Zonation, Scaling and Use of Case Information. In the 
present algorithm Zonation is the division of the chromosome to segments each of 
which has the same allele value, Scaling is the arrangement of the values of the genes 
in descending order, and Use of Case Information as its title suggests is the inclusion, 
in the initial population of chromosomes, sets of parameters inherited from similar 
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cases. Detailed application of this sequence to the optimization of friction and 
dispersion coefficients in realistic tidal river models are given in chapter 5. 
(ii) Selection, Crossover and Mutation 
Selection Mechanism 
Starting from an initial population subsequent generations are formed by selecting the 
chromosomes according to their fitness. Fitness of chromosomes is assessed through 
finding an appropriate set of parameters M;, that minimises the discrepancy p between 
water surface elevation or solute concentration, (Xm) measured at different locations 
within the flow channel, and their corresponding simulated values (X,). 
The fitness function is given as (V. Babovic et al., 1994) 
(4.1) 
denoting the total number of sampling stations by J and the total number of samples, 
collected at each station during a tidal period, by N, with the series of all measured 
water surface elevations represented as Xm={(xmYn, j=l, ... , J; n=l, ... ,N} and the set 
of all simulated values as X,={(x,Yn,j=l, ... , J; n=l, ... , N}. 
In order to find for which chromosome equation ( 4.1) gives a minimum, the measured 
field variable for all of chromosomes in each generation must be simulated. Hence, x, 
at each station j for the time levels n is computed. The selection procedure therefore 
consists of 
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• keeping a percentage (say 10%) of the best chromosomes (i.e. with highest 
fitness values) in the next generation (i.e. elitist approach) 
• and having the remaining of the next generation reproduced randomly 
according to their fitness values (i.e. roulette wheel). This generation is then 
transformed by crossover and mutation in order to introduce diversity in the 
population. The application of the elitist logic stops the search to converge too 
quickly. 
Crossover 
The crossover operator is devised to lead the search towards chromosomes with a real 
physical meaning for calibration parameters in tidal rivers. Therefore, instead of a 
classic genetic operator a modified approach based on utilizing genes representing 
adjacent elements and chromosome segments corresponding to specific flow channel 
zones is adopted. The crossover operator swaps between chromosomes segments 
which correspond to specific zones. The number of cut off points in a chromosome is 
randomly chosen each time the crossover operator is used. 
Mutation of Adjacent Genes 
The mutation operator implemented here is based on the concept that close elements 
are generally characterised by similar physical parameters. Therefore, chromosomes 
are mutated by changing the value of randomly chosen genes and their closest 
neighbours . 
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4.4 Fuzzy logic module 
Similar to the genetic algorithm module the fuzzy logic approach selected in the 
present research reflects the nature of the desired out come and its intended 
application in the overall IPT system. However, in contrast to the genetic module the 
fuzzy logic module does not deal with physical parameters and its main focus is in the 
enhancement and removal of uncertainty in the available hydrographic data. As 
mentioned earlier collection of realistic hydrographic data for tidal river networks 
requires very costly field surveys carried out by experienced operators. Therefore it is 
quiet important to be able to make the best possible use of the available data and also 
enhance the available data using a systematic and logical approach. Unfortunately 
considerable uncertainties are involved in the process of collecting and utilization of 
hydrographic data for specific usage. In particular, significant uncertainties arise from 
the lack of geometric data at specific flow channel sections which are important from 
a modelling point of view. Traditional methods, such as regression analyses etc. 
become rapidly useless with decreasing number of data available. A method based on 
fuzzy set theory was applied to get more reliable information about a given system of 
data from a sparse databases (Buzas, 2000). In order to explain the design of the 
present approach main sources of uncertainty in a typical hydro graphic data set are 
considered. These are 
a. Uncertainties that may be due to sampling or measurement method or analysis 
error. 
b. Modelling uncertainties caused by assigning a model which does not exactly 
match the data set. 
c. Operational uncertainties related to errors of construction, operation and 
maintenance of a system. 
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In contrast to uncertainties related to natural randomness, the degree of these 
uncertainties can be decreased if more information is obtained, or the applied model is 
improved. Fuzzy set theory was originally developed by Zadeh (1965) to represent 
how a domain can utilize a fuzzy set through a gradation of membership, instead of 
classifying them as either 'true' or 'false', as in conventional Boolean ('crisp') sets. 
Therefore fuzzy logic approach should allow drawing 'valid' conclusions from 
premises with a gradation of truth. 
Evaluation of time series in order to obtain information about river system data is a 
routine operation. However, When data are scarce, the fuzzy set theory can be used to 
handle and quantify existing imprecision in a given set of data. Fuzziness occurs when 
the boundary of a piece of information is not clear. According to Zadeh a fuzzy set A 
can be characterized by a membership function that assigns to each object of a domain 
its grade of membership in A. There are different techniques that can be used to 
achieve the goal of assigning specific degree of imprecision to members of a set. The 
method used here is explained in the following section. 
4.4.1 Fuzzy logic module design 
In this research study a method based on fuzzy rules constructed from numerical data 
(field survey observation) is used to get additional hydrographic information for 
realistic tidal flow simulations. 
Flow domain geometry is obtained in field surveys and after appropriate arrangements 
is used in the usual manner in the preparation of a computational grid. During the grid 
generation one must make sure that, as far as possible, the grid points or boundaries 
coincide with locations where field observations are available and direct comparisons 
between model output and measured data can be made. However, exact matching of 
computation grid boundaries where hydrographic data are required and locations 
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where hydrographic data are measured is almost impossible. The usual approach to 
resolve this difficulty is interpolation (or extrapolation) of available data. Inevitably 
this results in a notable degree of uncertainty in the hydrographic data being inserted 
through an input stream into a number cruncher. The method to remove uncertainty 
and enhance quality of existing data consist of following steps. 
1. The input and output spaces are divided into fuzzy regions. 
2. Fuzzy rules are produced from related data pairs. 
3. The degree of each rule is specified. 
4. A combined fuzzy rule base is developed 
5. The rule base is used for mapping from the input to the output space by 
a defuzzification procedure. 
The adopted methodology for the storage and accessing of all data, including the 
hydrographic data via intelligent data bases is also an integral part of the designed 
method. Because automatic access and replacement of data can only be done through 
an intelligent data base. 
Design details 
A set of data pairs containing input and output is provided by the sampling program: 
( XJ(l) 'X2 (I); yll)' ( XJ(2) 'X2 (2); y(2) •.• ) 
Defining fuzzy region in the input and output space will lead to produce fuzzy rules 
from the data pairs and the possible domain interval are divided into any odd number 
of partial ranges(region) in such way that they overlap each other. One fuzzy 
membership function is assigned to each region. 
Generally fuzzy rules from numerical data, first the membership value ofx1<il , x2 (i) 
and y<il is specified for each region. The data pairs x 1 (i) , x2 (i) and yil are assigned to 
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the region where their membership value (k(xi), k(x2), k(y)) is the highest. The fuzzy 
This method has many useful features for solving practical problems. It is able to 
Learn from the examples, i.e. from the sampling data As the fuzzification and 
defuzzification procedure consist of processing data measured. This fuzzy system is 
trainable which makes it adaptive for mapping systems that change in the course of 
time and also model free system in which no mathematical model is required. 
The fuzzyness is introduced into the system by linguistic fuzzy rules and fuzzyness of 
data. The method is simple and it is built up step by step. 
4.5 Case based reasoning module 
In general, a case based reasoning module is a complete system which is capable of 
generating information regarding a specified application. It is defined as a successful 
artificial intelligence methodology, currently employed in a variety of commercial 
software, which relies on using past experience for solving or providing suggestions 
to new problems. The main concept is to construct a memory bank containing a 
relatively large number of cases related to a specific situation. When a new problem 
representing another situation is analysed its similarities with the cases already in the 
memory bank are evaluated. This comparison and evaluation leads to the retrieval of 
the most likely outcome for the described situation. Obviously the system can cope on 
the basis of comparing similar problems. In this project a complete case based 
reasoning system is designed as part of data handling process for the specific task of 
formulating optimum effiuent discharge policies for tidal river networks 
Existing commercial CBR tools are generally characterised by a sophisticated case 
representation and memory structure. They also integrate advanced indexing and 
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retrieval mechanisms. However, such systems do not include a well developed 
adaptation framework. This is due to the fact that it is very difficult to create an 
automatic adaptation mechanism that is able to determine how the structure of the 
solution needs to be modified to fit the new circumstances. Case adaptation generally 
needs to be guided by some organised form of domain knowledge. However, 
adaptation knowledge is not always accessible and available. A great deal of 
knowledge engineering effort is required to identify the essential changes and, hence, 
find the information to carry out the adjustments. 
4.5.1. Case based reasoning (literature survey) 
Development of a case based reasoning system starts with a case adaptation strategy. 
Using the simplest approach a set of adaptation rules which resolve differences and 
possible conflict between old case and the new problem (K. Hanney and M.T. Keane, 
1997) are defined. Such rules can either be general purpose or domain-specific (J. 
Kolodner, 1993). Although a smaller number of general rules may be needed than 
specific ones, they have limited applicability and may produce inappropriate results. 
On the other hand, special-purpose rules, although more practical, are very knowledge 
demanding during the phases of formulation and application. Whatever the case may 
be, rule-based adaptation is conditioned by the fact that this knowledge needs to be 
maintained through updating, changing or substituting the rules. 
In order to overcome the difficulties and limitations of rule-based adaptation, Leake 
(D.B. Leake et al., 1997) proposed a hybrid case-adaptation process combining 
memory of previously applied adaptations with rules that are able to find in the 
system's memory the appropriate information for guiding and implementing the 
necessary transformation. Alternative strategies are incorporated within the system in 
order to adapt past cases under different circumstances. For instance, if no suitable 
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adaptation plan for the new situation is found, the system uses as a starting point the 
sets of decisions and choices previously made for solving similar adaptation 
problems. Thus, the system's memory retains not only the transformation operation 
during any adaptation process but also a trace of the steps taken during the memory's 
search. The proposed method is based on a complex organisation of the system's 
memory. Although considered powerful (J. Jarmulak et al., 2001), Leake's approach 
is limited by the need to consider only one adaptation target at any time. Therefore, 
this adaptation method is not suitable when a problem involves the transformation and 
substitution of a set of values that are interdependent. In addition, this approach is not 
appropriate for case based reasoning systems that have a modest knowledge 
acquisition capability. This is because the method relies on the availability of 
substantial adaptation knowledge and its explicit representation. This consists of 
organising each case in terms of a sequence of events and defining the case 
components by their role in the problem and solution context, and their reciprocal 
relationships. Finally this method also implies the intensive involvement of the user 
whenever the system's adaptation knowledge is insufficient. 
More recent research aims to reduce the engineering effort needed for the acquisition 
and organisation of adaptation knowledge by employing the knowledge already 
contained inside the CBR system and its components (e.g. retrieval process, case-
base, adaptation module). K. Hanney and M.T. Keane(1997) proposed building 
adaptation rules directly from the case-base by analysing the differences between 
cases and their corresponding solutions, and identifying, if possible, a plausible 
pattern. Recently, J. Jarmulak et al(2001) also developed an adaptation method based 
on the use of the CBR knowledge content. Each case in the system's memory is used 
as a test case and compared with the others in the case-base that are most similar to it. 
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For each comparison an adaptation case is constructed. This contains information 
about the differences between the problems and solutions of the test case and the 
retrieved cases, as well as the description of the test case and the proposed solution. 
As a new problem arises, the adaptation cases are utilised to estimate the correctness 
of the proposed solution and suggest the necessary adjustments. 
These methods, also called knowledge-light methods (W. Wilke. et al., 1997), learn 
adaptation knowledge from a CBR system's own and treat them as sources of 
knowledge. They initially pre-process the information extracted and, afterwards, pass 
it to a learning algorithm. The learning algorithm, which must be designed with 
respect to the problem domain under investigation and the adaptation goal considered, 
transforms the pre-processed knowledge to obtain the required adaptation solution. 
These methods also include the possibility that the chosen learning algorithm is 
guided during the adaptation case. For this purpose, the learning algorithm generally 
contains information about the problem description and the final solution design used 
to constraint the algorithm's action or, during adaptation, to check the correctness of 
the solution proposed and select the most appropriate one (Wilke et a!, 1997; J. 
Jarmulak et al., 2001). 
However, in order to be effective, knowledge-light adaptation methods must be 
supported by a significant amount and variety of knowledge contained in the CBR 
system. Insufficient knowledge can badly affect the selection of an appropriate 
learning algorithm and its performance. Furthermore, the adaptation knowledge 
obtained from a learning algorithm must be correctly and properly combined with the 
knowledge already stored in the adaptation module, resolving, if necessary, possible 
contradictory and incompatible situations. 
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This paper presents a case-adaptation method which implements and extends the 
knowledge-light adaptation approach. It consists of a genetic algorithm incorporating 
specific-domain knowledge directly acquired from the system. The adaptation 
knowledge includes data elicited from the cases returned by the retrieval process and 
guidelines pointing out the minimal characteristics that define the adaptation solution. 
Different from what is assumed in the knowledge-light framework, this case-
adaptation method does not employ only the knowledge acquired from the system. 
Instead, this set of information and instructions is used as a starting point by the 
adaptation process to discover via genetic algorithm new relevant knowledge and 
obtain acceptable adaptation solutions. 
The genetic algorithm is designed to find a valid set of parameter values for the 
retrieved case to suit the new problem specification. The task is difficult because the 
number of parameters could be up to several hundreds and their values are 
interdependent so that even if only a single parameter out of the large set is changed, 
the nature and performance of the adapted case can be seriously altered. The classical 
genetic operators are modified to incorporate adaptation knowledge. This particular 
architecture permits the finding of combinations of parameter values that are 
consistent with the physics and context of the problem under investigation. The 
modified operators focuses the search only on those areas of the search space that are 
relevant with a significant saving of computational time. Furthermore, the GA-based 
adaptation does not require any user involvement. Finally, anytime the CBR system is 
made to work and a new adapted solution is found, the system's knowledge content is 
automatically extended. 
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4.5.2 Requirements for case adaptation in modelling applications 
It can be readily ascertained that adapting a computer model which is based on the 
numerical solution of sets of governing equations to new situations should depend on: 
1) discretising the new problem domain into a computational grid 
2) updating the input data (e.g. boundary and initial conditions) 
3) modifying the model parameters. 
Mesh generation (or domain discretisation) is an integral part of numerical solution 
procedures and rely on utilization of appropriate pre-processing programs. These 
codes can automatically subdivide a problem domain into a mesh according to the 
requirements of the selected numerical method. There are many commercially 
available software which after the insertion of the geographical boundaries of the 
domains can generate the required grid. The required input data (or at least some parts 
of it) can be collected by field measurements (or obtained from existing databases) 
that provide all the necessary information about the characteristics of the problem 
domain (D.M. McDowell and B.A. O'Connor, 1977). In the previous sections detailed 
explanations regarding enhancement of such data are also given. However, 
identification of appropriate model parameter values can cause difficulties. In most 
cases these coefficients cannot be directly measured. However, as previously 
explained using appropriate genetic algorithms they can be optimized to suit a 
particular simulation. 
4.5.3. Outline of the present case based reasoning system 
Considering the complexity of the hydrodynamic behaviour of tidal river networks 
and multi variable nature of solutes distribution in these environments the case based 
reasoning system capable of generating useful information about effluent discharge 
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policies inherently has a elaborate structure. In many ways this structure resembles 
the IPT system within which it is embedded. It utilizes known knowledge of the 
behaviour of particular types of pollutants to predict outcome of various types of 
discharges into a tidal river network. In general the system should have access to 
number crunchers that IPT system stores for numerical simulation of solute transports. 
However, in order to restrict the scope of the present project only the number 
cruncher based on the mathematical scheme described in chapter 3 is considered here. 
In the following chapter the application of the methodology to a specific case IS 
described in detail. 
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Chapter 5 
Case studies based on the implementation of the developed data 
handling modules 
5. Introduction 
In this chapter details of a number of case studies based on the application of 
previously described data handling schemes to the analysis of diverse hydro-
environmental phenomenon in realistic tidal river systems are presented. The selected 
case studies provide appropriate contexts within which all of the important aspects of 
the auxiliary modules for intelligent database, genetic algorithm and fuzzy logic 
process can be critically evaluated. It is shown that employing the designed data 
handling modules a very useful case based reasoning system can be constructed. This 
system has the potential of being utilized as a reliable and convenient tool in the 
formulation of effluent discharge policies for tidal river networks and estuaries. It is 
further demonstrated that the methodology described in this chapter provides a 
generic approach for the design and construction of other types of case based 
reasoning systems. Considering the phenomenal advance in the availability of low 
cost and high power computers in modern times it is reasonable to expect that in the 
near future fully automatic case based reasoning processes, such as the one described 
in the present chapter, to provide the most important part ofhydroinformatic systems. 
5.1 Case study 1- Modelling of salt intrusion in the Tay Estuary 
Modelling of salt intrusion in the Tay Estuary is chosen as the first case study because 
it provides an appropriate example for the implementation of the data handling 
modules designed and developed in this project. In order to simulate salt intrusion in a 
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tidal river system (or an estuary) the governing equations of the solute dispersion 
model described in chapter 3 of this thesis should be solved. In a river network such 
as the Tay-Earn system flow domain geometry continuously changes during the 
inundation and ebb therefore the particular finite element technique which is 
elaborated in chapter 3 offers the most suitable number crunching scheme for this 
application. Therefore it is inevitable that the automatic decision making procedure in 
the present IPT system selects this scheme as the most suitable data generator module 
for the task of simulating salt intrusion in the Tay estuary. Implications of this choice 
as far as data handling is concerned is thus clear. Specific issues to address are 
optimization of the Manning's friction coefficient in order to calibrate the 
hydrodynamic equations. Preparation and treatment of hydrographic data so that the 
most accurate representation of variable flow channels geometry is used in the 
solution of hydrodynamic equations. The solution of hydrodynamic equations 
generates the velocity data which is required by the solute dispersion model. The last 
remaining operation is the optimization of dispersion coefficient appearing in the 
governing equation of solute transport model. The choice of the Tay Estuary as an 
example in this work was also due to the availability of significant amount of salinity 
data collected in a comprehensive field survey of this tidal waterway. This 
information provides a perfect set of raw data which can be used to obtain optimized 
values of dispersion coefficient for salt intrusion in this estuary. 
The described sequence of operations is summarized in the following graph (figure 
5.1) 
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Optimisation using 
Generic Algorithm 
Module 
Physical & Hyd rographic data 
Removal o f Uncertainty 
Using Fuzzy Logic 
Module 
Figure 5.1 Data processing diagram of the sa lt intrusion in Tay Estuary 
5.1.1 Physica l description of the Tay- Earn system 
The Tay estuary in Scotland, UK, cons ists of the ri vers Tay and Eam. lt has the 
highest freshwater discharge of any British estuary ( fi gure 5.2), which consequently 
affects the mixing between fresh and salt water over a s ignificant length. T he estuary 
is 54 km long and the front of salt intrusion extends for 45 km while the limit of tidal 
motion is near Perth , 50 km from the estuary mouth. The estuary is mesotidal-
rnacrot ida l with vari ation of the tidal range between 2 .8 and 4. 7 m. 
Hydrodynamically influenced by its geomorpho logy, the Tay estuary is classified as 
Complex (A.L. Buck and A.C. Davidson, 1997). The now channel geometry in Tay 
has resulted from the combined effects of glaciati ons, river erosion and sea- level 
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changes. Hence, the Tay Estuary is quite meandering and characterised by 165 km of 
shoreline. The dominant flow channel on its southern side is deep and narrow having 
several sand point-bars. The floodplain on the northern side is wide, shallow and 
includes a number of sand over-banks. The width and depth of the estuary are not 
regular. From the entrance of the estuary at Buddon Ness, which is 1.9 km wide at 
low water, the width of the estuary increases exponentially inland to a maximum of 3 
km at Dundee. At high water, the width of the estuary reaches a maximum of 5 km at 
Birkhill (22.5 km from the estuary mouth) with an exponential decrease from this 
point towards the estuary head. 
Because of its typical flow behaviour and morphology, the Tay estuary has been the 
subject of many hydrological and statistical analyses in the last four decades (e.g., J. 
McManus, 1968; A.T. Buller et al. 1972; D.J.A. Williams and J.R. West, 1973; J.A. 
Charlton and W. McNicoll, 1975; R.A. Pontin and J.A. Reid, 1975; V. Nassehi and 
D.J.A. Williams, 1987; V. Nassehi and A. Kafai, 1999; S. Passone et al., 2001). 
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Figure 5.2 The Tay Estuary, Scotland, UK 
Tayport 
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North Se-a 
Considerable variations in the quantity and the velocity of water have been observed 
in the flow channel along the estuary. During the propagation of the tidal wave the 
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phase Jag can reach a maximum of 3 and 1.5 hours at low and high water, 
respectively. The propagation of the tidal wave is accompanied by the deformation in 
its shape, which increases with the phase Jag. The irregular geometry of the estuary 
also affects the mixing and salt transport along the channel. While the differences in 
surface and bottom salinity throughout the estuary are relatively small (3glkg), 
salinity distributions, measured at different locations, show significant asymmetries 
(V. Nassehi and A. Kafai, 1999). 
5.1.2 Treatment of the hydrographic data representing flow channel geometry in 
the Tay-Earn system 
The hydro graphic data for the Tay Estuary are collected by carefully conducted field 
surveys. These surveys have provided water surface breadth, cross sectional area and 
hydraulic radius at selected stations located between the estuary mouth and the limit 
at the estuary head where no noticeable cyclical water level change to the action of 
tides can be detected. Traditionally echo-sounding techniques are used to obtain the 
flow channel profile at various locations along river-estuary systems. Obviously 
accuracy of any model output is significantly affected by the quality available 
hydrographic data. In addition to this data water surface elevation changes throughout 
a tidal cycle at the estuary mouth and the freshwater discharges from the Tay and 
Earn rivers are recorded for a range of neap to spring tides to be used as the boundary 
conditions in hydrodynamic models of this system. The first step in the 
implementation of the IPT system is to feed the available hydro graphic data into the 
database module. In table 5.1 a sample part of the hydrographic data representing 
Water surface breadth at different stations is shown. At each ofthese stations as the 
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Table 5.1 Water surface breadth (observed width) of the flow channel tabulated 
against water depth for different locations along the Tay Estuary 
water level rises, the corresponding value of water surface breadth changes. The range 
shown in table 5.1 covers low water to high water mark for the largest magnitude 
spring tide which affects this system at increments of 15 cm rise in the water level. 
Therefore it is not possible to obtain a value for the water surface breadth at a level 
between these intervals which does not involve a degree of uncertainty. Similarly, this 
data will not provide a usable value if modelling requires the computation of a field 
unknown at a position other than the stations given in the data set . In comparison the 
degree of uncertainty related to this source will even be greater than the lack data 
between time the water level intervals. This because that between the water level 
intervals interpolation can be used to get reasonable approximations but without a 
proper removal of uncertainty by a fuzzy logic procedure which uses the geometrical 
trend of the estuary channel it can be catastrophically inaccurate to use simple 
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interpolation for obtaining the missing hydrographic data. The incorporation of the 
fuzzy logic procedure described in chapter 4 for the removal of the uncertainty in the 
hydro graphic data frees the IPT system from imposing restrictions on the construction 
of computational mesh and hence the user can obtain the required information in any 
position required. In what follows an example of the implementation of the fuzzy 
logic approach for the removal of uncertainties in the set hydro graphic data used for 
the Tay Estuary is explained. 
The process starts with the generation of a set of fuzzy rules from numerical data. 
Using these rules for a given item of data a corresponding value is assigned to form a 
pair. The assignment works according to the region where the membership value of 
the pair is maximum. In the treatment ofhydrographic data there may be various input 
parameters (e.g. water surface breath, cross sectional area, etc.). Following the first 
step and in order to obtain the information content related to the time series expansion 
of required data we take the selected data from the table of its corresponding 
hydrographic set as input values and the estimated data as the output of the system. 
Application for the Tay-Earn system consists of two basic phases. First, a mapping 
procedure is constructed and 'trained' using all available data and values are 
generated. The training of the mapping procedure is based on the utilization of an 
incomplete database. For example if water surface breadth at water level intervals of 
7.5 cm instead of the given 15 cm intervals are required an uncertain data set based on 
simple interpolation of the original values is prepared. Using the fuzzy mapping 
process a much improved set of data is generated. A detail of the mapping is shown in 
figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.3 Sampled and generated data in Tay River in 1972 
The value range for each item of input has been divided into 15 fuzzy regions, that of 
the output into 17 fuzzy regions. As figure 5.3 shows, mapping provides useful results 
even near the peak values. Therefore mapping method is capable of generating the 
missing data with a fairly high degree of accuracy using only limited information 
(scarce data). 
5.1.3 Hydrodynamic model calibration: optimization of the Manning's friction 
coefficient 
The calibration procedure is carried out using the field measurements obtained during 
the spring tide of 12th June 1972. Once calibrated, the model is validated. Optimum 
values of the bed friction are determined activating the GA module. The stages of the 
GA algorithm are shown in figures 5.3 (a) to 5.3 (d). After these stages thre GA 
module leads to the determination of the set of Manning's friction coefficients that are 
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Figure 5.4 (a) A selected set of Manning's coefficients and representation of the 
corresponding chromosomes 
Manning's coefficients: randomly generated numbers 
- -
35 35 28 28128128128128128128 21 121 
Zone B (11·18) 
Zone A (1-10) Zone C (19-28) 
Figure 5.4 (b) Initialization of chromosomes using zonation and scaling options 
appropriate regarding the particular hydrodynamics and geomorphological 
characteristics of the Tay-Earn river network. 
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Figure 5 .4.( c) Chromosomes before and after the crossover 
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Figure 5.4. (d) Chromosomes before and after mutation 
For model verification (i.e. proving that the GA produced set of friction coefficients 
are in fact the most optimum values that can be used for this system) the model is 
reused to simulate the neap tide of 20th June 1972. The water surface elevations 
observed during the neap tide are compared with the simulated elevations. This has 
proved the utility and applicability of the developed GA module. The comparison of 
this procedure with the method reported by Bikangaga (1993) which uses exactly the 
same set of data to optimize the Manning's friction coefficient for the Tay-Earn 
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system also confirms that the GA module can significantly reduce the time required to 
calibrate estuarine models under realistic situations. 
The model calibration by the GA routine is executed with a population of 30 
individuals and the rate of crossover and mutation equal to 0.5 and 0.01, respectively. 
The genetic algorithm has been run for 15 generations. The estuary is divided in two 
zones. The first zone corresponds to the area of the estuary between elements 1 and 
10, while the second zone corresponds to the part of the channel from element 11 
towards the estuary mouth. Based on this partition of the flow chasnnel the 
chromosome population is initialised using the zonation and scaling options. The 
modified mutation and crossover operators then transform these chromosomes. Only 
one set of Manning's coefficients from the case-library is included in the initial 
population, which is the set of parameters employed in the simulation of salt intrusion 
into the Fa! estuary using the 1-D model network (Nassehi and Bikangaga, 1993). 
The set of optimized Manning's coefficients produced by the genetic algorithm after 
15 generations is presented in table 5.2. 
'''''"·"'""""''·'' 
' ,. ~ ,,.- ,,. ,.._.,~,.,, ... -~~-'""" "'"""''~~:- " ... ,,._.,., ., .. , ..... 
·etemmr CA cllibtarioa manual calibration 
1 0.014 0.0~ 
2 0.014 0.0~ 
J O.OIJ O.CIS 
4 O.CIJ O.c!S 
5 O.OIJ 0.016 
6 O.OIJ 0.016 
7 O.OIJ 0.022 
s O.OIJ 0.022 
9 0.016 0.021 
10 O.OIJ 0.02J 
11 0.01J O.O"..J 
12 O.OIJ O.O"..J 
1J 0.013 O.O"..J 
14 0.0:2 0.02J 
15 0.0:2 0.021 
16 0.022 0.021 
Table 5.2. GA optimized set of Manning's friction coefficients for the Tay estuary 
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It should be noted that both the GA produced and manually obtained Manning's 
friction coefficients are within theoretically expected range for a river system such as 
the Tay Estuary. The simulated water surface elevations, generated using the set of 
Manning's coefficients selected by the GA routine, are presented for the stations of 
Newport, Flisk, Newburgh and Inchyra in figures 5.5 and 5.6. 
Newport (14.5 km from the estuary mouth) 
,. • cbwwddata 
-mr.uaJ ca~.tntion 
- GA based eatt4'3ton 
0~----r-----r---~----~----~-----r----~ 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
a) 
Flisk (24.75 km from the estuary mouth) 
6,-----------------------------~----~-------, 
• 
~ . 
• Qbwrw<f data 
-manual calllraf.on 
-GA ~calibration 
0~----~----~------------~----~----------~ 
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tirno {hr) 
b) 
Figure 5.5. Simulation of water surface elevations at a) Newport and b) Flisk during 
the spring tide of 12th June 1972 
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Figure 5.6. Simulation of water surface elevations at c) Newburgh and d) Inchyra 
during the spring tide of 12th June 1972 
The simulation shows that the tidal wave propagates with a progressive deformation 
of its shape towards the estuary's head (i.e. Inchyra). The comparison between the 
observed data and the simulated water surface elevations for the manual and the GA 
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based calibrations shows that the model optimised by the GA routine yields a better 
performance. In particular, while the two sets generate similar water elevations at 
Newport, the GA based calibration is able to cope with the deformation of the tidal 
wave, which takes place between the extensive floodplain and the estuary head. There 
are only small discrepancies between the observed and simulated water surface 
elevations, obtained using the GA based calibration at Flisk, Newburgh and Inchyra. 
After the completion of the hydrodynamic model calibration and verification the 
required velocity field is obtained and stored as a database. The final step in the 
implementation of the IPT system for the salt intrusion in the Tay-Earn system is 
therefore optimization of the dispersion coefficients. As already mentioned a very 
extensive set of field survey data containing measured salinities is available for the 
Tay estuary (Nassehi and Das, 2007). This set provides a basis for obtaining an 
optimized set of dispersion coefficients for the salt intrusion in the Tay Estuary. The 
process of using the GA module for this optimization is similar to the one described 
regarding the Manning's friction coefficient and therefore it will not be repeated here. 
However a comparison has been made with the results obtained after using a 
manually optimized set of dispersion coefficients. Both simulations yield very similar 
values for the salt concentration. This can be explained by the fact that salt intrusion 
beyond a certain point is so small that it cannot be detected. Furthermore, for 
locations towards the estuary mouth such as Newport, where significant salt 
concentrations are observed, the simulated water surface elevations obtained from the 
GA based calibration and the manual optimisation are very similar. The set of 
optimized dispersion coefficients for the salt intrusion in the Tay Earn tidal river 
system is given in table 5.3. 
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~ H.w. H.w.+2hrs H.w.+3hrs L.w L.w.+2hrs L.w.+3hrs Stat10ns 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
258 218 209 170 198 220 
222 167 160 110 136 179 
181 150 138 80 100 156 
158 110 97 60 84 120 
156 102 90 58 82 110 
Table 5.3 Optimized values of dispersion coefficients m2/s against Distance (km) for 
· stations B=Broughty Ferry, C=Newport, D=Balmerino, E=Flisk 
Spring tide of12'h June 1972 
Using the optimized values of the dispersion coefficient simulation of salt intrusion in 
the Tay Estuary is obtained. The predicted salt concentration profile for spring and 
neap tides is shown in figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.7. Salinity (Salt Intrusion) profile during the spring tide of 12th June 1972 
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5.2 Case study 2- Development of a case based reasoning system 
In this case study the development of a case based reasoning system which can be 
used to formulate optimum effluent discharge policies for narrow tidal river networks 
is described. The main core of this system consists of a database in which quantitative 
predictions regarding the distribution of solute pollutants introduced into typical tidal 
river networks are stored. Consequences of any discharge into a given estuarine 
network can hence be evaluated by comparing the prevailing situation in that flow 
domain with the cases stored in the case based reasoning system. Development of the 
system is described using the simulations obtained for the Upper Milford Haven 
Estuary. This branching waterway represents a typical narrow tidal river system and 
obviously the results obtained for it will only be valid for similar tidal rivers. 
However, the case based reasoning system described in this section can be extended 
to include other types of tidal rivers. However, such extension will be routine only 
involving the repetition of the procedure explained in this section. In figure 5.8 the 
schematic description of this procedure is shown. 
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Figure 5.8 Schematic diagram of the case based reasoning procedure 
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5.2.1 Case Based Reasoning 
The logic of the Case Based Reasoning solving procedure is particularly appropriate 
to a complicated discipline such as estuarine modelling. This is mainly due to the 
variety of expertises required. The study of any estuarine phenomenon via numerical 
modelling relies on an example-by-example based knowledge. Purely theoretical 
approach in estuarine modelling is not possible and the effort should often be 
supported by practical experience. 
A case is defined as a "problem situation" (A. Aamodt and E. Plaza, 1994). Therefore, 
cases represent unique knowledge related to specific situations. A case may be 
previously experienced and thus stored in the CBR system's library to be used for 
solving future problems; or it may be new and not yet classified and needs to be 
included in the CBR system. It can be kept as a concrete experience or clustered with 
others with which it shares similar features. Cases can also be represented as single 
knowledge units or the information incorporated in each of them can be split and 
distributed in the different subunits of the system's knowledge structure. 
A case can be divided into three major parts (J. Kolodner, 1993): 
• The state of the problem 
• The proposed solution 
• The outcomes from the application of the solution. 
A past problem and its solution can provide useful information to solve new cases. In 
addition, the outcomes, if included in the case representation, can be used to evaluate 
the performance of the proposed solution when applied to the current situation. 
The CBR process is cyclical and includes the following four steps (B. C. Jeng and T.P. 
Liang, 1995): definition of the problem state and the domain configuration 
• Selection and retrieval of past cases similar to a new considered event 
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• Revision of the proposed solution if necessary 
• Storage of the new solution as a part of a new case. 
In order to create a system that is capable of searching for similar cases, it is 
necessary to identify the key features that provide a standard scheme for storing all 
possible cases in the system memory. This step of CBR is called case description. The 
chosen case indices are then used to expedite the search process during the phase 
called case retrieval for calculating case similarities and finding the best match. The 
search engine is an intelligent component, which allows complete or partial matches 
according to established prescriptions. However, because every case is likely to be 
unique, it is necessary to adjust the old solution retrieved by the system in order to 
apply it to the new situation. The CBR term for employing the retrieved experience is 
case adaptation. At the end of the problem solving process the current problem and 
the adopted solution are stored as a new case. 
5.2.2 Case Description 
A very important component of the CBR process is case description. Cases are 
described, then retained in the system's library, and recalled when a new problem 
needs to be solved. The description of a case consists of finding a suitable and 
manageable structure to represent the case content. The memory of a CBR system 
must be organised according to an indexing scheme that permits the retrieval process 
to be effective and time efficient. A case must be defined in terms of those attributes 
that are relevant to the domain. Indices should be chosen by following the concepts of 
functionality and availability of the information to use for representing a case (J. 
Kolodner, 1993). Therefore, by using an appropriate domain-specific vocabulary, the 
indices need to be: 
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• Inherent to the specific goal that needs to be achieved by the reasoner 
• Abstract enough to make the case generally applicable 
• Concrete to be recognisable and directly referable to a practical context 
• Sufficiently predictive to anticipate the solution and outcomes of the case. 
5.2.3 Physical description of the Upper Milford Haven Estuary 
Milford Haven is aria type estuary system (A.L. Buck and A.C. Davidson, 1997) 
located in the south-western region of Wales, U.K. It consists of the Daucleddau river 
which branches at Picton Point into the Western and the Eastern Cleddau rivers. In 
order to obtain useful information about the likely outcome of various modes of 
effluent discharge into narrow tidal river networks solute distribution in the upper part 
of the estuary northwards Carr Jetty, the Upper Milford Haven estuary (figure 5.9), is 
simulated. Data obtained through these simulations provides the basis for the 
development of the present case based reasoning system. 
The estuary has been presented in many studies focusing on its physical behaviour 
and the risk assessment of a potential contamination of its waters (A. Nelson-Smith, 
1965; V. Nassehi and D.J.A. Williams, 1986; P. McLaren and D.l. Little 1987; J.H. 
Bikangaga and V. Nassehi, 1995; S. Passone et al. 2002). 
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+ 
0 1 2 
km 
Figure 5.9. Milford Haven Estuary, Wales, UK (The Upper Section Includes Reaches 
Upstream ofCarr Jetty) 
The upper estuary is a narrow branched tidal waterway. The ratio of the width of the 
flow channel to its depth is moderate and almost constant, contributing with 110 km 
of shoreline. Furthermore, as pointed out by Nassehi and Williams (1986), the 
difference between the salinity levels at the surface and the bottom is negligible (-
0.3%). Hence, the estuary is considered to be a well-mixed system as far as the 
salinity is concerned. 
The Upper Milford Haven estuary is macrotidal and hence its flow characteristics are 
totally dominated by the action of tides. All of other dynamic factors induced by fresh 
water discharge, wind and the Coriolis forces can be neglected. These conditions 
support the notion that the cross-sectional salinity distribution within the Upper 
Milford Haven is uniform. This also allows the representation of the longitudinal 
mixing by one-dimensional computational scheme. Therefore selection of salt as a 
suitable tracer representing inert solute pollutants is a reasonable choice. 
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The hydrodynamics of the Upper Milford Haven is significantly influenced by 
branching of the main channel at Picton Point to the Eastern and Western Cleddau. 
For example, the geomorphology of the estuary affects the phase difference between 
tidal waves propagating in the Eastern and Western Cleddau rivers. Phase differences 
between the main channel and the branches are also observed. However, as the Upper 
Milford Haven is a typically short British branching estuary, the phase Jag between 
the Western and Eastern Cleddau and the Daucleddau channel is limited to 
approximately one hour at most for a low neap tide. Nevertheless, these phase 
differences may significantly influence the longitudinal water density distribution and 
consequently the salt transport along the branches. 
5.2.4 Stages of the construction of the case based reasoning system 
The construction stages of the described case based reasoning system are as follows. 
• Running of the Hydrodynamic model to obtain velocity field for neap to 
spring tides 
This stage is based on the following steps: 
i) Preparation of a suitable database of hydro graphic data for the Upper 
Milford Haven Estuary. If needed fuzzy logic procedure must be used 
to enhance the quality of this data. At the end of this step Hydrographic 
data are stored in the database as double entry arrays of water surface 
breadth, cross sectional area and hydraulic depth at various locations 
along the estuary against incremental rise in the water level. For 
example the cross sectional area for the East Cleddau branch is shown 
in table 5.4. 
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ii) Model calibration v1a previously described optimisation of the 
Manning's friction coefficient. As mentioned before the GA module 
handles this process. 
• Insertion of the velocity field obtained at the above described stage to simulate 
solute dispersion in the estuary. 
This stage is based on the following steps: 
i) Model calibration via optimisation of the dispersion coefficient. 
Again, this process is carried out by the utilization of the GA module. 
ii) Different locations are selected as the source of discharge of an 
inert effluent into the system. Both the number of discharge sources 
and the method of discharge can be chosen according to the 
requirements of the user. This can be readily achieved by the inclusion 
of an appropriate source term in the convection dispersion equation 
(equation 3.46). 
• Information generated in the previous stage is stored in a suitable form in the 
database module. This database is the main core of the case based reasoning 
system. 
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185 A 1A3 4 Ill 7 
~IS A 3155 2479 
6702 5398 3!156 
761 I 62A 6 461 5 564 
807 6 ai99 4956 387 2 76 4 67 1 37 I 14 6 
6542 7159 5139 4161 893 ne 435 165 
0086 7261 569 2 4477 1025 885 498 18 A 
~83 8089 61)3 A 4815 1159 991 561 20 A 
9935 85A 2 6489 524 4 1296 109 2 624 223 
1048 2 !lll 2 6933 5762 143 7 1203 686 24 2 
12868 9A7 I 727 5 627 8 1588 13)9 751 261 
11333 9936 7916 6792 1728 1415 81 4 280 
11798 10395 840 1 787 5 1885 1521 877 223 
12263 1085 4 8880 834 7 ~8 162 7 94 0 24 2 
12728 1121 4 9375 8853 2228 1733 1003 261 
13196 11786 9864 937 2 239 1 1839 1065 280 
1365 7 1224 2 1035 4 9888 3123 194 5 113 8 300 
1412 2 13166 1084 3 10423 3320 205 I 1193 31 9 
14581 13628 11335 10923 3523 215 7 125 6 338 
1505 5 1~089 1181 7 11436 375 2 2263 131 9 35 7 
959 668 45 229 A026 2369 1382 37 6 
1156 63 4 686 356 A3A I 247 5 144 5 396 
137 2 1019 768 498 4565 2581 150 9 41 5 
168 A 1219 936 630 4969 268 7 157 2 43 4 
2128 167 2 131 3 925 5283 2793 163 5 45 3 
2 425 19A 0 152 6 lOB I 5598 2899 1698 47 2 
2740 2226 1750 1243 591 2 3)85 1762 49 2 
384 1 2521 1983 1410 6223 311 2 182 4 51 I 
3780 2630 2225 1583 654 7 321 7 1887 530 
15055 454 9 3494 274 5 1952 6586 3325 195 1 54 9 
RCCQ'd: J!U ~ ~ I ~ tiHI of 36 
Table 5.4 Sample of Hydrographic Data Stored in the Database Module 
5.2.5 Outcome of selected discharge policies for the Upper Milford Haven 
Estuary 
Following the stages described in the previous section the process starts with the 
hydrodynamic model. in order to ca li brate thi s model the estuary is divided into a 
computational mesh ( fi gure 5. 1 0). 
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1 
Figure 5.1 0. Finite element discretisation of the Upper Milford Haven estuary (a 
Manning's coefficient is assigned to each element in the domain) 
The calibration process is described as follows. The model calibration operated by the 
designed genetic algorithm scheme is executed with the population set to 30 
individuals and the rate of crossover and mutation equal to 0.5 and 0.01, respectively. 
The GA based calibration is carried out for 15 generations. The estuary is divided into 
three main zones corresponding to the two branches (i.e. Western Cleddau and 
Eastern Cleddau rivers) and the main channel (the Decleddau reach). 
Based on this partition of the estuary, the chromosome population is initialised using 
the zonation and the scaling options. The modified mutation and crossover operators 
then transform these chromosomes. Only one set of Manning's coefficients from the 
case-library is included in the initial population. This is the set of parameters 
employed for this particular model to simulate the salt intrusion in the Fa! estuary. 
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The set of Manning's coefficients selected by the genetic algorithm scheme after 15 
generations is presented in table 5.5 which also contains the set of values for the 
parameter obtained by Bikangaga (J.H. Bikangaga, 1993) through the manual 
calibration of the model. 
-~---·-··- •••-••-··--•-o•c -------~··--·· --~---.----·, 
lement CA Calibration M11nual Calibrarion 
1 0.04 0.0~ 
2 oo::~ o.o:: 
3 0.0::2 0.0::! 
4 0.017 0.0::! 
5 0.017 o.o:: 
• 0017 o.o:: 
7 0-017 0.02 
• 0013 0.02 
• O.ot:! 0.02 
10 0013 0.02 
11 0013 o.o:: 
12 0013 o.o:: 
13 0013 0.0:: 
14 O.OtJ o.o:: 
15 0013 o.o:: 
16 0-013 o.o:: 
17 0013 o.o:: 
18 OOtJ o.o:: 
19 0013 0.0:: 
20 0.013 o.o:: 
21 0013 0.015 
:z OOtJ O.OlS 
23 0 OlJ O.OlS 
24 0013 O.OlS 
25 O.otJ 0.018 
26 0013 0.018 
27 O.OtJ 0.018 
:s 0.013 0.018 
Table 5.5. Manning's friction coefficients for the Upper Milford Haven estuary 
It must be noticed that in order to have an acceptable comparison between the model 
performances obtained using the manual and GA based calibrations, both model 
applications should be specified under identical conditions. This means that except for 
the set of Manning's friction coefficients, the input data employed in the model 
calibrated by GA routine, is the same as those utilised by J .H. Bikangaga for 
modelling the salt intrusion in the Upper Milford Haven estuary (J.H. Bikangaga, 
1993). Simulated water surface elevation, as proof of calibration and verification of 
the hydrodynamic model are shown in figures 5.11 (a) to 5.11 (c). 
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Figure 5. 11 . Simulation of the water surface elevations at a) Port Lion, b) Picton Point 
and c) Easthook during the spring tide of 25th April 1979 
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Next stage is the runnjng of the so lute distribution model and its calibration and 
verification. The procedure to follow is exactly the same as the case described for the 
Tay Estuary. Figure 5. 12 (a) and (b) show the comparison of the simulated and 
observed sal t intrusion profiles for the U pper Milford Haven. As can be seen from 
these graphs the application of the GA procedure results in a lmost perfect 
optimization of the dispersion coefficients. 
• Simulated: Spring Tide, 1997 High Water 
40 Observed: Spring Tide,1997 High Water 
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(b) 
Figure 5.12. Salinity profiles- a) Daucleddau and Western Cleddau, and b) 
Daucleddau and Eastern Cleddau during the spring tide of 25th April 1979 
Afier the completion of the above described tasks the construction of the database for 
the case based reasoning module can commence. Starting from a simple scenario 
outcome of single discharges at various locations along the estuary channel is 
simulated. Figures 5.13a to 5.13c show the predicted outcome of three di rferent 
modes of discharge at different locations along the estuary channel wh ich are plotted 
from the relevant tables 5.6a to 5.6c. The source or discharge is located at Port Lion, 
approximately 10 km ·from Carr Jetty) and the rate of discharge is assumed to be 50 
tones of effluent per day. Analysis of predicted tidal variations of solute concentration 
at these locations provides evidence of the behaviour of pollutants after lhey have 
been discharged into the estuary system. For example, as shown in figures 5.9a and 
5.9b if a mode of discharge in which discharge stops during the slack water is selected 
there wi ll be a reduction in the concentrat ion or pollutant at locations near the source 
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of discharge. However, as soon as the start of flooding cycle solute concentration will 
rise. Because o[ the phase Jag, at locations further away from the source of discharge 
any reduction in the solute concentration will be negligible (figure 5.1 3c). The 
reduction in solute concentrations at all locations predicted for the ebb tide will be 
offset by higher increases during the flood. 
t- ~ 
Policies 0 I 2.5 3.5 5 5.5 6.0 7.5 10 
1 
2 
3 
0 .00009 0.0002 0.0002 0.00066 0.00054 0.00078 0.0007 0.0002 
5 4 8 
0 0.000 17 0.0005 0.0006 0.00 14 0.00 15 0.00 14 0.0007 0.000 1 
8 
0 0.00009 0.0002 0.0002 0.00066 0.00054 0.00 11 2 0.0008 0.0003 
5 
Table 5.6 a - Salute concentration (g/1) during a tidal cycle in Port Lion 
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- 1 No discharge at slack water 
2 Ebb tide discharge only 
3 Continuous discharge 
Figure 5.13a- Variations of solute concentration (g/1) during a tidal cycle at Port lion 
(Curves I ,2 and 3, correspond to no discharge duri ng slack water, discharge during 
ebb tide only and continuous discharge, respectively) 
Time (hrs) 0 1 2.5 3.5 5 5.25 5.5 6 7 
Policies 
I 0 0.00008 0.00016 0.00024 0.00048 0.00028 0.00025 0.00064 0.00089 
2 0 0.000 1 0.00032 0.00058 0.0008 0.00 1 0.0007 0.0007 0.00 104 
8 
3 0 0.0000 0.00016 0.00024 0.00048 0.0005 0.00054 03.0008 0.00124 
8 
Table 5.6 b - Salute concentration (g/1) during a tidal cycle Woodhouse 
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Figure 5. 13b- Variations of so lute concentration (g/1) during a tidal cycle at 
Woodhouse (curves 1,2 and 3, correspond to no discharge during slack water 
discharge during ebb tide only and continuous discharge, respecti ely 
~) 0 I 2.5 3.5 5 5.5 6.5 8 10 
s 
I 0 0.00002 0.00004 0.00005 0.00004 0.00003 0.00002 0.0007 0.00058 
2 0 0.00002 0.00004 0.00005 0.00004 0.00003 0.00002 0.0006 0.0003 
3 0 0.00004 0.00009 0.0001 0.00009 0.00006 0.00004 0.0009 0.0007 
Table 5.6 c - Salute concentration (g/1) during a tidal cycle at East Hook 
0.002 
0.0018 
E" 0.0016 
.5 0.0014 
c: 
~ 0.0012 
(11 
.... 
.... 0.001 
c: 0.0008 C1l 
u 
c: 0 .0006 0 
u 0.0004 
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0 
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Time (hr) 
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l- 1 - No discharge at water - 2 - Ebb tide discharge only 3 -Continuous discharge 
Figure 5. l3c- Variations of solute concentration (in g/1) during a tidal cycle at East 
Hook (curves I ,2 and 3 correspond to no discharge during slack water, discharge 
during ebb t ide on ly and continuous discharge, respectively) 
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A more complicated case in which two sources o f d ischarge are present is now 
considered. [n ugure 5. 14 and table 5. 7 that predicted o utcome o r steady discharges 
from sources located at East Hook and Pmt Lion into the estuary channe l is shown. 
Effects or chang ing these discharges form steady to a variable rate are shown in figure 
5.15 and table 5.8. The ex tension to more than one source is tota ll y stra ightfotw ard 
and does not requ ire any modi fi cation of the computer program. Onl y appropriate 
va lues for the source terms in the governing equations used for the relevant segments 
sho uld be insett ed. The main po int is to demonstrate the fl ex ibi lity that comp uter 
models provide fo r the analysis or a multivariable phenomenon. 
~) 0 2.5 5 5.75 7.5 10 1 1.5 12 
1 
East Hook 0 0.0007 0.0032 0.0085 0.0063 0.0024 0.0022 0.002 
Port Lion 0 0.0005 0.00 19 0 .0022 0.0019 0.001 0.00 1 0.0012 
Slebech 0 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.00 13 0.0024 0.0026 0.0028 
Table 5.7 Solute concentration correspond ing to steady di scharges from sources 
located at East Hook (W.Cleaddau), Port Lion (D.Cleddau) and Slcbech. 
0.009 
0.008 
-
0.007 
::::: 
.9 0.006 
c 
0 0.005 :;::; ~ 
- 0.004 c Gl 
Ill 
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[
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Figure 5.14 Variations orsolute concentration corresponding to steady d ischarges 
from sources located at East Hook (W.Cleaddau), Port Lion (D.Cleddau) and SJebech. 
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~ 0 I 2.5 4.6 5.75 6.75 7.25 7.5 8.5 12 n 
East Hook 0 0.0002 0.0009 0.00 16 0.0015 0.0034 0.0032 0.0033 0.0027 0.0023 
Port Lion 0 0.000 1 0.0005 0.00 13 0.00 14 0.00 13 0.00 12 0.00 11 0.00 1 0.001 2 
Slebech 0 0 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0003 0.0005 0.00 15 0.00 16 
Table 5.8 Solute concentration COITesponding to variable rate discharges from sources 
located at East Hook (W.Cieaddau), Port Lion (D.Cieddau) and Slebech. 
0.004 
0.0035 
-:.:::: 0.003 ~ 
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:;:; 
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Figure 5.1 5 Variations of solute concentration corresponding to variable rate 
discharges from sources located at East Hook (W.Cieaddau), Port Lion (D.Cieddau) 
and Slebech. 
The above listed tables of data generated by the simu lation of various discharge 
modes into the Upper Milford Haven Estuary are fi nally sorted and stored as a 
database. An important point to remember that no matter how extensive such a 
database is it sti 11 will be further ex tended to include data representi ng other modes of 
discharge. Addi tional extensions of the database can also be achieved by inclusion of 
similar data for other types of tidal river system to make the case based reasoning 
much more powerful and appl icable under a variety of situations. 
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Chapter6 
Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Research 
6. Introduction 
In this chapter the main conclusions drawn from the present research are explained 
and discussed. It is shown that the current project has resulted in sigilificant new 
advance in the development of a state of the art hydroinformatic system which can be 
used on ordinary computer networks be operators with minimal knowledge and 
training to analyse and formulate reliable answers to complex realistic hydro-
environmental phenomena. Obviously a complete fulfilment of such an ambitious 
goal is beyond the scope of any single PhD project. Therefore this research should be 
viewed as another milestone in achieving the described ultimate aim. Findings of this 
study, however, clearly points to the next achievable milestone and hence the chapter 
includes a list of suggestions for further research in this area. 
6.1 Conclusions 
The stated aim of the current project, namely, development of a number of high 
priority auxiliary data handling modules for incorporation in the existing IPT systems 
has been fulfilled. This work has, therefore, provided means of testing the suitability 
of the designed software in handling of realistic case studies related to the modelling 
of hydrodynamic behaviour and solute transport in tid\11 river networks. In what 
follows the most important conclusions of the present research are outlined. 
• The main requirement for comprehensive, convenient and fast data processing 
including, storage, modification and insertion into mathematical models is that 
the input should be handled via intelligent data basis. 
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• In order to achieve optimum efficiency in a sophisticated 'Information 
Processing System' such as the present hydroinformatics tool object oriented 
programming should be used to make it generic. 
• Optimization of physical parameters used in the governing equations 
embedded within number cruncher modules can be very effectively carried out 
using genetic algorithms. Realistic case studies show that using this approach 
very reasonable sets of physical parameters as the Marming's friction 
coefficient or solute dispersion coefficients can be determined. 
• In contrast, the use of fuzzy logic approach is more appropriate for the 
removal of uncertainties in the required hydrographic data. This is mainly due 
to the fact that hydro graphic data which represents natural geometry of a tidal 
river network consists of random values and optimization of such a set may 
led to totally unrealistic data. The use of fuzzy logic schemes is merely a 
device to enhance the quality of available data by removing, as far as possible, 
the uncertainties. 
• Case based analysis and reasoning provides a very effective management 
decision support methodology. Results described in this thesis show that 
using this approach complicated hydro-environmental analysis, such as the 
formulation of optimum effluent discharge policies, can be accomplished. 
• This work has proved the feasibility of enhancing the flexibility and capability 
of complex hydroinformatic systems by incorporating specific auxiliary 
modules which provide fine tuning for the entire application. Therefore 
despite the increased sophistication of the system its efficiency does not 
become adversely affected. Appropriate design is the main criteria which 
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guarantees such efficiency and actual implementation of the system is of only 
of secondary importance. 
6.2 Suggestions for further work 
The decided scope of the present research programme provided the guideline for the 
direction of the project and the order of the priority of the issues that were addressed 
in this study. Obviously the main priority was to design a number of data handling 
modules which could be incorporated into the existing IPT system as necessary 
auxiliaries. Therefore at this stage no attempt was made to choose the most powerful 
methodology to complete individual tasks. For example, instead of focussing on the 
development of the most powerful and flexible scheme for a genetic algorithm which 
can be used to optimize the Manning's friction coefficient an existing simple scheme 
was used. The justification for this decision was the aim of the investigation which 
required the design of a module based on a genetic algorithm scheme which could be 
incorporated into the existing IPT system and the actual efficiency of the selected 
scheme was not relevant. Similar criterion was valid in the design of all of the data 
handling modules. However, as already mentioned, the system's flexibility can be 
significantly enhanced by the following extensions. 
• In order to increase the applicability of the system additional data handling 
modules based on more powerful genetic algorithm, fuzzy logic and case 
based reasoning methodologies can be developed and incorporated into the 
system. Specific criteria can be set which guides the system to choose the most 
appropriate module out ofthe available options to complete any particular task 
related to input data handling. 
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• The main focus of the present research has been the development of useful 
auxiliary modules for a specific example (namely modelling of 
hydrodynamics and solute distribution in a tidal river using a pre-selected 
number cruncher) and consequently it was known 'a priori' which parameters 
need to be optimized and what can be a possible modification in the required 
hydro graphic data. Further work is required to make this selection automatic. 
Therefore an additional control layer should be added into the existing IPT 
system enabling it to make data handling decisions which are appropriate for 
the task selected by the user. 
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AppendiX A 
Computer Source Codes 
A endix A 
Database Module Source Code 
Option Compare Database 
Private Sub Combo63_BeforeUpdate(Cancel As Integer) 
End Sub 
Private Sub ComNext_Ciick() 
On Error GoTo Err_ComNext_Ciick 
DoCmd.GoToRecord, , acNext 
Exit_ ComNext_ Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_ ComNext_ Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ ComNext_ Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub ComPrevious_Ciick() 
On Error Go To Err_ComPrevious_Ciick 
DoCmd.GoToRecord , , acPrevious 
Exit ComPrevious Click: 
- -
Exit Sub 
Err_ ComPrevious _Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ComPrevious_Ciick 
End Sub 
Private Sub ComFirst_Ciick() 
On Error Go To Err_ ComFirst_ Click 
DoCmd.GoToRecord , , acFirst 
Exit_ ComFirst_ Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_ ComFirst_ Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit ComFirst Click 
- -
End Sub 
AI 
A endixA 
Private Sub ComLast_ Click() 
On Error GoTo Err_ComLast_Click 
DoCmd.GoToRecord,, acLast 
Exit ComLast Click: 
- -
Exit Sub 
Err_ ComLast_ Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ComLast_Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub ComFind_Click() 
On Error Go To Err_ComFind_Click 
Screen.PreviousControl.SetFocus 
DoCmd.DoMenultem acFormBar, acEditMenu, 10,, acMenuVer70 
Exit ComFind Click: 
- -
Exit Sub 
Err ComFind Click: 
- -
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ ComFind _Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub ComEnd_Ciick() 
On ErrorGoTo Err_ComEnd_Click 
DoCmd.Close 
Exit ComEnd Click: 
- -
Exit Sub 
Err_ ComEnd _Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ComEnd_Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub ComAdd Click() 
On Error Go To Err ComAdd Click 
- -
DoCmd.GoToRecord,, acNewRec 
Exit ComAdd Click: 
- -
A2 
A endix A 
Exit Sub 
Err_ ComAdd _Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ComAdd_Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub ComFilter _Click() 
On Error Go To Err_ComFilter_Click 
DoCmd.DoMenuitem acFormBar, acRecordsMenu, 2,, acMenuVer70 
Exit_ ComFilter _Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_ ComFilter _Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ ComFilter _Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command52_Click() 
On Error Go To Err Command52 Click 
- -
Dim stDialStr As String 
Dim PrevCtl As Control 
Const ERR_OBJNOTEXIST = 2467 
Const ERR_OBJNOTSET = 91 
Cons! ERR_CANTMOVE = 2483 
Set PrevCtl = Screen.PreviousControl 
IfTypeOfPrevCtl Is TextBox Then 
stDialStr = Ilf(VarType(PrevCtl) >V_ NULL, PrevCtl, "") 
ElseifTypeOfPrevCtl Is ListBox Then 
stDialStr = Ilf(V arType(PrevCtl) > V_ NULL, PrevCtl, "") 
ElseifTypeOfPrevCtl Is ComboBox Then 
stDialStr = IIf(VarType(PrevCtl) >V _NULL, PrevCtl, "") 
Else 
stDialStr = "" 
End If 
Application.Run "utility.wlib _AutoDial", stDialStr 
Exit Command52 Click: 
- -
Exit Sub 
Err_ Command52 _Click: 
If (Err= ERR_ OBJNOTEXIST) Or (Err = ERR_ OBJNOTSET) Or (Err = 
ERR_CANTMOVE) Then 
A3 
A endix A 
Resume Next 
End If 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ Command52 _Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command65 _Click() 
On Error GoTo Err_Command65_Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
stDocName ="List Query" 
DoCmd.OpenQuery stDocName, acNormal, acEdit 
Exit_ Command65 _Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_Command65 Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ Command65 _Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command66 _Click() 
On Error Go To Err_Command66_Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
stDocName = "List Query" 
DoCmd.OpenQuery stDocName, acNormal, acEdit 
Exit_ Command66 _Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_ Command66 _Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ Command66 _Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command67 _Click() 
On Error Go To Err_ Command67 _Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName = "Tidall" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
Exit_ Command67 _Click: 
Exit Sub 
A4 
A endix A 
Err_ Command67 _Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ Command67 _Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command68_Ciick() 
On Error Go To Err_ Command68 _Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName = "Milford Haven" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
Exit Command68 Click: 
- -
Exit Sub 
Err Command68 Click: 
- -
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ Command68 _Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command69 _Click() 
On Error Go To Err Command69 Click 
- -
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName ="Tay Estuary Salt Intrusion" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
Exit_ Command69 _Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_ Command69 _Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ Command69 _Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command70_Ciick() 
On Error Go To Err_ Command70 _Click 
DoCmd.Ciose 
Exit Command70 Click: 
- -
Exit Sub 
Err_ Command70 _Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
AS 
A endixA 
Resume Exit_ Command70 _Click 
End Sub 
Option Compare Database 
Option Explicit 
Private Sub cmdestuary _Click() 
On Error GoTo Err_cmdestuary_Click 
DoCmd.DoMenultem acFormBar, acRecordsMenu, 5,, acMenuVer70 
Exit_ cmdestuary _Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_ cmdestuary _Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ cmdestuary _Click 
End Sub 
Public Function makeatable(Optional vWhere As String,_ 
Optional vTableName = "retrievedmodels", _ 
Optional vRecordcount, _ 
Optional vtimetaken, _ 
Optional vmethod = "DAO") _ 
AsBoolean 
Dim strSQLA As String 
Dim lngTime As Long 
Dim intFromPos As Integer 
Dim qdf As QueryDef 
Dim db As Database 
Dim fld As Field 
Dim tbl As TableDef 
Dim idx As Index 
Select Case vmethod 
Case"DAO" 
Set db = CurrentDb() 
CurrentDb.TableDefs.Delete vTableName 
Set tbl = db.CreateTableDef(vTableName) 
Set fld = tbl.CreateField("estuary", db Text) 
fld.Ordina!Position = I 
fld.Size = 50 
A6 
A endixA 
fld.Required = True 
tbl.Fields.Append fld 
Set fld = tbl.CreateField("dimension", db Text) 
fld.Ordina!Position = 2 
fld.Size = 50 
fld.Required = True 
tbl.Fields.Append fld 
Set fld = tbl.CreateField("ratio", dbSingle) 
fld.Ordina!Position = 3 
fld.Size =50 
fld.Required = True 
tbl.Fields.Append fld 
Set fld = tbl.CreateField("accuracy", db Text) 
fld.Ordina!Position = 4 
fld.Size = 50 
fld.Required = True 
tbl.Fields.Append fld 
Set fld = tbl.CreateField("problem", db Text) 
fld.Ordina!Position = 5 
fld.Size = 50 
fld.Required = True 
tbl.Fields.Append fld 
Set fld = tbl.CreateField("pollutant", db Text) 
fld.Ordina!Position = 6 
fld.Size = 50 
fld.Required = True 
tbl.Fields.Append fld 
Set fld = tbl.CreateField("simodel", dbSingle) 
fld.Ordina!Position = 7 
fld.Size = 50 
fld.Required = True 
tbl.Fields.Append fld 
db.TableDefs.Append tbl 
RefreshDatabase Window 
'Now add the data 
A endixA 
strSQLA = "INSERT INTO [" & vTableName & "]SELECT estuary, 
dimension, ratio, accuracy, problem, pollutant, simodel FROM [query!]" 
IfvWhere <>""And Not IsMissing(vWhere) Then_ 
strSQLA = strSQLA & " WHERE " & vWhere 
A7 
'And run the insert query to add the data 
Set qdf= CurrentDb.CreateQueryDef("") 
qdf.SQL = strSQLA 
qdf.Execute 
'Return the number of records in the table if needed 
If Not IsMissing(vRecordcount) Then_ 
vRecordcount = qd£RecordsAffected 
'Close the querydef 
qdf.Close 
RefreshDatabase Window 
'indicate the creation ofthe table was successful 
If Not IsMissing(vtimetaken) Then vtimetaken =Now- lngTime 
makeatable = True 
MsgBox "The " & tbl.name & " table was successfully created" 
End Select 
makeatable _Exit: 
Exit Function 
makeatable Err: 
Select Case Err.Number 
Case 3265 'Occurs if the table we are deleting doesn't exist 
Resume Next 
Case Else 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume makeatable_Exit 
Resume 
End Select 
End Function 
Private Sub chkmodel_AfterUpdate() 
Dim ctlcheckmodel As Control 
Dim dbs As Database 
Dim tdf As TableDef 
Dim rec As Recordset 
Dim strcriteria As String 
Me.Requery 
Set ctlcheckmodel = Forms!frrumaintestuary!chkmodel 
ctlcheckmodel.Requery 
Set dbs = CurrentDb 
Set tdf = dbs. TableDefs! estuary 
td£Indexes.Refresh 
' Refresh QueryDefs collection. 
dbs.QueryDefs.Refresh 
AS 
A endix A 
End Sub 
Private Sub cmdOK Click() 
Dim strsq I As String 
Dim simivalue As String 
Dim message As String 
Dim dimestuary As String 
Dim value As Integer 
Dim qdf As QueryDef 
Dim lngRecords As Long 
Dim strMessage As String 
Dim intResponse As Integer 
Dim frm As Form 
Dim frma As Form 
Dim db As Database 
Dim reciestuary As Recordset 
Dim n As Single 
Set db = CurrentDb() 
Set reciestuary = db.OpenRecordset("estuary", dbOpenDynaset) 
Me.Requery 
reciestuary.Requery 
strsql = "" 
Dim frmaproblem As String 
DoCmd.Save acForm, "matchestuary" 
n =cutoff 
frmaproblem =Me. problem 
strsql ="problem = " & ""' & frmaproblem & ""' 
If problem= "salinity distribution" Then 
A endix A 
strsql = "problem = " & ""' & frmaproblem & ""' & " OR " & ("problem = " & '"" & 
frmaproblem & '"" & " AND pollutant = 'conservative'") 
End If 
If makeatable(vWhere:=strsql, vRecordcount:=lngRecords, vmethod:="DAO") Then 
Select Case lngRecords 
Case 0 
MsgBox "no records matched the criteria you specified",_ 
vbExclamation, "no matches found" 
Case Else 
A9 
strMessage = lngRecords & "record(s)matched the criteria" 
DoCmd.OpenForm "matchmodels",,,,,, (Me.OpenArgs) 
Set fun= Forms!matchmodels 
frm.Filter = strsql 
frm.FilterOn = True 
End Select 
End If 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
DoCmd.Maximize 
Me!problem = txtproblem 
Me!purpose = txtpurpose 
lftxtrnodnumber = 0 Then chkmodel.Visible =False 
End Sub 
Filter Database Source code 
Option Compare Database 
Private Sub Combo20_AfterUpdate() 
Combo20.Dropdown 
End Sub 
Private Sub Combo20 _Enter() 
End Sub 
Private Sub Commandl_Click() 
On Error Go To Err Command! Click 
- -
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName ="Fibre Glass Media" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
Exit Command! Click: 
- -
AIO 
A endix A 
Exit Sub 
Err Command! Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit Command! Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Form_Open(Cancel As Integer) 
' Minimize the database window and initialize the form. 
' Dim dbs As Database 
' Dim rst As Recordset 
On Error Go To Form_Open_Err 
' Minimize the database window. 
DoCmd.SelectObject acForm, "Main Menu", True 
DoCmd.Minimize 
'Move to the switchboard page that is marked as the default. 
Me.Filter = "[ltemNumber] = 0 AND [Argument]= 'Default'" 
Me.FilterOn = True 
Form_Open_Exit: 
Exit Sub 
Form_Open_Err: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Form_Open_Exit 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command7 _Click() 
On Error GoTo Err_Command7_Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName = "SyntheticMedia" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
Exit Command7 Click: 
- -
Exit Sub 
Err_ Command7 _Click: 
All 
A endix A 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit Command7 Click 
- -
End Sub 
Private Sub CommandS_ Click() 
On Error Go To Err_CommandS_Click 
DoCmd.Quit 
Exit_ CommandS_ Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err CommandS Click: 
- -
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ CommandS_ Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Commandll_Click() 
On Error GoTo Err_Commandll_Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName = "About" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
Exit_ Commandl1_ Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err Command11_Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ Command 11_ Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command12_Click() 
On Error GoTo Err_Command12_Click 
Screen.PreviousControl.SetFocus 
DoCmd.FindNext 
Exit_ Command 12 _Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_ Command12_ Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_Command12_Click 
End Sub 
Al2 
A endixA 
Private Sub Command13_Click() 
On Error Go To Err_Command13_Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName = "About" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
Exit_ Command 13 _Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_ Command 13 _Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_Command13_Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command 17 _Click() 
On Error Go To Err_ Command17 _Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName = "Help" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
Exit Command17 Click: 
- -
Exit Sub 
Err_Command17 _Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ Command17 _Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Commandl9_Click() 
On Error Go To Err_Command19 _Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName = "OtherMedial" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
Exit_ Command 19 _Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_ Command 19 _Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ Command 19 _Click 
A13 
A endix A 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command22_Click() 
On Error Go To Err_Command22_Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
Dim strSelection As String 
strSelection = Combo33.Value 
Select Case strSelection 
Case "Fibre Glass" 
stDocName = "Fibre Glass Media" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
Case "Synthetic" 
stDocName = "SyntheticMedia" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
Case "Other Media" 
stDocName = "OtherMedial" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
End Select 
'stDocName = "Fibre Glass Media" 
'DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
Exit_ Command22 _Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_ Command22 _Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit Command22 Click 
- -
End Sub 
Private Sub Command23 _Click() 
On Error Go To Err_ Command23 _Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName = "SyntheticMedia Records" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
Exit Command23 Click: 
- -
Exit Sub 
Err Command23 Click: 
- -
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ Command23 _Click 
Al4 
A endix A 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command24_Click() 
On Error GoTo Err_Command24_Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName = "SyntheticMedia" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
Exit_ Command24 _Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_ Command24_ Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ Command24 _Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command25_Click() 
On Error Go To Err Command25 Click 
- -
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName = "SyntheticMedia" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
Exit_ Command25 _Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_ Command25 _Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ Command25 _Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command27 _Click() 
On Error Go To Err_ Command27 _Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName = "Other Medial" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName,,, stLinkCriteria 
Exit Command27 Click: 
- -
Exit Sub 
Err_ Command27 _Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
AlS 
A endix A 
Resume Exit Command27 Click 
- -
End Sub 
Private Sub Command30 _Click() 
On Error Go To Err Command30 Click 
- -
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName = "FlatSheetFiberMedia" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
Exit Command30 Click: 
- -
Exit Sub 
Err Command30 Click: 
- -
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit Command30 Click 
- -
End Sub 
Private Sub Command31_Click() 
On Error GoTo Err_Command31_Ciick 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName = "FlatSheetFiberMedia2" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
Exit_ Command31_ Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_ Command31_ Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ Command31_ Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command32 _Click() 
On Error Go To Err Command32 Click 
- -
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName ="Analysis" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
Exit Command32 Click: 
- -
Exit Sub 
Err Command32 Click: 
- -
A16 
A endix A 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit Command32 Click 
- -
End Sub 
Private Sub Command36_Click() 
On Error GoTo Err_Command36_Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
stDocName ="Result! Query" 
DoCmd.OpenQuery stDocName, acNormal, acEdit 
Exit_ Command36 _Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_ Command36 _Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ Command36 _Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command37 _Click() 
On Error Go To Err_Command37 _Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
stDocName = "FilterAnalysisl" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
Exit_ Command37 _Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err_ Command3 7 _Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ Command37 _Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command40_Click() 
On Error GoTo Err_Command40_Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCri teria As String 
stDocName ="Filter Analysis!" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName,,, stLinkCriteria 
Exit Command40 Click: 
- -
Exit Sub 
Err_ Command40 _Click: 
A17 
A endix A 
• 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_ Command40 _Click 
End Sub 
Private Sub Command41_ClickO 
On Error GoTo Err_Command41_Click 
Dim stDocName As String 
Dim stLinkCriteria As String 
strSelection = Combo38.Value 
Select Case strSelection 
Case "Fibre Glass Media" 
stDocName = "FilterAnalysisl" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
Case "Synthetic Media" 
stDocName = "Result Analysis Synthetic Media" 
DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
'Case "Other Media" 
'stDocName = "OtherMedial" 
'DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName,,, stLinkCriteria 
'stDocName ="Filter Analysis!" 
'DoCmd.OpenForm stDocName, , , stLinkCriteria 
End Select 
Exit_ Command41_ Click: 
Exit Sub 
Err Command41 Click: 
MsgBox Err.Description 
Resume Exit_Command41 Click 
End Sub 
IPT System Source code 
<%'FP _ASP ASP Automatically generated by a FrontPage Component. Do not Edit. 
On Error Resume Next 
Session("FP _ OldCodePage") = Session.CodePage 
Session("FP _ OldLCID") = Session.LCID 
Session.CodePage = 1252 
Session.LCID = 2057 
Err.Clear 
strErrorUrl = "'' 
lfRequest.ServerVariables("REQUEST_METHOD") ="POST" Then 
lfRequest.Forrn("VTI-GROUP") = "0" Then 
Err.Clear 
Set fP _ conn = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection") 
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A endix A 
FP_ DumpError strErrorUrl, "Cannot create connection" 
Set fp_rs = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Recordset") 
FP_ DumpError strErrorUrl, "Cannot create record set" 
fp _ conn.Open Application("_ ConnectionS !ring") 
FP_ DumpError strErrorUrl, "Cannot open database" 
fp_rs.Open "", fp_conn, I, 3, 2' adOpenKeySet, adLockOptimistic, adCmdTable 
FP_ DumpError strErrorUrl, "Cannot open record set" 
fp _rs.AddNew 
FP_ DumpError strErrorUrl, "Cannot add new record set to the database" 
Dim arFormFieldsO(O) 
Dim arFormDBFieldsO(O) 
Dim arFormValuesO(O) 
FP _SaveForrnFields fp_rs, arForrnFieldsO, arForrnDBFieldsO 
fp_rs.Update 
FP_ DumpError strErrorUrl, "Cannot update the database" 
fp _rs.Ciose 
fp _ conn.Ciose 
FP_ F orrnConfrrrnation "textlhtml; charset=windows-1252 ",_ 
"Form Confirmation",_ 
A endixA 
"Thank you for submitting the foil owing 
information:",_ 
End If 
End If 
Session.CodePage = Session("FP _ OldCodePage") 
Session.LCID = Session("FP _ OldLCID") 
%> 
"index.htm" ,_ 
"Return to the form." 
<html xmlns:v="um:schemas-microsoft-com:vml" xmlns:o="urn:schemas-microsoft-
com:office:office" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/TRIREC-html40"> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="textlhtml; charset=windows-1252"> 
<link rei="File-List" href="index_files/filelist.xmi"> 
<title>Piease Enter&nbsp; Password</title> 
<!--[if!mso]> 
<style> 
v\:* 
o\:* 
.shape 
</style> 
{ behavior: url(#default#VML) } 
{ behavior: url(#default#VML) } 
{ behavior: url(#default#VML)} 
<! [ endif]--> 
<script language="JavaScript"> 
<!--
function FP _swaplmg() {//vl.O 
var doc=document,args=arguments,elm,n; doc.$imgSwaps=new Array(); for(n=2; n<args.Iength; 
n+=2) { elm=FP _getObjectByiD(args[n]); if{ elm) { doc.$imgSwaps[doc.$imgSwaps.Iength]=elm; 
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elm.$src=elm.src; elm.src=args[n+l];}} 
} 
function FP _preloadlmgs() {//vl.O 
var d=document,a=argnments; if(!d.FP _imgs) d.FP _imgs=new Array(); 
for(var i=O; i<a.length; i++) { d.FP _imgs[i]=new Image; d.FP _imgs[i].src=a[i];} 
} 
function FP _getObjectByiD(id,o) {//vi.O 
var c,el,els,f,m,n; if(!o )o=document; if( o.getE!ementByld} el=o.getEiementByld(id); 
else if(o.layers) c=o.layers; else if(o.aii) el=o.aii[id]; if(el) return el; 
if(o.id==id 11 o.name=id) return o; if(o.childNodes) c=o.childNodes; if( c) 
for(n=O; n<c.length; n++) { ei=FP _getObjectByiD(id,c[n]); if(el) return el;} 
f=o.forrns; if( f) for(n=O; n<f.length; n++) { els=f[n].elements; 
for(m=O; m<els.length; m++){ ei=FP _getObjectByiD(id,els[n]); if(el) return el;} } 
returnnuii; 
} 
If--> 
</script> 
<!--[if gte mso 9]> 
<xml><o:shapedefaults v:ext="edit" spidmax=" I 027"/> 
</xml><! [ endif]--> 
</head> 
<body bgcolor="#E2FDFE" style="background-attachment: fixed" 
A endixA 
onload="FP _preloadlmgs(/*url * /'button3A.jpg',/*url * /'button39 .jpg' ,/*url * /'button55 .jpg',/*url */'button 
54.jpg')"> 
<p><!--[if gte vml I ]><v:shapetype id="_ xOOOO _t75" 
coordsize="21600,21600" o:spt="75" o:preferrelative="t" path="m@4@51@4@11@9@11@9@5xe" 
fiiied="f'' stroked="!''> 
<v:stroke joinstyle="miter"/> 
<v:forrnulas> 
<v:f eqn="iflineDrawn pixe!LineWidth 0"/> 
<v:f eqn="sum @0 I 0"/> 
<v:f eqn="sum 0 0 @I"/> 
<v:f eqn="prod @2 I 2"/> 
<v:f eqn="prod @3 21600 pixe!Width"/> 
<v:feqn="prod @3 21600 pixe!Height"/> 
<v:f eqn="sum @0 0 I"/> 
<v:f eqn="prod @6 I 2"/> 
<v:f eqn="prod @7 21600 pixe!Width"/> 
<v:f eqn="sum @8 21600 0"/> 
<v:f eqn="prod @7 21600 pixe!Height"/> 
<v:feqn="sum @10 21600 0"/> 
</v:forrnulas> 
<v:path o:extrusionok="f' gradientshapeok="t" o:cormecttype="rect"/> 
<o:lock v:ext="edit" aspectratio="t"/> 
</v:shapetype><v:shape id="_ xOOOO _si 033" type="#_ xOOOO _t75" style='position:absolute; 
Ieft:218.25pt;top:5.25pt;width:287 .25pt;height:84pt;z-index:O'> 
<v:imagedata src="index_files/imageOOI.png" o:title="" gain="78019f'' 
blacklevel="5243f''/> 
</v:shape><! [ endif]--><! [if !vml]><span style='mso-ignore:vglayout;position: 
absolute;z-index:O;left:291 px;top:7px;width:383px;height: 112px'><img width=3 83 
height=ll2 src="index _files/image002.jpg" v:shapes="_ xOOOO _sI 033"></span><! [ endif]></p> 
<p><!--[ifgte vml l]><v:shape 
id="_ xOOOO _si 032" type="#_ xOOOO _ t75" alt="" style='position:absolute;Ieft:3pt; 
top:5 .25pt;width:215.25pt;height:84pt;z-index:O'> 
<v:imagedata src="index_files/image003.png" o:title="" gain="72818f'' 
blackleve1="91 75!''/> 
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</v:shape><! [ endif]--><! [if !vml]><span style='mso-ignore:vglayout;position: 
absolute;z-index:O;left:4px;top:7px;width:287px;height: 112px'><img width=287 
A endix A 
height=ll2 src="index _files/image004.jpg" v:shapes="_ xOOOO _si 032"></span><! [ endif]></p> 
<p>&nbsp;</p> 
<p><!--[if gte vmll]><v:shape 
id="_ xOOOO _sI 025" type="#_ xOOOO _ t75" alt="" href="http://www.lboro.ac.uk/" 
style='position:absolute;left:507pt;top:22.5pt;width: 13 6.5pt;height:35 .25pt; 
z-index:O'> 
<v:imagedata src="index_files/image005.gif'' o:title="lu2"/> 
</v:shape><! [ endif]--><! [if !vml]><span style='mso-ignore:vglayout;position: 
absolute;z-index:O;left: 67 6px;top:30px;width: 182px;height:4 7px'><a 
href="http://www.lboro.ac.uk/"><img border=O width=l82 height=47 
src="index _files/image005 .gif'' title="" v:shapes="_ xOOOO _sI 025"></a></span><! [ endif]></p> 
<p>&nbsp;</p> 
<p>&nbsp;</p> 
<p>&nbsp;</p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n 
bsp;&nbsp; 
<!--[ifgte vmll]><v:group 
id="_ xOOOO _sI 034" style='position:absolute;left:20 I pt;top: 13 8. 7 5pt;width:343 .5pt; 
height: 166.5pt;z-index: I' coordorigin=" 195,223" coordsize="345,264"> 
<v:line id="_ xOOOO _sI 027" style='position:absolute;flip:y' from=" 196,223" 
to="540,223" strokecolor="aqua"/> 
<v:line id="_ xOOOO _sI 031" style='position:absolute' from="540,223" to="540,486" 
strokecolor="aqua"/> 
<v:line id="_ xOOOO _sI 028" style='position:absolute' from=" 195,223" to=" 195,487" 
strokecolor="aqua "/> 
<v:line id="_xOOOO _sI 029" style='position:absolute' from=" 196,487" to="539,487" 
strokecolor="aqua"/> 
</v:group><! [ endif]--><! [if !vml]><span style='mso-ignore:vglayout;position: 
absolute;z-index: I ;left:267px;top: 184px;width:460px;height:224px'><img 
width=460 height=224 src="index_files/image006.gif" v:shapes="_ xOOOO _s 1034 _xOOOO _si 027 
_xOOOO_sl03l_xOOOO_sl028 
_ xOOOO _sI 029"></span><! [ endif]>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<font color="#OOOOFF">&nbsp;&nbsp;&; </font;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
</p> 
<p>&nbsp;</p> 
<!--webbot BOT="GeneratedScript" PREVIEW=" " startspan --><script Language="JavaScript" 
Type="text/javascript"><!--
function FrontPage_Forml_ Validator(theForm) 
{ 
if(theForm.mypassword.value = '"') 
{ 
} 
alert("Please enter a value for the \"naghmeh\" field."); 
theForm.mypassword.focus(); 
return (false); 
if (theForm.mypassword.value.length < 6) 
{ 
} 
alert("Please enter at least 6 characters in the \"naghmeh\" field."); 
theForm.mypassword.focus(); 
return (false); 
if(theForm.mypassword.value.length > 20) 
{ 
alert("Please enter at most 20 characters in the \"naghmeh\" field."); 
theForm.mypassword.focus(); 
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A endixA 
return (false); 
} 
var checkOK = 
"ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZabcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzjSCEZscezYMMMLE<;:E 
EEEliliDN666600UUUDYt>Biu\aaiiare9eee~ii!iiliiM6iio0iuluiiypy0123456789-"; 
var checkStr = theForrn.mypassword.value; 
var allValid = true; 
var validGroups =true; 
for (i = 0; i < checkStr.length; i++) 
{ 
eh= checkStr.charAt(i); 
for G = 0; j < checkOK.length; j++) 
if(ch = checkOK.charAtG)) 
break; 
if G == checkOK.length) 
{ 
} 
allValid =false; 
break; 
} 
if(!allValid) 
{ 
alert("Please enter only letter and digit characters in the \"naghmeh\" field."); 
theForm.mypassword.focus(); 
return (false); 
} 
return (true); 
} 
/1--></script><!--webbot BOT="GeneratedScript" endspan --><form method="POST" 
action=" . .I_ derived/nortbots.htrn" onSubmit="location.href=' . ./ _ derived/nortbots.htrn';return false;" 
webbot-onSubmit language="JavaScript" name="FrontPage _Form!" webbot-action="--WEB BOT-
SELF--"> 
<!--webbot bot="SaveDatabase" U-ASP-Include-Url=" .. / _ fpclass/fpdbforrn.inc" startspan --
><ioput TYPE="hidden" NAME="VTI-GROUP" V ALUE="O"><!--#ioclude 
file=" .. /_ fpclass/fpdbform.inc" --><! --webbot bot="SaveDatabase" i-checksum="34604" endspan --> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;& 
;<font color="#OOOOFF">&nbsp;&nbsp; 
UserName&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="text" name="Tl" size="21 "></font></p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;& 
<font 
color="#OOOOFF">Password&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;</font>&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<!--webbot bot="Validation" s-display-name="naghmeh" s-data-type="Striog" b-allow-
letters="TRUE" b-allow-digits="TRUE" b-value-required="TRUE" i-minimum-length="6" i-
maximum-length="20" --> 
<input type="password" name="mypassword" size="21" 
maxlength="20">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;& 
nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="subrnit" value="Enter" name="B 1" style="width: 70; height: 
26">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="reset" value="Cancel" name="B2"></p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;& 
</p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;</p> 
<p>&nbsp; 
<a href="http://www.lboro.ac.uk/departrnents/cg"> 
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<img border="O" id="img2 11 src="button38.jpg" height="30" width="15011 alt="Chemical Engineeing 
Dept" :tp-style="fP-btn: Embossed Capsule I; :tp-font-color-normal: #000080; :tp-font-color-hover: 
#FFOOOO; :tp-font-color-press: #3366FF; :tp-bgcolor: #CCFFFF; :tp-orig: 0" fP-title="Chemical 
Engineeing Dept" onmouseover="FP _swaplmg(I,O,/*id*/'img2',/*url*/'button39.jpg')" 
onmouseout="FP _swaplmg(O,O,/*id*/'img2',/*url*/'button38.jpg')" 
onmousedown="FP _ swaplmg( I ,0,/*id * /'img2',/*url* /'button3A.jpg')" 
onmouseup="FP _ swaplmg(O,O,/*id • /'img2',/*url* /'button39 .jpg') "></a>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;& 
nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<font color="#3366FF"><a href="mailto:cgnk2@Jboro.ac.uk"> 
<img border="O" id="img3" src="button53.jpg" height="30" width=" ISO" alt="Contact" fp-style="fp-
btn: Embossed Capsule I; :tp-font-color-normal: #000080; :tp-font-color-hover: #FFOOOO; :tp-font-color-
press: #3366FF; :tp-bgcolor: #CCFFFF; :tp-orig: 0" :tp-title="Contact" 
onmouseover="FP _ swaplmg( I ,0,/*id*/'img3',/*url* /'button54 .jpg')" 
onmouseout="FP _ swaplmg(O, 0,/*id* /'img3 ',/*url* /'button53 .jpg')" 
onmousedown="FP _ swaplmg( I ,0,/*id • /'img3 ',/*url* /'button55 .jpg')" 
onmouseup="FP _swaplmg(O,O,/*id*/'img3',/*url*/'button54.jpg')"></a></font>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbs 
p;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
</p> 
</form> 
</body> 
<lhtml> 
<!-- #INCLUDE FILE="Include/CnnString.asp" --> 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional/fEN" 
"http://www. w3.org/TR/html4/loose.dtd"> 
<html> 
<head> 
<title> Estuary Information</title> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=iso-8859-1 "> 
<LINK href="Styles.css" type="text/css" rel="stylesheet"> 
<script language="javascript"> 
function Display Estuary() 
{ 
var fnn 
frm = document.forms[O]; 
if( fnn.cmb!D.options[frm.cmb!D.selectedlndex].value != "") 
document.location = "index.asp?ID=" + 
fnn.cmb!D.options[ frm.cmb!D .selectedlndex ]. value 
I* { 
if{fnn.txtHEst.value != "") 
document.location = "index.asp?ID=" + 
fnn.cmb!D.options[frm.cmb!D.selectedlndex].value 
Available") 
</script> 
</head> 
<% 
} 
} 
*I 
dimobjConn 
else 
dim objRs,objRs!D 
alert("This Esturay Record Not Correct. Estuary Name not 
Set objConn = Server.CreateObject ("ADODB.Connection") 
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%> 
Set objRs ~ Server.CreateObject ("ADODB.Recordset") 
Set objRsiD ~ Server.CreateObject ("ADODB.Recordset") 
dim var!D 
var!D ~ Request.QueryString("ID") 
objConn.Open strConn 
ifisnull(var!D) orvariD~ ""then 
else 
end if 
objRs.Open "select* from estuary", objConn 
var!D ~ objRs("ID I") 
objRs.Open "select* from estuary where ID!~" & var!D, objConn 
objRslD.Open "select ID! from estuary", objConn 
<body leftrnargin="O" topmargin="O" marginwidth="O" marginheight="O"> 
<form name="forml" method="post" action=""> 
<table width=" lOO%" border="011 cellpadding= 11 l" cellspacing="l"> 
<tr> 
<td valign~"top"><table width~" I 00%" bordeF"O" cellspacing~"O" cellpadding~"O" 
class=" table"> 
<tr align="left"> 
<td colspan~"6" class~"Boldheading">ESTUARY</td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width~"!?%" class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">ID</font></td> 
<td colspan="2" class="Frmright"> 
A endixA 
<select id~"cmblD" name~"cmb!D" onChange~"return DisplayEstuary()" > 
<option id="optnull" value=""></option> 
<%while not objRsiD.EOF 
if cstr( variD) <> cstr( objRsiD("ID I")) then 
%> 
<option id~"opt<%~objRsiD("IDI ")%>" 
value~"<"lo~objRsiD("IDI ")%>" ><"lo~objRslD("ID I ")%></option> 
<%else%> 
<option id~"opt<%~objRsiD("IDI ")%>" 
value~"<"lo~objRsiD("ID I")%>" selected ><%~objRslD("ID I ")%></option> 
<%end if 
%> 
</select> 
</td> 
wend 
objRsiD.MoveNext 
<td width~" 15%" class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Country</font></td> 
<td colspan="2" class="Fnnright"><input class="TextBox 11 name="txtCountry" type="text" 
id~"txtCountry" value~<%~objRs("country")%>></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width~"!?%" class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Name</font></td> 
<td colspan="2" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtName" type="text" 
id="txtName" value=<%=objRs("name")%>></td> 
<td width~" IS%" class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Latitude</font></td> 
<td colspan="2" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtLatitude" type="text" 
id~"txtLatitude" value~<%~objRs("latitude")%>></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td colspan~"6" a!ign~"Ieft" class~"Boldheading">Physical Characteristics </td> 
<ltr> 
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<tr> 
<td height="20" class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">Geomorphological Type</font> </td> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtGeoType" type="text" id="txtGeoType" 
value~<%=objRs("geomorphological type")%> ></td> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Tidal Range</font> </td> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtTidalRange" type="text" 
id="txtTida!Range" value=<"/o=objRs("tidal range")%>></td> 
<td class="Fnnleft">&nbsp;</td> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;</td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width=" 17%" class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels ">Total Area(ha) </font></td> 
<td width="13%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtTotArea" type="text" 
id="txtTotArea" value~<%=objRs("total area")%>></td> 
<td width="l7%" class="Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">lntertidal Area(ha)</font> </td> 
<td width=" IS%" align="left11 ><input class="TextBox" name="txtlntertidalArea" type="text" 
id="txtlntertida!Area" value=<%=objRs("intertidal area")o/o>></td> 
<td width~" IS%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Max Channel Bank 
Area(ha)</font></td> 
<td width=" tO%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox11 name="txtMChBkArea" type="text" 
id="txtMChBkArea" value~<%=objRs("max channel bank area")%>></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width=" 17%" class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Channel Length(km) </font></td> 
<td width="13%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtCHLength" type="text" 
id="txtCHLength" value~<%=objRs("channellength")%>></td> 
<td width="17%" class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Valley Length(km) </font></td> 
<td width=" IS%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtValLength" type="text" 
id="txtValLength" value=<%=objRs("valley length")%>></td> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Meandering/sinuosity</font></td> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtMeanSinu" type="text" id="txtMeanSinu" 
value=<%=objRs("meandering")%>></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width~" 17%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">rnin. width(m)</font> </td> 
<td width="13%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtMinwidth" type="text" 
id~"txtMinwidth" value=<%=objRs("rninwidth")%>></td> 
<td width~"l7%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Max. Width(m)</font> </td> 
<td width="lS%11 align="left11 ><input class=11TextBox" name="txtMaxWidth" type="text" 
id="txtMaxWidth" value~<%~objRs("maxwidth")%>></td> 
<td class="Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">Bed</font></td> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtBed11 type=11text" id="txtBed" 
value=<%~objRs("bed")%>></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width="17%" class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">avr. width( m) </font></td> 
<td width="13%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtAvrwidth" type="text" 
id="txtA vrwidth" value=<%=objRs("average width")%>></td> 
<td width="17%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Avr. Depth( m) </font></td> 
<td width=" IS%" align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtAvrDepth" type="text" 
id="txtA vrDepth" value=<%=objRs("average depth")%>></td> 
<td class~"Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">Avr. width to depth ratio</font></td> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtAvrWDR" type="text" id="txtAvrWDR" 
value=<%=objRs("widthdeptratio")%>></td> 
</tr> 
<tr align=" left"> 
<td colspan="6" class~"Boldheading">Hydrographic Characteristics </td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
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<td width~"!?%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">Total Freshwater 
Inflow(m3/s)</font></td> 
<td class="Frmright"><input class="TextBox" name="txtTotFWater" type="text" 
id~"txtTotFWater" value~<%~objRs("freshwater discharge")%>></td> 
<td class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">Tidal Volurne(m3)</font></td> 
<td width="l5%" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtTidalVolume" type="text" 
id~"txtTidalVolurne" value~<"lo~objRs("tidal volume")%>></td> 
<td class~"Fnnleft" ><font class~"Labels">Salinity</font></td> 
A endix A 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtSalinity" type="text" id="txtSalinity" 
value~<%~bjRs(''salinity")%>></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td width~" I?%" class~"Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">Salinity Lirnit(km)</font></td> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtSalLimit" type="text" id="txtSalLimit" 
value=<%=objRs("salinitylimit")%>></td> 
<td align~"Ieft" class="Fnnleft"><font class="Labels">averaged velocity(rn/s)</font></td> 
<td width=" IS%" class="frmright"><input class="TextBox" name="txtAvrVelo" type="text" 
id~"txtA vrV elo" value~<%~objRs("average velocity")%>></td> 
<td align~"Ieft" class="Fnnleft"><font class~"Labels">Tidal Period(hr)</font></td> 
<td align="left" ><input class="TextBox" name="txtTidalPeriod" type="text" 
id~"txtTidalPeriod" value~<%~objRs("tidalperiod")%>></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Inlet</font></td> 
<td align~"Ieft" > 
<% if cbool( objRs("inlets")) = true then%> 
<input name="chklnlet" type="checkbox" id="chklnlet" value="checkbox" checked> 
<%else%> 
<input name="chklnlet" type="checkbox" id="Checkbox3" value="checkbox"> 
<%end if%> 
</td> 
<td class~"Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">How many Inlets?</font></td> 
<td class="Frmright"><input class="TextBox" name="txtHManyln" type="text" 
id="txtHManyln" value~<%~objRs("number inlets")%>></td> 
<td align=" left" >&nbsp;</td> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;</td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">Wind</font></td> 
<td align=" left" > 
<% if cbool( objRs("wind")) ~true then%> 
<input name="chkWind" type="checkbox" id="chkWind" value="checkbox" checked> 
<"/oelse %> 
<input name="chkWind" type="checkbox" id="Checkbox2" value="checkbox"> 
<"/o end if%> 
</td> 
<td class="Frmleft"><font class="Labels">Wind velocity(rn/s)</font></td> 
<td class="Fnnright"><input class="TextBox" name="txtWindVelo" type="text" 
id="txtW indV elo" value=%~objRs("windvelocity")%>></td> 
<td align~" left" >&nbsp;</td> 
<td align="left" >&nbsp;</td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td class="Frmleft"><font class~"Labels">coriolis effect </font></td> 
<td align="left" > 
<% if cbool( objRs("coriolis effect")) ~true then%> 
<input name~"chkCoriolisEff' type~"checkbox" id="chkCoriolisEff' 
value="checkbox" checked> 
<%else%> 
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<input name="chk.CoriolisEff'' type="checkbox" id="Checkboxl .. 
value="checkbox11 > 
<"lo end if%> 
</td> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;</td> 
<td class~"Frmleft">&nbsp;</td> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;</td> 
<td a!ign~"left" >&nbsp;</td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td class~"Frmleft">&nbsp;</td> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;</td> 
<td align~"left" >&nbsp;</td> 
<td class~"Frmleft">&nbsp;</td> 
<td align="left" ><a 
href="maininlets.asp?EstiD~<%~objRs("IDI ")%>&esF<"/o~objRs("name")%>" >Jnlets</a></td> 
<td align="left" ><a 
href~"mainModels.asp?EstiD~<%~objRs("ID I ")%>&esF<"Io~objRs("name")%>">Models</a></td> 
</tr> 
</table></td> 
</tr> 
</table> 
<input type="hidden" id="txtHEst" name="txtHEst" value="<%=objRs("name")%>"> 
</fornt> 
<p>&nbsp;</p> 
<p align="center"><img border="O" src="Rivers2.gif'></p> 
<!body> 
</btml> 
<% 
%> 
<html> 
<head> 
Set objConn =nothing 
Set objRs = nothing 
<meta http-equiv=''Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" contenF"text/html; charseFwindows-1252"> 
<title> Estuary</title> 
<script language=" I avaScript"> 
<!--
function FP _preloadlmgs() {//vl.O 
var d~document,a=arguments; if(!d.FP _imgs) d.FP _imgs=new Array(); 
for(var i~O; i<a.length; i++) { d.FP _imgs[i]=new Image; d.FP _imgs[i].src=a[i];} 
} 
function FP _swaplmg() {//vl.O 
var doc=document,args=arguments,elm,n; doc.$imgSwaps=new Array(); for(n=2; n<args.length; 
n+=2) { elm=FP _getObjectByiD(args[n]); if( elm) { doc.$imgSwaps[doc.$imgSwaps.length]=elm; 
elm.$src=elm.src; elm.src=args[n+ I]; } } 
} 
function FP _getObjectBy!D(id,o) {//vl.O 
var c,el,els,f,m,n; if(!o )o=document; if( o.getElementByld) el=o.getEJementByld(id); 
else if(o.layers) c~o.layers; else if(o.all) el=o.all[id]; if(el) return el; 
if(o.id=~id 11 o.name=~id) return o; if(o.childNodes) c=o.childNodes; if( c) 
for(n=O; n<c.length; n++) { el=FP _getObjectBy!D(id,c[n]); if( el) return el; } 
f=o.forrns; if( f) for(n=O; n<f.length; n++) { els=f[n].elements; 
for(m=O; m<els.length; m++){ el=FP _getObjectBylD(id,els[n]); if(el) return el;} } 
return null; 
} 
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</script> 
<!head> 
<body 
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onload="FP _preloadlmgs(/*url*/' . ./ .. /Build!I/Build/button3.jpg',/*url*/' . ./ .. /Build!I/Build/button4.jpg',/ 
*url*/' . ./ .. /Build!l/Build/button6.jpg',/*url*/' . ./ .. /Build!l/Build/button7.jpg')"> 
<form method="POST" action="index.asp" > 
<table border="O" cellpadding="O" cellspacing="O" width="685" height="980"> 
<!-- MSTableType="layout" --> 
<tr> 
<td valign="top"> 
<!-- MSCellType="DecArea" --> 
<font color="#000080"> <a href="http://www.lboro.ac.uk/"> 
<img border="O" src=" .. / .. /Build/1/Build!lulogo.gif' width="204" 
height="69"></a></font></td> 
<td valign="top" height="72"> 
<!-- MSCellType="ContentHead" --> 
&nbsp; <p><font size="6" 
color="#000080">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<u>Estuaries&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
</u></font></td> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
<td valign="top" width=" 119"> 
<!-- MSCellType="NavBody" --> 
&nbsp; <p><a href="index.htrn"> 
<img border="O" id="img2" src=" .. / .. /Build!I/Build/button5.jpg" 
height="30" width=" ISO" alt="Home" 
onmouseover="FP _swaplmg(I,O,/*id*/'img2',/*url*/' . ./ .. /Build!I/Build/button6.jpg')" 
onmouseout="FP _ s waplmg(O,O,/*id* /'img2' ,/*url* /' .. / .. /Build! l/Build/button5 .jpg')" 
onmousedown="FP _ swaplmg( I ,0,/*id * /'img2',/*url* /' .. / .. /Build! 1/Build/button7 .jpg')" 
onmouseup="FP _swaplmg(O,O,/*id*/'img2',/*url*/' . ./ .. /Build!I/Build/button6.jpg')" fp-style="fp-btn: 
Embossed Capsule I; fp-font: Comic Sans MS; fp-font-style: Bold; fp-font-size: 12; fp-font-color-
normal: #000080; fp-font-color-hover: #OOOOFF" fp-title="Home"></a></p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <a 
href="http://www.lboro.ac.uk!departrnents/cg!"> 
<img border="O" id="imgl" src=" .. / .. /Build!I/Build/button2.jpg" 
height="30" width=" ISO" alt="Chemical Engineering" fp-style="fp-btn: Embossed Capsule I; fp-font: 
Comic Sans MS; fp-font-style: Bold; fp-font-color-normal: #000080; fp-font-color-hover: #OOOOFF" 
fp-title="Chemical Engineering" 
onmouseover="FP _ swaplmg( I ,0,/*id* /'img I ',/*url* /' . ./../Build!I/Build/button3.jpg')" 
onmouseout="FP _swaplmg(O,O,/*id*/'imgl ',/*url*/' . ./ .. /Build!I/Build/button2.jpg')" 
onmousedown="FP _ swaplmg( I ,0,/*id* /'img I ',/*url* !' .. / .. /Build!I/Build/button4.jpg')" 
onmouseup="FP _swaplmg(O,O,/*id*/'imgl ',/*url*/' . ./ .. /Build!I/Build/button3.jpg')"></a></p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <a 
href="mailto:cgnk2@lboro.ac.uk"> 
<img border="O" src=" .. / .. /Build/1/M yHomepage/email.gif' 
width="84" height="80"></a></td> 
<td valign="top" height="454" width="566"> 
<!-- MSCellType="ContentBody" --> 
<p align="left"><font size="5" color="#000080">Estuary 
Geommphologic</font></p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <font size="4" 
color="#000080"> I )&nbsp; 
Estuary Geomorphological types: </font> 
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<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type=" radio" name="Geo" value=" 1" checked> 
<font color="#000080"><a href="Fjordlnfo.htm">Fjord<span 
style="text-decoration: none"> 
</span></ a> </font> </p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="Geo" value="2"> 
<font color="#000080"><a href="Coasta!Plainlnfo.htm">Coastal 
Plain</a></font></p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="Geo" value="3"> 
<font color="#000080"><a href="Bar-Builtlnfo.htm">Bar 
Built</a><lfont></p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="Geo" value="4"> 
<font color="#000080"><a 
href="Tectonic!nfo.htm">Tectonic</a></font></p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <font size="4" 
color="#000080">2)&nbsp; 
Estuary Tidal Range:&nbsp;</font><font 
color="#000080">&nbsp;</font> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="TDR" value=" I" checked> 
<font color="#000080"><a 
href="Microtidallnfo.htm">Microtidal&nbsp;</a><lfont></p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="TDR" value="2"> 
<font color="#000080"> <a 
href="Mesotidallnfo.htm">Mesotidal</a></font></p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="TDR" value="3"> 
<font color="#000080"><a 
href="Macrotidallnfo.htm">Macrotidal</a></font></p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <font 
color="#000080">&nbsp;</font><font size="4" color="#000080">3)&nbsp; 
Estuaries Bed Type: </font> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type=" radio" name="EstBedTPl" value=" I" checked> 
<font color="#000080"><a href="FlatBedlnfo.htm">Flat 
Bed</a>&nbsp;&nbsp;</font></p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name=11 EstBedTPl 11 value="2"> 
<font color="#000080"><a href="SlopingBedlnfo.htm">Sloping 
Bed</a></font></p> 
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<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="EstBedTPl" value="3"> 
<font colot="#000080"><a href="Rea!Bedlnfo.htm">Real 
Bed</a></font></p> 
<p><font color="#000080">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </font> <font size~"4" 
color="#000080">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
4)&nbsp; Estuaries Average Width to Depth 
Ratio:&nbsp;&nbsp;</font>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="AWDR" value=" I" checked> 
<font color="#000080">Low </font> </p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type="radio" name="AWDR" value="2"> 
<font color="#000080">High</font></p> 
<p>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<input type=" radio" name="AWDR" value="3"> 
value=" I"> 
</table> 
</form> 
<!body> 
<lbtml> 
</tr> 
<tr> 
</tr> 
<font color="#000080">Very High</font></p> 
</td> 
<td valign~"top">&nbsp;</td> 
<td height=" IQ" align="center" valign="top"> 
</td> 
<input type=" submit" value="Subrnit" name= 11Bl "> 
<input type="reset" value="Reset" name="B2"> 
<input type="hidden" id="txtHPre" name="txtHPre" 
<!--#INCLUDE FILE~"Include/CnnString.asp" --> 
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01 Transitional/fEN" 
"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/loose.dtd"> 
<html> 
htrnl xrnlns:v="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml" xmlns:o= 11urn:schemas-microsoft-com:office:office" 
xmlns~"http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html40"> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="textlhtml; charset=windows-1252"> 
<title>Fjordlnfo</title> 
</head> 
<body> 
<p>&nbsp 
</p> 
<p>&nbsp; 
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<font size="5">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <font 
color="#OOOOFF">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&n 
bsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
Fjord Estuary</font></font></p> 
<p>&nbspnbsp;&nbsp; 
<font size="-! "><img border="O" src="Fjord.jpg" width="239" height=" 146"></font></p> 
<p><font size="-! ">&nbsp;&nbsp</font></p> 
<p align="left"><font color="#OOOOSO">Fjords are valleys that have been cut 
deeper by moving glaciers and then invaded by the sea. They have a shallow 
barrier at their mouth that limits water exchange between the deeper waters of 
the fjord and the sea. They are narrow with steep sides and usually straight and 
long. Fjords are found in areas that have been covered by glaciers. Examples 
include regions along the coasts of Chile, New Zealand, Canada, Alaska, 
Greenland, Norway, Siberia, Scotland, and other countries.</font></p> 
<p align='~ustifY">&nbsp 
<img border=''O" src="line.gif' width="385" height="19"></p> 
<p align="justify"><font color="#000080" size="S">&nbsp 
;&nbsp; Return to:&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <a 
href="Estuaries.htrn">Estuaries</a></font></p> 
</body> 
<html xrnlns:v="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml" xmlns:o="urn:schemas-microsoft-
com:office:office" xmins="http:/ /www. w3.org/TRIREC-htrnl40"> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-1252"> 
<title>CoastalPlainlnfo</title> 
</bead> 
<body> 
<p>&nbsp 
</p> 
<p>&nbsp 
<font size="5">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <font color="#OOOOFF">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
Coastal Plain Estuary</font></font></p> 
<p><font size="5" color="#OOOOFF">&nbsp 
<irng border="O" src="CoastalPlain.jpg" width=" liS" 
height=" 159">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
<img border="O" src="CoastalPlainl.jpg" width=" liS" height="159"></font></p> 
<p><font size="5" color="#OOOOFF">&nbsp 
</font><font size=" -I" color="#OOOOSO">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; </font> 
<font size="-!" color="#OOOOFF">&nbsp; Narragansett Bay</font><font size="5" 
color="#OOOOFF">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; 
</font><font size=" -I" color="#OOOOFF">Chesapeake Bay</font></p> 
<p>&nbsp; 
</p> 
<p align="justify"><font color="#OOOOSO">Coastal 
plain estuaries were formed at the end ofthe last ice age. As the ice melted 
and the waters warmed, sea level rose. The rising seas invaded low-lying coastal 
river valleys. These valleys are usually shallow with gentle sloping bottoms. 
Their depth increases toward the river's mouth. This type of estuary is common 
throughout the world. Examples include Narragansett Bay (RI), Chesapeake Bay 
(MD), Delaware Bay (DE), Thames River (England), Ems River (Germany), Seine 
River (France), Si-Kiang River (Hong Kong), and Murray River (Australia).</font></p> 
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<p align="justify"><font size=115" color="#000080">&nbsp 
</font></p> 
<p align~"justify"><font size~"5" colm="#000080">&nbsp 
&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp 
</font><font color="#000080"> 
<img border="O" src="line.gif'' width="385" height=" 19"></font></p> 
<p align="justify"><font size="S" color="#OOOOSO">&nbsp 
<a href~"Estnaries.htm">Estnar</a></font><a href~"Estnaries.htm"><font 
size=" 5 ">ies</font></a></p> 
<p align~"justify">&nbsp 
</p> 
</body> 
<lhtrnl> 
<html xrnlns:v="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml" xmlns:o="um:schemas-microsoft-
com:office:office" xmlns~"http://www.w3.org!fRIREC-html40"> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv~"Content-Type" contenF"textlhtrnl; charset~windows-1252"> 
<link rei~"File-List" href~"Bar-Builtlnfo _ files/filelist.xml"> 
<title>Bar-Builtlnfo</title> 
<!--[if !mso]> 
<style> 
v\:* 
o\:* 
.shape 
</style> 
{ behavior: url(#default#VML) } 
{ behavior: url(#default#VML) } 
{ behavior: url(#default#VML)} 
<![endif]--><!--[if gte mso 9]> 
<xml><o:shapedefaults v:ext~"edit" spidmax~"I027"/> 
</xml><! [ endif]--> 
<!head> 
<body> 
<p><!--[if gte vmll)><v:line id~"_ xOOOO _si 025" 
style~'position:absolute;left:O;text-align:left;top:O;z-index: 1' from~" 163 .5pt,369. 7 5pt" 
to~"529 .5pt,369. 7 5pt"/><! [ endif]--><! [if ! vml)><span style~'mso-ignore:vglayout; 
position:absolute;z-index: I ;left:217px;top:492px;width:490px;height:2px'><img 
width~90 heighF2 src~"Bar-Builtlnfo 14_files/image001.gif' 
v:shapes~"-xOOOO _sI 025"></span><! [ endif]>&nbsp 
</p> 
<p>&nbsp 
<font size~"5">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <font color="#OOOOFF">&nbsp 
Bar-Built Estnary</font></font></p> 
<p>&nbsp 
<img border="O" src~"Bar-Builtlnfo.jpg" width~" 124" height~" 163 "></p> 
<p>&nbsp 
<font color="#OOOOFF">Pamlico Sound</font></font></p> 
<p align~"justify">&nbsp;</p> 
<p align~"justify"><font color="#000080">Bar-built estnaries are formed when 
sandbars build up along the coastline. These sand bars partially cut off the 
waters behind them from the sea. Bar-built estnaries are usually shallow, with 
reduced tidal action. Wind is frequently the most important mixing tool for the 
fresh and salt water. This type of estuary is common along the Texas and Florida 
Gulf coasts (East Matagorda Bay), in The Netherlands, and in parts of North 
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Carolina (Albernarle Sound and Pamlico Sound).</font></p> 
<p align="justify">&nbsp;</p> 
<p align="justify"><font color="#000080" 
size="5">&nbsp 
</font></p> 
<p align="justify"><font color="#000080" size="5">&nbsp 
<a href="Estuaries.htm">Estuaries</a></font></p> 
</body> 
</html> 
<html xrnlns:v="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml" xmlns:o="urn:schemas-microsoft-
com:office:office" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/TRIREC-html40"> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-1252"> 
<title>FlatBedlnfo</title> 
</head> 
<body> 
<p>&nbsp 
<p>&nbsp 
<font size="5">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <font color="#OOOOFF">&nbsp 
Flat Bed 
Estuary</font></font></p> 
<p>&nbsp 
</p> 
<p>&nbsp 
<img border="O" src="Flat"/o20Bed.GIF" width="363" height="77"></p> 
<p align="justify">&nbsp;</p> 
<p align="justify">&nbsp;</p> 
<p align="justify"><font color="#000080">&nbsp 
<img border="O" src="line.gif' width="385" height="l9"></font></p> 
<p align="left"><font color="#000080" size="S">&nbsp 
Return to:&nbsp;&nbsp; <a href="Estuaries.htm">Estuaries</a></font></p> 
</body> 
<lhtml> 
<html xmlns:v="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml" xmlns:o="um:schemas-microsoft-
com:office:office" xmlns="http://www.w3.org/TRIREC-html40"> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=windows-1252"> 
<title>Mesotidallnfo</title> 
</head> 
<body> 
<p>&nbsp 
</p> 
<p>&nbsp 
<font size="5">&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp; <font color="#OOOOFF">&nbsp 
; </font></font> 
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<font colm="#OOOOFF" size~"S">Mesotidal Estuary </font> 
</p> 
<p>&nbsp 
<font size~" -1 ">&nbsp;</font></p> 
<p><font size=" -l">&nbsp 
> 
<p class="MsoNorrnal" align="left">&nbsp;</p> 
<p class~"MsoNorrnal" align~"left"><font coloF"#000080"><b>Tidal Range:</b> 2-4 
Meters</font></p> 
<p class~"MsoNorrnal" align~"left"><font coloF"#000080"><b>Estuary Type:</b> 
Dominated by strong tidal currents; Often short and wide; Meandering tidal 
channel.</font></p> 
<p class~"MsoNorrnal" align~"left"><font coloF"#000080"><b>Remarks: </b>The 
Salt-wedge circulation excluded.</font></p> 
<center> 
<p class~"MsoNorrnal"><font coloF"#000080">&nbsp;</font></p> 
&nbsp;</center> 
<p a!ign~"left"><font coloF"#000080">&nbsp 
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<img border="O" 
src~"file:///C:/Documents%20and%20Settings/cgnk2/My%20Documents/My<'/o20Web%20Sites/lnfo­
Final/line.gif" width~"385" height="l9"></font></p> 
<p align~"justify"><font coloF"#000080" size~"S">&nbsp 
<a href~"Estuaries.htm">Estuaries</a></font></p> 
</body> 
</btml> 
<html xmlns:v="urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml" xmlns:o="urn:schemas-microsoft-
com:office:office" xmlns~"http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-htrnl40"> 
<head> 
<meta http-equiv="Content-Language" content="en-gb"> 
<meta http-equiv~"Content-Type" content="text/btml; charset=windows-1252"> 
<title>PartiallyMixedlnfo</title> 
</bead> 
<body> 
End 
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Paper 1 
Ghorashi R., Hanspal N.S., Keshavarzi-Roonizi N. & Nassehi V.(2005), Finite 
Element Modelling of Pollutants Dispersion in the Tay Estuary, European Simulation 
& Modelling 2, Porto, Portugal. pp 237-241 
ABSTRACT 
Finite element technique is used to model the concentration distribution of a reactive 
pollutant in the Tay estuary, Scotland. Considering the low concentrations of the 
pollutants which inevitably results from the mixing of relatively small amounts of 
contaminants with a large body of water the chemical reaction is modelled using first 
order kinetics. Tidal propagation within the Tay flow channel is characterised by 
significant phase Jag between the mouth and interior reaches of the estuary. This results 
in continuous variations of the flow channel boundary during flood and ebb. To include 
this important feature in the model the shallow water equations representing the tidal 
flow in the Tay are solved in an Eulerian framework using the volume of fluid (V OF) 
approach. The simulated results are evaluated for theoretical and experimental 
consistency. 
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Paper2 
Keshavarzi-Roonizi N., Ghorashi R. & Nassehi V. (2004), Modelling of Solute 
Distribution in Estuaries: Mathematical Techniques & Computer Implementation. 
Paris, France. , pp 159-163. 
ABSTRACT 
Water quality monitoring and management in tidal waterways are facilitated 
considerably by the use of accurate predictive hydrodynamic and pollutant transport 
models. Development and application of realistic three dimensional numerical models 
to natural water systems however, require prohibitive amounts of hydro graphic data 
and their use in practice is restricted by very high computational costs and effort. To 
overcome these problems simplified depth or cross sectionally averaged one or two 
dimensional models are commonly used to simulate flow and mass transport in tidal 
estuaries. The approximate nature of these models means that the quality of the 
results obtained by them can be varied and in cases where significant three 
dimensional effects are present they carmot be reliably used. In this paper we outline 
the development and computer implementation of a new approach for modelling 
solute transport in estuaries based on the representation of tidal hydrodynamics and 
solute mixing in terms of multi-mode velocity and concentration fields. 
The vertical components of the filed variables in the flow and transport equations 
corresponding to multi-mode system are solved separately from the lateral 
components and thus such a model can yield information in all three space dimensions 
while economising computational costs and hydrographic data requirements. 
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Paper3 
Keshavarzi-Roonizi N., Hanspal N.S., Ghorashi R.& Nassehi V.(2005), A 
Hydroinformatics Tool for Modelling of Estuaries, Rivers and Subsurface Water 
Systems, Journal of European Geosciences Union (EGU), (7), 02036, 355. 
ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with the description of a hydroinformatics system for the simulation 
of the behaviour of estuaries and non-tidal rivers as well as underground flow 
processes. The system consists of intelligent front and back end interfaces, an operator 
guide and modelling quality evaluation. It also has extra modules for controlling input 
and output data and model selection criteria. Therefore it provides an IT system which 
enables those operators who have minimal experience in hydro-environmental 
modelling to access and process information related to the behaviour of complex 
natural water systems. It should hence be regarded as a fast and flexible tool for the 
management of river and estuary networks. In particular it is very useful in dealing 
with critical events such as the monitoring of the aftermath of accidental spillage of 
pollutants and flood routing. Interactions between surface and subsurface water flow 
zones can also be handled using this tool. Basically, the developed hydroinformatics 
system consists of three components: a component for data organization and treatment 
(front-end), a component for simulation and quantitative analysis of water quality and 
hydrodynamics (number cruncher), and a component for analysing, visualizing and 
editing of the results (back-end). Specific operations such as optimization of data 
used in hydrodynamic models are handled via utilizing genetic algorithms embedded 
within the number cruncher module. The modular approach adopted in the 
development of this system is an appropriate and versatile methodology for coping 
with lengthy and complicated decision support and quality monitoring processes 
related to tidal, non-tidal and subsurface water environments. The described system 
is used to generate simulations for realistic events in estuarine networks and 
underground flows, including combined free/porous flows and contaminants 
migration in heterogeneous underground domains and modelling of salt intrusion in 
the Upper-Milford Haven Estuary, South Wales, UK. 
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Paper4 
Keshavarzi-Roonizi N., Ghorashi R. and Nassehi V., 2004, An Information 
Processing Tool for the Management of Natural Water Systems, Proceeding of the 2"d 
International Conference on Industrial Simulation, ISC 2004 , Malaga, pp 40-44. 
ABSTRACT 
Fast and efficient access to up-to-date information is the most important factor in 
enabling organisations to make appropriate decisions in dealing with day-to day work 
or long term policy matters. In particular, the effective monitoring and management of 
vast and complicated natural systems such as rivers is not possible without processing 
large amounts of data in short periods of time. Therefore, the use of computer models 
which reduce the cost of acquisition and increase the speed of data handling has 
become an indispensable feature in the management of river/estuary systems. 
However, due to the complexity of the models used to simulate the hydrodynamics, 
pollutants dispersion and interaction between water flow and man made structures, the 
utilisation of computer models of river networks requires expertise and significant 
amount of experience. In this paper the development of an IT system which enables 
operators with minimal experience in hydrodynamic modelling to access and process 
information related to the behaviour of complex natural water systems is presented. 
This system provides a valuable tool for the management of river/estuary networks 
specifically in dealing with critical events such as flooding. Implementation of the IT 
system described here is demonstrated via presentation of sample applications. 
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PaperS 
Kaveh B., Keshavarzi-Roonizi N. Ghorashi R., & Nassehi V. (2006), A Spectral 
Expansion Method for the Simulation of Vertical Salinity Variations in Upper-Milford 
Haven Estuary, South Wales, UK., 4th Industrial Simulation Conference (ISC), 
Palermo, Italy. 
ABSTRACT 
Although modelling of natural water systems is a highly established practice to obtain 
accurate simulations which can provide detailed description of many phenomena in 
such environments, requires elaborate and specialised models. 
The use of spectrally expanded hydrodynamic models, which provide quantitative 
information for 3-dimensional systems through the solution of 2-dimensional modal 
governing equations, is a prime example of such an elaborate scheme. This scheme 
has the advantage over traditional three dimensional methods because it is 
computationally more cost effective. However in case of water systems such as 
estuaries where the flow domain geometry changes constantly during a tidal cycle, the 
solution of modal equations becomes extremely complicated. Therefore such models, 
can only be used by experts, who have considerable experience in areas of CFD. In 
order to avoid the necessity of extensive training for users of sophisticated software 
an expert system which through the exploitation of IT techniques makes it accessible 
to non-experts has been designed. 
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Poster Presented 
Poster I 
Keshavarzi-Roonizi N., Ghorashi R., Kaveh B., (2006). A Computer tool for the 
Implementation of Complex Hydro-Environmental Models, Computer Aided Process 
Engineering Subject (CAPE), "University College London", CAPE Research Poster 
Day 21th February, London, UK. 
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Filter .DtdttbdSe 
A endix C 
To demonstrate the generic nature of the data handling modules developed in this work, 
the following example which uses the architecture of the utility database used for River 
System for a different purpose. The example shown here is the utilization of the system 
for handling the data required in the computer aided design of an aeronautics filter. 
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C.l Filter Database 
A filter database design and developed to record, organise and handle the data 
generated by a simulation code for the analysis of fluid flow and particle transport 
through permeable medium such as pleated cartridge filter used in aircraft. 
The filter database is designed in access environment and has the capability to adapt 
all access functions. The following diagram shown the Filterdatabase structure. 
Filter Database 
Input Progress Output 
Area Loss v b.p 11 Permeability v b.p 
I Flat sheet Medium I I Filter Element I 1. b.p v Permeability 2. Loss of Area 
Experimental Results 1. Geometric Details 
1. Single Pass 2. Media Specification 
2. Multi Pass 3. Experimental Data 
4. Fluid Type 
Figure C.l Schematic of Filter Database 
Cl 
C.2 Database for filter results 
To open fi lter database double click on Filterdatabase file on your desktop. 
Once the database opened a main menu form will appear. 
In Main Menu form there are four options: 
1. Media Type Drop down 
2. Cartridge Analysis Drop down 
3. Help 
4. Close Database 
~ Filter Database Main Menu 
A J Jendix C 
Welcome to Filter Database Main menu 
Media Type F1bre Glass .., Go 
Cartridge Analysis Synthetic Media .., Go 
Help rniJ I 
Close Database ~ 
Figure C.2 
C.2.1 Media Type Drop down 
By clicking on the drop down arrow the user can choose the appropriate media type 
e.g. Fibre Glass, Synthetic and Other. 
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C.2.2 Fibre Glass Media 
By choosing Fibre G lass Media the p 3J.tm > 200 + square mesh aperture = 440 JLm 
window will be displayed and you are able to navigate through the records. There are 
13 di fferent command keys, which by clicking each of them the user enable to do the 
fo llowing operations. 
Fillet Ben"''" I H2~FDVSOL I 
" '"'"'"' or Plellls ~ 
otametef Cot'e{mm) 
Q!J 
Fluid Property 
Flow Rale(lh nln) Vlsc oslly (CS!) 
~ 0 
Auld TYPt 
I MP320 I 
OettS"Y (llgm3l 
~ 
1\Conlf)t esalou 
~ 
fJ> (lnc knlktU C01 11111 oSSIOtt ~tKI l on Ill At e•J Ext>eolluenl <>l tJ> 
~ ~ 
Simulated tJ> ccoutP< . .. ton lgooOted 1 SuoiUialt<l tJ> (lltCIII<loog Componllonl 
~ [§] 
All 4~,p are meo .. nt d In unho of bnr 
ot6J 
Figure C .3 
~ ~ ~ 
Next Rec«d Prew>us Rec«d FnlRec«d 
~ _!j ~ 
AddNowRec«d Delete Rec«d Save Roeo<d 
~ ~ ~ 
lost RecO<d Ftst RecOI"d PoeViewrepM 
~ ~ ~ 
PrintRopcrt Geometnc Flol Sheet ltfonnooon Pe~ 
~ ~ ~ 
Show All MedUn FlolSheot 
Records Permeobiky Analysis 
_!J nC«tndge 
Main Menu 
l. Next Record allows the user to move to the nex t available record. 
2. P revious Record allows the user to move to previous record. 
3. F ind Record will display find and replace window and by choosing the 
requi red category in the find what box the particular records wi ll be display. 
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Fmd and Repl(tce 
Find ~place _ _._ ___________ _ 
Find What : V 
Look In: 
Match: Whole Field V 
Search: All [vJ 
0 Match Case _.ear eh j:rekb A<; Forrratted 
Figure C.4 
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..-Id Ne • 
Cancel 
I 
!I ....___ _ ___. 
4. Add New Record allows the user to enter the new record in the record fi le. 
5. Delete Record allows the user to eliminate any record from record file 
6. Save Record will save any new entry record into the record fi le. 
7. Last Record w ill display the last existing record. 
8. First Record wi ll di splay the first ex isting record. 
9. Print Report will print all existing record. 
10. Sbow all Records will display all records wi ndow and by cl icking on the right 
mouse the user can choose the datasheet view which wi ll display all the 
ex isting records in thi s format. 
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.1i All Records t-.JlOj tj 
Frlter ID I F1lter Element I Flow Rare I Veloc11y(m/s) I Viscosity(cSt) I Experimental dP (bar) I Simulated dP+ Compress1on + Loss 1n ,.. 
.!. iJ H24FDYaOL 50 0 001071 74 098 0.95 
,-
1 100 0.002141 72 196 196 
1 150 0 003212 71 3.06 306 f- 1 200 0 004283 71 4 21 4 21 
- 1 250 0 005353 70 55 5.5 
,-
1 300 0.006424 70 6.68 6 68 f- 1 350 0.007495 69 8.00 806 f-
f- 1 400 0008565 69 9 34 934 1 450 0 009636 69 10 36 1036 f- 1 500 0 010707 69 11 58 1158 f- 1 550 0 011778 69 13 44 13 44 f- 1 600 0 012848 71 15 09 1509 f- 1 150 0.003426 79 69 69 f-
2 H24FDV70L 50 0 002447 72 3 79 3 79 f-
f- 2 100 0 003671 70 584 584 
f- 2 150 0.004895 69 839 839 
f- 2 200 0 000118 69 1081 1081 
f- 2 250 0 007342 69 13 29 1329 
f- 2 300 0 008565 69 15 85 15.85 
f- 2 350 0 009789 70 18.3 522 
f- 3 H219FD'vSBL 50 0 001279 76 0 91 093 
1- 3 100 0 002559 75 188 188 
Record: (E) 4 ~ Cili[]HJ d 61 < I 
F igure C.5 
11 . Permeability will display the flow rate, permeability and pressure drop in one 
set tab le and by pressing the right mouse and choosing the datasheet view the 
user will able to see all relevant reco rds. 
5l Permea bility Fibre Glass Media 
FilteriD 
Q 
FiHerEiement 
H24FDV80L 
PermeabilityK•10 (E-12) (m2) 
1.96735 
_!J 
Close Form 
(}](ill~ of 64 
Figure C.6 
Experimental 6p(bar) 
0.98 
12. F lat Sheet Permeability wi ll disp lay the pressure drop against the 
permeabi lity diagram and all the relevant information. 
CS 
u 
-
" ) 
.;i Fl.\1 S~t Fibre Glau Mtdio 
Permt3b1111VM•10 !E-121 (rn2) 
I 96735 
04 06 08 
P,..uW'o Drop (MPo) 
o/29 
Figure C.7 
I 2 
Zont 1 
K•1.96735 X IOIE-121 on2 
when tJ> < 1.13 x10(E5) Pa 
Zone l 
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K• 1.628 X 2 X 10(E-11) x (t.P)(E.0.2397) 
when I. 13 x IO(E5) Pa < t.P < 10.80 x IO(E5) Pa 
Zone 3 
K• 1.0H59 x 2 x IOIE-12) 
when 10.80 x 10(ESI Pa < t.P 
~ 
OosoF01m 
13. Flat Sheet Analysis will display the fo llowing window. 
'1:j AMIY51S · Form 
~ 2 .5 
~ 2 
X 
~lus 
ii N" 1 
~-
••• • 
• 
• 
Sample 
i 0 .5 
~ 0 +-------~r--------.--------. 
0 5 10 15 
Pressure Drop(MPa) 
Enter Dato 
I ... 
Figure C.8 
Permeability vs Pressure Drop FlatS heel 
Flbor Media 
0 2 .5 
-... .. ........ 
. ·········. ... 
~- 2 ~!. 1.5 
~~ i w 0 .5 
~ 0 +--------.-------.------~ 
0 5 10 15 
Pressure Drop(MPa) 
CloseFonn 
User can compare experimental va lue of permeability function of pressure with 
the sample value. 
14. Main Menu will display the m ain menu window. 
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C.2.3 Synthetic Media 
By clicking on this option the Synthetic Media p 3JLm > 200 + square mesh aperture 
= 310 JLm window will be displayed and you are ab le to navigate through the records. 
There are 13 different command keys which wil l be the same operation as explained 
in the above category. 
Filler Ben""• 
I H24FS88L I 
N1Nnber ol PleiiiS 
m 
Olt11no1or Cor t(nwt•l 
m 
., l oss bl ~rea 
J3s sal 
All ll.p are measured In unlll of bar 
C.2.4 Other Media Type 
Fluid Property 
Flow Rlllellll 'lllln l 
lJ]D 
Oensl!yikg~n3) 
laao I 
IOCompnulon 
~ 
S111••lalod 1\P(kKk.ldlng Compt uMont 
@D 
< I 
Figure C.9 
~ ~ ~ 
~-xtRecord Pr.-.. Record Find Record 
~ _!_] ~ 
Add New Rec01d Delete Reca<d sav.Reaxd 
_ij ~ ~ 
last Record FTst RecO<d Preview Repon 
~ ~ _!J 
PrrotRogorl GeometriC Flot Sheet 
Jrlormotoo Perme4bky 
~ ~ ~ 
Show All ......... Ro< Sheet 
Records Penr.ooblolv Anolysls 
~ n c.,uodge 
MillnMeHII 
Thjs database fom1 is designed with empty record fields for any other media to be 
entering in the future. To add any record the user should press "Add New Record" 
and enter the data in appropriate field and then press "Save" key. 
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Fluid Property 
Aiel EJemenl 
c=J 
NUIIlbel ol Pleats 
m 
~ ~ ~ 
NoxtRe<O<d PreYIOUS R«Ofd FI>!Re<Ofd 
Flow Rate(litlm ln) 
~ 
Vlscosh)llcSI) 
Q:] 
Dinner 11111e1 Cooe{nun) 
CD ~ _!j _!j Add New Rocord Delete A.ecord Sove Record 
Media Type 
c=J 
Densil)llkgiln3) 
[TI 
iJ JlJ _!j 
'\ Loss In Area 
c:::::::J 
OPC~Kiucllng 'ompreulon ood Loss "' Area) 
c:::::=::J 
Slmlli.lled /:P (COillPIOISioll i(II>Oied) 
c:=J 
Lost Record F•stRKO<d Pm. Report 
~ ~ _!j 
snow All l'.eQun Flat 5he<t 
Records Pennoobl.ty P.,llle4bolty l><«tndoo 
_!j 
•.compression 
CJ 
E)(per ~n.nlallll' 
c=J 
Shnulal ed IIP(bockKing Compression) 
c=J 
Main Menu 
All Ap are measured In uniiS of bar 
> cl I 
Figure C. l O 
Cartridge Analysis By clicking on the drop down arrow the user can choose the 
appropriate media type cartridge for ftnther analysis. In this fo rm there are several 
graphical results plotted in which, the user can compare the area loss of designed fi lter 
cartridge with the experimental one. 
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I Microsoft Acc.n . ( RHulto Analysis Flbro Gloo• Medii] 
: ..J EM tot ~low-;:., !Vmat !'.""""' l ools ~ ~ 
'~ · w ra, .J ~ -:1 <ll .l t!l ) ., ~A ::r 
Results for Fibre Glass Filter Cartridge 
Permeability "3 Presurt Drop Flllctr 
, Elemont (1124FOV80l) 
~ 'il ~ i-11.5 .... ....._ ,.....________ 
= ;:;;- 1 -------1- 0.~ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
Q. 
Pressure Orop(MPn) 
Porrnooblllty vs Pro•uro Drop Flit or 
Eleme nt (H240VIOL) 
10.81 13.2'3 15.85 18.3 3.79 5.84 8.3, 
Pr .... rro Drop (MPo) 
Loss or Area vs Flow Rate Filter 
_ 80 l Elements(H24F080L) H: --·----
~ 74 
0 72 
; 70 
.... 
11< 68 
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Flow Rote(lltlrnln) 
Lo .. of Filtration Area vs Flow Rate Filter 
Elomontii1240VIOL) 
76 1 
66 -1---.--...-....--....--.--...---, 
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Flow Rnro(lltlrnln) 
Figure C. ll 
C.3 Utilities for further interface 
The following stages are designed to be used by the user as guidance. 
C.3.1 Help 
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By clicking thjs option and choose the Help option the user would able to read about 
the user manual. 
C.3.2 Close Database 
By clicking this option the user would able to ex it the database. 
C.3.3 Search for particular record 
As well as find the record option the Filter option would enab le the user to find any 
particular record. 
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C.3.4 The filter returns too many records. 
Sorting and filtering allow yo u to view records in a table in a different way either by 
reordering all of the records in the table or view only those records in a table that meet 
certain criteria that you specify. 
C.3.5 Sorting ~+ i J. 
You may want to view the records in a table in a different order than they appear such 
as sorting by a date or in alphabetica l order, for example. Fo llow these steps to 
execute a simple sort of records in a table based on the values of one field: 
• ln table view, place the cursor in the column that you want to sort by. 
• Select RecordsJSortJSort Ascending or RecordsJSortJSort Descending fi:om 
the menu bar or c lick the Sort Ascending or Sort Descending buttons on the 
tool bar. 
To sort by more than one column (such as sorting by date and then sorting records 
wi th the same date alphabeticall y), highlight the columns by clicking and draggi ng the 
mouse over the field labe ls and select one of the sort methods stated above. 
C.3.6 Filter by Selection V!J 
This feature will fi lter records that contain identical data values in a given field such 
as filtering out a ll of the records that have the value "Smith" in a name field. To Filter 
by Selection, place the cursor in the fi eld that you want to filter the other records by 
and c lick the Filter by Selection button on the toolbar or select RecordsJFilterJFilter 
By Selection from the menu bar. 
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C.3.6 Filter by Form "§ 
If the table is large, it may be di fficult to find the record that contains the value you 
would like to filter by so using Filter by Form may be advantageous instead. This 
method creates a blank version of the table with drop-down mem1s for each field that 
each contains the va lues found in the records of that fi eld. Under the default Look for 
tab of the Filter by Form wi ndow, click in the field to enter the filter criteria. To 
specify an alternate criteria if records may contain one of two specified values, click 
the or tab at the bottom of the window and select another criteri a from the drop-down 
menu. More or tabs will appear after one criteria is set to allow you to add more 
alternate criteria for the fi Iter. After you have selected a ll of the criteri a you want to 
filter, click the Apply F ilter button V on the toolbar. 
C.3.7 Remove a Filter I V 
To view a ll records in a table again, click the depressed Apply F ilter toggle button on 
the tool bar. 
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